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Letter to the Editor

Dear Editor
I read with interest Dr Salem’s paper entitled: ”The Heart, Mind & Brain” published
in the Arab Journal of Psychiatry (AJP) vol. 20, No 2, November 2009. The paper
addresses an important area that received recently significant interest especially in the
Western literature.
1. I found what Dr Salem statement about the individuals who underwent heart
transplantation and their ability to function normally. Dr Salem added” the: The heart
in such case could be considered as a medium or a physical tool serving for an
underlying sophisticated integrating system that has the capacity to carry the personal
identity of the individual.1 I feel that considering the heart and brain as an integrated
functional unit that its various ways of integrating the function may include nerve
supply, chemical transmitters, hormones and electromagnetic waves. In addition
some of these different ways of integrating the heart-brain function(s) may develop or
maximise its function to compensate for the lost way(s) of integration as a result of
the cardiac surgery e.g. nerve connections. This concept may be better explained in
the light of the concept of Neuro-plasticity that has been reported with the use of
atypical antipsychotics and electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) 2. We were taught in the
medical school that dead neurons cannot come to life and their function is likely to be
lost as well but nowadays the concept of Neuroplasticity is widely accepted and the
psychological studies of the brain laterality indicates that one cerebral hemisphere can
compensate for some of the function(s) of the other cerebral hemisphere if subjected
to an insult. Other possible explanation(s) may develop with future research.
2. The brain in the heart as suggested by Armour (1994) may have its roots in our
culture and other cultures as well e.g. people tend to attribute their sense of fear or
anxiety associated with worrying thoughts to their heart rather than their brain3. The
same applies to joy and happiness with its neurophysiological effects. Armour
suggested that the heart has a complex intrinsic nervous system that is sufficiently
sophisticated to qualify as a little brain. I think this could be one explanation but
another explanation could be that the “heart and brain” are integrated functionally as
one unit. In the many cases of post-stroke depression or personality change together
with post-myocardial infarction mood disorder “depression or mania” may be
evidence that supports this concept (Heart–Brain one functional unit).
3. I wish to point out that in the history of the Islamic civilization, Muslim Scholars
and Physicians believed that the heart was more than a muscular organ that pumps the
blood into arteries and maintains the circulation4. As we know the view that was
strongly adopted by the western physicians until recently was that the heart is just a
muscular organ that has no emotional, spiritual or psychological function. With the
decline of the Islamic civilization and rise of the more materialistic western
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civilization this concept disappeared from the area of interest and the materialistic
vision prevailed until very recently. The outcome of recent western research, both
clinical and electrophysiologic, seems to agree with the previous vision adopted by
Muslim scholars and physicians. Is it now time to acknowledge the importance of
achievements of our ancestors and start building on this.
4. In the AJP the paper has been categorised as a liaison psychiatry paper while I
respectfully feel it would have been better categorised as a review article rather than a
liaison paper.
I wish to thank Dr Salem for being one of the pioneers among other Arab psychiatrists
in our era that gave this area their interest. I am sure there are many psychiatrists
Arab and non-Arab who have developed an interest and contributed to this area. I
sincerely apologise for not recognising them & their work in my letter.
I am calling upon Dr Salem to work on establishing a special interest unit or group in
the Psychiatric Department, UAE University to be the nucleus that generates more
thoughts and plan future research in this field. As we agree, this area requires
teamwork and not a one-person effort. Organising multidisciplinary teamwork would
help us develop a strategy for the future & help develop a new generation of
interested Arab researchers.
The interest in this area is likely to attract the contribution of clinicians and
researchers from various disciplines including psychiatrists, psychologists,
cardiologists,
neurosurgeons,
cardiac
surgeons,
neuro-radiologists
and
electrophysiologists.
I think it is now time to see every Psychiatric Department in the Arab world leading
research and development in an area of special interest e.g. biological psychiatry,
CBT, Sleep research, Dream research and spirituality & religion in relation to mental
health …. Etc.
I look forwards to hear about the development of a team and enhancing the spirit of
teamwork in All Departments all over the Arab World in the near future.
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OBITUARY
To write about a teacher and a colleague who has passed away seems at first hand a
straightforward exercise … To write about Dr Fuad Antun who left us on the 30th. of
December 2009 is another matter. Fuad was a above all an inspiration of energy and
love of life for all those who knew him. I met first Fuad as a medical student in the
1970’s when he had just come back to Lebanon after his training in the UK (DPM,
PhD, MRC Psch). He had not only studied under giants in the field of psychiatry but
had been involved already , with his mentors (such as JR Smythies), in serious
research
Molecular mechanisms of storage of transmitters in synaptic terminals.
Smythies JR, Antun F, Yank G, Yorke C
Nature. 1971 May 21;231 (5299): 185-8.
Binding of tryptamine and allied compounds to nucleic acids.
Smythies JR, Antun F
Nature. 1969 Sep 6; 223 (5210): 1061-3.
We were all refreshed by his knowledge about the biochemistry of the brain and
how it related to schizophrenia and other major mental disorders. Here was Fuad with
his legendary beard, an elegant man and slick eyeglasses (who had considered
becoming a professional pilot) mixing easily with all other specialists in the American
University Hospital and that was new to us… A psychiatrist who not only felt equal
but who spoke the same language we, medical students, understood quite well…
Psychiatry was gaining respect... In fact, in 1974, barely 2 years after Dr Antun
joined our medical school, seven medical students(out of 50) from our class decided
to go into psychiatry: the highest ever number recorded and never matched again.
(maybe in the world!)
When the Lebanon wars broke out and the Lebanese mental Hospital (the famous
Asfourieh) closed, Fuad, like many other Lebanese traveled, only to come back in
1993 fast and since became our companion in our congresses abroad; he knew
everybody everywhere and his appreciation for a good living was inspirational to
many of us… His knowledge of psychopharmacology was always cutting edge and he
had plenty to talk about: simply put you did not get bored with Fuad, more so you
never heard him nagging, until the last minute... “What are we going to take with us?”
seems to have been his motto and respect he earned from friends and others alike for
what distinguished him most: his intelligence and his insatiable desire for knowledge
in any field you chose... We miss you Fuad...we miss your fountainheads… we miss
your neckties... we miss your eyeglasses... and your beard…
Elie Karam
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Cultural Adaptation of Globalized Psychiatry
(The interface between global and local worlds)
Fakhr El-Islam

صبغ العالجات النفسية المعولمة بالثقافة المجتمعية
)(تالقي العولمة مع العالم المحلي
ًٍحَذ فخش اإلسال

ABSTRACT:
The management of psychiatric disorder includes all aspects of dealing with mental ill
health at the levels of prophylaxis, establishment of diagnosis and therapy. Culture has an
input at all these levels.
Traditional families are more emotionally committed to their members and hence more able
to prevent and compensate the effects of parental loss and mental disability. Members of
traditional families develop group superegos and perpetuate the collective authority and
responsibility of family elders to take decisions for healthy and sick members alike e.g.
decisions on hospitalization of insightless patients, arranging marriages and fore-care and
after-care of patients. Intergenerational conflict within traditional families has never been
demonstrated to have pathogenic effects though it increases the likelihood of help seeking
from professionals outside the family.
Knowledge of contents and limits of culturally shared supernatural beliefs is essential for
all therapists in order to define illness onset and subsequent recovery. Western models of
doctor expectations and goals of treatment have to be adapted to patients’ culturally
conditioned expectations of greater dependence on therapists and interdependence in
relation to others rather than individual independence. Establishment of a healthy therapistpatient relationship based on mutual trust is the common denominator of both professional
and traditional therapies. The difference however, is that the former try to undo patients’
projections on supernatural agents which the latter reinforce.
regarded as the best parent. Classic
works on the role of parental families
in mental health development and care
(e.g. Bowlby’s and Winnicott’s) have
been negated in post-Modern society.
Family roles were replaced by public
social services e.g. for the mentally ill.
However, recent budget cuts forced the

Introduction:
Global Psychiatry drivers from
Western (European and American)
societies, pride themselves on their
independence and human rights. Over
one third of these individuals never
experience life in a biparental
biological family. Society, at large, is
1
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shrinkage of these services and mental
health workers have been desperately
trying to rediscover the family in order
to assign to it duties, which were once
carried out by public social services.
Community care for the mentally ill is
increasingly difficult to sustain, not
least because the community does not
care.
In the local culture individuals are
interdependent within their families
and human rights are pegged to human
duties. Families offer social support to
their healthy and unhealthy members
alike. A main difference between
global and local psychiatry is the
distinct absence in the former of a role
for the family in prevention, decision
making, therapy and outcome in
relation to mental ill health.
What is known as global psychiatry is
in
fact
secularized
Western
Ethnopsychiatry. Western benchmarks
are presented as universal standards,
which
should
be
indigenized
everywhere. Movement from a
knowledge of culture to a culture of
knowledge was associated with
movement of the norm of multiple
diversified norms to the norm of
absence of norm and with movement
from intercultural translatability and
reciprocal psychiatry to homogenized
values and global psychiatry.
Ironically, western psychiatry is
searching for unscientific explanations
and therapies instead of or in addition
to biopsychiatry1 e.g. the involvement
of vengeful spirits of aborted fetuses in
the a etiology of secondary

personalities in multiple personality
disorder2.
In the techno visionary cyberspace,
communication is predominantly from
the first to the third worlds and the
west gives etic descriptions of cultures
of developing people. The question is:
can those seen by the west as
powerless or disempowered offer
anything
to
western
(global)
psychiatry? Is it sufficient for
developing countries to continue to
receive western suggestions to replace
their family and religious institutions
by Mother carbamazepine and Saint
fluoxetine?
The most stable reality in the social
and psychological spheres is change.
Globalization is not likely to be the last
and ultimate cog in the wheel of social
and psychological change. Do we look
forward to post-globalization future
cogs in psychiatry and call them
renaissance psychiatries?
The management of psychiatric
disorder includes all aspects of dealing
with ill health at the levels of
prophylaxis,
establishment
of
diagnosis and therapy. Culture has an
input at all these levels.
Culture and Preventive issues in
Mental Health:
Traditional family care could play a
prophylactic role in compensating for
early life events which would
otherwise be pathogenic. Thus parental
loss can be compensated early and
adequately by parent figures in the
extended family so that the offspring
2
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are saved the harmful effects of
parental
deprivation
such
as
predisposition to depressive, dissocial
and substance abuse disorders. The
traditional extended family has rather
limited expectations from its mentally
ill members and this proved to serve a
secondary preventive or slowing effect
on the deterioration inherent in
condition such as schizophrenia. The
family continues to integrate its
mentally ill members on terms
compatible with their reduced abilities,
tolerates some oddities of their
behavior,
measures
appropriate
programmes for their socialization,
supervises their medication and
maintains their follow up in medical
and psychiatric services to prevent
their
sinking
into
withdrawn
3
impoverished states .
However, traditional attribution of
symptoms to supernatural forces may
delay their recognition as indications
of psychiatric disorder and therefore
delay
adequate
psychiatric
management. Traditions favoring
cousin marriage may reinforce the
incidence
of
recessive
and
polygenetically determined disorders.
Intergenerational conflict between
various members of the extended
family was not proved to be
pathogenic but its excess could lead to
professional help seeking on matters
which would be normally managed
within more harmonious families4.

In traditional communities, the
decision to seek professional help is a
family responsibility. It is very
exceptional that a patient in such
communities presents for psychiatric
(or general medical) services on his
own. Accompanying family members
support patients by demonstrating
interest in their well being and
cooperate in carrying out treatment
programmes Admission to hospital is
usually a joint decision by the
therapist, the patient and the
accompanying family member(s). For
insightless patients who would be
admitted under compulsory sections of
mental health acts in nontraditional
societies, admission in traditional
communities is arranged after securing
the approval of relatives. Collaboration
on this issue with patients’ families
obviated the need for mental health
legislation to secure formal admission
and certification in at least two
Arabian Gulf countries5. When
families agree to hospitalize insightless
psychotic family members, it is
pertinent to consider not only the rights
of patients but also the rights of the
families who are “at the receiving end
of patients’ embarrassing, aggressive
and destructive behavior”6. Moreover,
in traditional communities where the
families take decisions for healthy
members, it would be unreasonable to
deprive them of this culturally
approved right in relation to their sick
members5.
Within
com-munities
adopting
this
legislation-free
professional-family liaison approach

Culture and decision-making on
mental health issues:
3
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“it is almost unheard of for the hospital
or family to be taken to court by
patients for illegal detention or
violation of human rights although
“such patients are sophisticated and are
familiar with the concept of human
rights and the legal process”6.

Indian families the cut-off point for
pathological overinvolvement had to
be appreciably raised in order to make
sense by traditional measures 10.
The Doctor-Patient Relationship in
the Cultural Context:
Patients’ expectations from doctors are
culturally
conditioned.
Many
psychiatric patients expect their
psychiatrists to be fully responsible for
“removing” their suffering. This
renders it difficult to expect them to do
any “homework” for
themselves e.g. in behavior therapy.
Again a family member has to be
involved and turned into a co-therapist.
If the psychiatrist belongs to a culture
other than his patient’s, this failure to
“cooperate” on the part of the patient
may
strain
the
doctor-patient
relationship. Patients also expect
therapists to understand and measure
their symptoms against patients’
cultural backgrounds of traditions,
beliefs and attitudes. This could create
unease in the treatment of immigrants
and refugees by therapists who belong
to majority or global cultures. Rather
than
attempting
to
establish
intercultural
commonalities
or
common denominators, therapists
should accept cultural pluralism and
should therefore diversify the concept
of “normality” as a goal of therapy.
Secular methods of psychotherapy that
do not incorporate patients’ cultural
codes are not likely to succeed in the
traditionally oriented. In the field of
child psychiatry this issue is of

The caring Family:
The family role in fore-care of patients
has been recently rediscovered in
nontraditional
communities
after
budget cuts curtailed their public social
services. Therefore traditional models
of patient management should stick to
the family rather than adopt Western
models that used general community
social resources in the 1960’s and
1970’s 7. Traditional families help their
sick members to reintegrate by
arranging
suitable
marriage,
employment
and
leisure
time
occupation. Family elders arrange
marriages for all their young family
members including schizoid and
schizophrenic
individuals
whose
emotional life would handicap them if
they were to arrange their own “love”
marriages8.
Traditional
cultures
encourage interdependence rather than
independence of their family members
who internalize a group, rather than an
individual decision-making superego.
Many family members would, under
these circumstances, be described as
“overinvolved” with their sick
members according to Western criteria
9
. When the concept of emotional overinvolvement as a component of
expressed emotion was examined in
4
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paramount importance in order to
secure the cooperation of parents who
would like to instill and maintain their
cultural code in their children.

subjectively conceive, perceive or
experience as stressful. As natural and
supernatural agents impinge upon an
individual’s predisposing vulnerability,
alterations take place in his/her
neurotransmitter
and
messenger
systems which produce the symptoms
of distress (Fig 1). Some global
therapies act on the symptoms
themselves irrespective of their natural
or supernatural precipitants e.g.
behavior and cognitive therapies.
Patients can therefore be assured that
therapies
which
act
at
the
“mechanisms” or at the “symptoms”
levels could help everybody.

Culture and the Establishment of
Diagnosis:
Murphy11 spelled out the difference
between culturally shared beliefs
which have no objective reality
evidence and delusions which are false
beliefs that are not supported by a
patient’s culture. Hence an emic rather
than an etic approach is critical for the
establishment of diagnosis. Crucial
examples are provided by Schneider’s
first rank symptoms which have been
recommended for use in the diagnosis
of schizophrenia in the tenth issue of
the international classification of
diseases 12. Failure to decipher what is
culturally alien from what is culturally
shared could lead to errors in diagnosis
and in management.
During therapy patients frequently
wonder
whether
biomedical
management of their ailments could
influence the supernatural agents
which they hold responsible for their
distress. Does success of biomedical
treatment provide evidence of natural
causation? Does success of traditional
healing prove the supernatural origin
of the distress? The dilemma affects
patients and therapists who belong to
the same culture. Biomedical therapies
affect
biochemical
psychophysiological
mechanisms
stirred up by both natural and
supernatural agents which patients

Relationships between Psychiatrists
and Traditional Healers:
The relationship between professional
psychiatrists and traditional healers
varies in various communities between
the extremes of full integration and
outright opposition and enmity with
variable degrees of cooperation and
intermediate positions in most
traditional cultures. Family members
may also share the dilemma or divided
loyalty between the therapeutic
instructions of professionals and those
of
traditional
healers.
Formal
governmental permission of or
sanction against traditional healers
varies from one country to another13.
The same problems apply to the
“neocultural” treatment methods now
grouped under rubric of parallel
complementary medicine in some
cultures. Common therapeutic factors
in all forms of therapy involve a
5
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healthy empathic supportive therapistpatient relationship. Discrepancies,
however, involve reinforcement of
patients’ projections on supernatural
agents by traditional therapists against
attempts of professional therapists to
undo such projections. Culture is
thought to have an impact on
expressions of man’s genome in health
and disease and to produce durable
indents on man’s behavior through
effects on neuronal plasticity. Can we,

therefore, use culture as a resource to
appeal to these processes to change
their programming of human behavior?
The likelihood of a positive answer to
this question is ushered by the varied
outcome of major psychiatric illness
(e.g. schizophrenia) in various cultures
which vary along a continuum from
continuum from integrative traditional
cultures to seclusive secular individual
istic
culture.

الملخص
. ٗحذخو اىثقبفت اىَدخَعيت في خَيع ٕزٓ اىَشاحو.يشَو اىخعبٍو ٍع اإلضغشاة اىْفسي اىخشخيص ٗاى٘قبيت ٗاىعالج
ٗيضيذ إىخضاً األسشة ّح٘ اىَشيض في اىَدخَعبث اىخقييذيت عْٔ في اىَدخَعبث اىغشبيت بحيث حعبده األسشة غيبة أحذ
اى٘اىذيِ ٗاىعدض اىْبحح عِ اإلضغشاة اىْفسي ٗينُ٘ ىذي أفشاد األسشة في األّب اىعييب ٍبيَثو األسشة ميٖب ٗحعنس
ٗقشاساحٌٖ ٕزا اىَْظ ٍِ اىَْ٘ اىْفسي اإلخخَبعي اىزي ٕ٘ ٍسئ٘ىيت األسشة منو ّح٘ مو فشد فيٖب س٘اء مبُ سييَب أ
ٍشيضب ٍثو قشاس دخ٘ه فشد إىي اىَسخشفي أٗ قشاس صٗاج فشد ٍِ األسشة أٗ حْفيز خغت اىعالج قبو اٗ بعذ دخ٘ه
 ٗىٌ يثبج اُ اىخالف بيِ اىديييِ (األببء ٗاألبْبء) في األسشة يؤدي إىي اىَشض اىْفسي ٗىنْٔ يضيذ إحخَبه.اىَسخشفي
.ِاىيد٘ء إىي اىَعبىديِ اىَْٖييِ خبسج األسشة ميَب صادث اىفد٘ة بيِ اىدييي
ٗالبذ ٍِ ٍعشفت اىخيفيت اىخشاثيت اىَدخَعيت ىيَشيض ىخحذيذ ٍبٕ٘ خبسج عِ رىل في سي٘مٔ ٍٗعخقذاحٔ ىي٘ق٘ف عيي
 ٗيضيذ إعخَبد اىَشضي في اىَدخَع اىعشبي عْٔ في اىَدخَع اىغشبي عيي األعببء ٗاىَعبىديِ بحيث.ٍٔإضغشابٔ ٍِ عذ
.يسخغشة اىَشيض إششامٔ في اىَسئ٘ىيت عِ اىعالج ٗإششاك آخشيِ ٍِ األسشة بذال ٍِ اىفشديت في اىعبىٌ اىغشبي
ٗيخسبٗي اىَعبىح اىَْٖي ٗاىَعبىح اىشعبي في إعخَبدٌٕ عيي اىعالقت اىسييَت ٍع اىَشيض ٗىنَْٖب يخخيفبُ في أُ األٗه
.يخفف ٍِ إسقبط اىَشيض ىَخبعبٔ عيي اىغيبيبث بيَْب يؤمذ رىل اىثبّي
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Abstract:
There is a profusion of psychotherapy models, most of them formulated in the west,
confusing both those seeking and those striving to give help. The human givens approach
seeks to integrate the effective ingredients of all therapies using as its organising idea what
human beings need in order to live healthy lives. As such it will have a universal appeal, in
keeping with the increasing recognition that individuals and societies have much more in
common than their relatively superficial cultural differences would indicate.
Estimates vary but there are at least 400
different 'therapy' models on offer
throughout the world26, which indicates
the general lack of shared perceptions
about how best to help people. This
situation is clearly chaotic and
bewildering for all concerned: members
of the general public seeking help and
those sincerely trying to help them. In an
attempt to resolve this confusing state of
affairs members of European Therapy
Studies Institute (ETSI) set about looking
again at the evidence for what we, in all
schools of psychotherapy, think we
know. This was inspired by the common
sense idea that therapy always works best
when it operates, not from an
ideologically committed standpoint, but
from a real understanding of what it is to
be a human being.
This, the 'human givens' approach, draws
its power from observation, research,
clinical experience, the neurobiological
and psychological sciences as well as our
collected heritage of wisdom gathered
from many cultures down the ages. It
says that, to be effective, a

psychotherapist has to be aware, not only
of the basic physical and emotional needs
programmed into us by our genes, but
also of the nature of the resources
endowed to us to get those needs met in
the environment. These needs and
resources together comprise the 'human
givens'. When needs are met well, we
have a sense of purpose, achievement
and a depth of understanding about our
life. This promotes mental health. In the
same way when we use our innate
resources well we feel we are living to
the full but if we misuse them we suffer
and become prone to mental illness. We
can list some of the main emotional
needs, along with some of the resources,
as follows:
Emotional needs include:
• Security - safe territory and the room to
fulfil their potential
• Autonomy and control
• The need for attention (to give and
receive it)
• Friendship
•Intimacy
•A sense of status within social groupings

Human givens psychotherapy

•Being part of a wider community
•A sense of achievement
•The need for meaning - (which comes
from being stretched, but not stressed)
The resources nature gave us include:
• The ability to develop complex long
term memory
• Imagination which can allow us to
envisage solutions to our problems and to
understand other perspectives
• The ability to understand the world
through metaphor - complex pattern
matching
• An observing self - that part of us that
can step back, be more objective and
recognise itself as a unique centre of
awareness
• The ability to empathise and connect
with others
•Consciousness which enables us to
question, analyses, learns and enriches
our unconscious knowledge base
•A dreaming brain that preserves the
integrity of our genetic inheritance by
metaphorically defusing emotionally
arousing introspections not acted out the
previous day.

largely controlled by unconscious
processes. It then went too far in laying
the blame for all difficulties to the
“internal world” without due attention to
the social world that individuals actually
live in. Behaviour therapy also contained
a profound insight - that changing
behaviour often helped people resolve
problems. When any therapist clearly
targets the elimination of behaviours that
are stopping a person's needs being met
they are bound to have success.
Encouraging depressed people to get
more physically and socially active, for
example, leaves them with less time to
negatively introspect.
Unfortunately
behaviourism swelled into a total
philosophy of there's no such thing as
mind, you are your behaviour and
nothing else. It undermined values and
meaning in life and took away people's
personal autonomy19.
We then had the growth of client centred
therapy - active listening - developed by
Carl Rogers nearly 60 years ago. His idea
was that, if you truly listen to somebody
with a problem, and let them know that
you are really listening, by feeding back
your understanding of what their problem
is, you are delivering very powerful
therapy. Now there is some truth in this.
Patients do need to have their story heard
in a respectful, non-judgemental atmosphere. Sometimes when a person is
temporarily emotionally overloaded, just
to have their story heard in a supportive
way is all that is required for them to
calm down, get a bigger perspective on
their life situation and chart a way
forward. But, active listening expanded
into a philosophy which said: all anybody

Just as the givens of human nature are
interconnected and interact with one
another, allowing us to live together as
many-faceted individuals, it seems that
different therapy approaches also need to
interact if they are to be capable of
addressing the different elements of who
and what we are.
Sigmund
Freud's
psychoanalytical
therapy, at the beginning of the 20th
century, drew the attention of the
Western world to the ancient insight that
many of our everyday behaviours are
10
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needs is for someone to really listen to
them and a 'self-actualising principle'
inside them will then manifests itself and
sort all their problems out31. This is often
not the case as experience shows. For
example, you can listen to somebody
with depression for days on end and they
may still not come out of it, in fact they
may become more deeply depressed.
Most people who come for help need
more than support. The help they need
may involve social skills training,
learning anxiety or anger management
skills, getting help with an addiction, or
being de-traumatised from terrible past
experiences that are influencing their
present behaviour.
The
currently
popular
approach,
cognitive therapy is based on the
straightforward idea that, if we can get
people to use their rational mind and
question the evidence for their damaging
negative belief systems, they can change.
Helping people to make more realistic
assessments of their life is powerfully
effective, especially if they suffer from
depression or anxiety. The drawback is
that it focuses primarily on the rational
aspect of the human mind. We could
equally accurately say that problems are
caused by a misuse of imagination and
that a solution is to help people use their
imagination more effectively37.
Solution-focused therapy originated in
the 1980's and has proved beyond doubt
that it is possible to treat many people far
quicker than was previously assumed. By
using scaling, for example, it stimulates
emotionally disturbed people to access
their left neo-cortex and thereby gain
control over the emotional excitation

manifesting in their right cortex. And, by
looking for and using patient's strengths
and resources, helps them to focus on
how things could be different. However,
applying such a methodology to a
depressed person, for example, would not
work if the person is depressed because
of PTSD, social phobia or lack of social
skills. If a person is disturbed because
they don't know how to get their
fundamental emotional needs met in the
world they need more direction and help
than this12. Many people who have
worked with CBT, person centred or
solution-focused models are attracted to
the Human Givens approach because it
gives them a solid framework of
understanding of why some things they
have been doing were more successful
than others. The most resistance to it has
come from those working with a
psychoanalytical perspective who are of
the opinion that the human givens
approach only deals with symptoms, not
the underlying problems. But research
and experience does not support them.
When time is spent digging up
everything you can remember of what
went wrong in your life, and exploring
problematic past relationships in an effort
to 'understand', it does not improve
confidence or give you the skills to deal
with life today.
So what is effective therapy? Until the
1970s studies seemed to find that all
therapies were roughly as good or bad as
each other at solving human problems24.
This was because, for the most part,
therapists were rating their own
effectiveness. More careful research has
11
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overturned that view. We now know that
certain approaches are hugely effective in
helping people and others much less so some are even harmful. For example,
when many hundreds of efficacy studies
were looked at together, in a metaanalysis, brief therapy with a problem
solving focus was proved more effective
for the treatment of anxiety disorders,
depression,
phobias,
trauma
and
addictive behaviour than any long-term
psycho analytic style of therapy or drug
treatments4,32 .
The difficulty with all the above
mentioned schools of therapy is that they
were formed before the huge upsurge in
information about brain functioning that
has become available to us in the last five
years or so, due, in part, to massive
technological advances but also to some
major new scientific insights. The
cognitive model was first formulated
some decades ago. While it signified a
brilliant step forward in therapeutic
treatment methods at the time
(psychodynamic therapy was the
predominant model then), it is clearly not
in alignment with what we now know
about how the mind/body system works.
Many patients find it difficult (due to
their emotionally arousal making it hard
for them to concentrate) and drop out
disappointed. By understanding the
thinking behind the cognitive model we
can see the importance of the new
knowledge more clearly. Albert Ellis, the
originator of rational emotive behaviour
therapy, the first form of cognitive
therapy, set out the structure of his
'thoughts cause emotional consequences'
idea in his ABC model. A stands for the

activating agent, the trigger event or
stimulus in the environment that we are
going to react to. B stands for the beliefs
or thoughts we have about that event. C
stands for the emotional consequences of
those thoughts. So, the reasoning goes,
something happens, we interpret it
through our thoughts and core beliefs,
and we have an emotion. In other words
our beliefs and thoughts give rise to our
emotions. The cognitive model states
simply that if we change our patients'
thoughts and irrational beliefs, "shift
their perceptions from those that are
unrealistic and harmful to those that are
more rational and useful", then we will
improve their emotional lives8.
Another pioneer in this field was Aaron
Beck,
who
founded
cognitive
restructuring therapy. He concentrated
primarily
upon
classifying
and
identifying what he regarded as the
thought distortions that gave rise to all
psychological disorders1.
Over the
decades cognitive therapists have
continued to add to and further refine
these thought styles and belief systems,
which include, for instance, catastrophic
thinking,
overgeneralisation,
personalising, sensationalising, faultfinding, 'musterbation', nominalising,
self-righteousness and disqualifying
positive life experiences25. We can see
that most, if not all, of these thought
distortions have one thing in common.
They are all sub-categories of the black
and white, polarised thinking style - fight
or flight - that originates in the emotional
brain. This key insight is missing from
cognitive therapy. Ellis, Beck and other
12
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writers on cognitive approaches state or
imply in their writings that, when
problems occur, it is thinking that is
defective. We would say that this is less
helpful than it might be, since thinking
driven by the emotional brain is always
all or nothing, black or white, fight or
flight. The more emotionally aroused the
brain becomes, the more it reverts to the
primitive logic of either/or thinking.
The weakness in cognitive therapy is the
idea that it is always thought that causes
emotion. Their methods work sometimes
because there is an important connection
between thought and emotion (and
because cognitive therapists don't
concentrate on the past but on concrete
difficulties experienced in the here and
now, which is the key to solving
problems). But, by focusing on the idea
that irrational thinking causes emotional
disturbance, cognitive therapists are less
likely to be as effective as those who
look at their clients from the perspective
of the human givens, which takes into
account as much current knowledge
about the way the brain works as
possible. We are all more likely to get
better results with our patients if our
therapeutic techniques accurately model
how the brain really works.
What
follows is an updating of the old
cognitive ABC model with the latest
neurological findings of how emotion
and thought are connected.

through our senses, is first patternmatched by the brain for significance to
innate knowledge and past learning,
hence the P, which in turn gives rise to an
emotion, E, which in turn may inspire
certain thoughts T, though thought is not
an inevitable consequence of emotional
arousal15. This is a model that is much
more in tune with reality. It can not only
help therapists, but throws light on
numerous other phenomena: how we
recognise an old friend we haven't seen
for twenty years; why are there not
millions more car crashes every day as
motorised populations around the world
negotiate complex urban road systems at
speed; how a farmer knows exactly the
right moment to begin harvesting; how
we learn; why placebos work; what
happens in our minds when we start to
laugh before something funny happens;
in what subtle way does a craftsman
know when his work of fine art is
complete; how we pick up what someone
else is feeling, and why we sometimes
feel anxious without a conscious reason
for it.
The importance of perception
The active ingredient in effective
psychotherapy always centres around
meaning - changing the meaning of
something is what effective counsellors
do. The APET model is about the order
of events in the way the brain perceives
meaning and reacts to what it perceives.
Perception, and the way we react to our
perceptions, depends on the brain's
ability to pattern match to innate and
learned knowledge. The inborn patterns templates - are so fundamental that no

The APET model
The A in APET stands for the activating
agent, a stimulus from the environment,
just as in the cognitive model.
Information about that stimulus, taken in
13
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reality can exist without nature presetting
them into organisms in the first place.
Although we talk about pattern matching,
in a way it is more accurate to talk about
pattern perception. This is because it is
not so much that we actually hold a
template and seek the match of it, we
actually perceive reality through the
template. In other words, what we
perceive are the meanings that we
attribute to certain stimuli16. This was
demonstrated startlingly clearly in cases
where cataracts were removed from
people blind from birth. Arthur Zajonc
describes the outcome of one such
operation: "In 1910, the surgeons Moreau
and LePrince wrote about their
successful operation on an eight-year-old
boy who had been blind since birth
because of cataracts. Following the
operation, they were anxious to discover
how well the child could see. When the
boy's eyes were healed, they removed the
bandages. Waving a hand in front of the
child's physically perfect eyes, they asked
him what he saw. He replied weakly, 'I
don't know.' 'Don't you see it moving?'
they asked. 'I don't know,' was his only
reply. The boy's eyes were clearly not
following the slowly moving hand. What
he saw was only a varying brightness in
front of him. He was then allowed to
touch the hand as it began to move; he
cried out in a voice of triumph: 'It's
moving!' He could feel it move, and
even, as he said, 'hear it move,' but he
still needed laboriously to learn to see it
move. Light and eyes were not enough to
grant him sight. Passing through the
now-clear black pupil of the child's eye,
that first light called forth no echoing

image from within. The child's sight
began as a hollow, silent, dark and
frightening kind of seeing. The light of
day beckoned, but no light of mind
replied within the boy's anxious, open
eyes. "The lights of nature and of mind
entwine within the eye and call forth
vision. Yet separately, each light is
mysterious and dark. Even the brightest
light can escape our sight”39. So, for
everything we become aware of, there is
a pre-existing, partially completed, inner
template, innate or learned, through
which we literally organise the incoming
stimuli and complete it in a way that
gives it meaning. These metaphorical
templates are the basis of all animal and
human perception. Without them no
world would exist for us. They organise
our reality. With this understanding we
can see how crucial meaning is when
helping people who are using
inappropriate patterns through which to
understand their reality. Obviously if
attention is kept locked by strong
emotions of depression, anxiety, or anger
that frames the meaning of life for us,
then the pattern needs adjusting closer to
reality. If a person has a mental template
that the world owes them a living, for
example, they need an input to correct
that, otherwise they will always see their
interactions with other people through
this parasitic viewpoint and fall foul of
the people around them. Likewise,
someone who idealises the opposite sex
is doomed to disappointment until a more
realistic template is set in place.
Patterns of perception in our brain always
seek completion in the environment and
each perception is 'tagged' with emotion.
14
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Emotions are feelings which create
distinctive psychobiological states, a
propensity for action and simplified
thinking styles11. They originate in the
limbic system and it is here and in the
thalamus that all basic patterns are
stored22. This system is continually on
the lookout for physical danger,
monitoring information coming through
our senses from the environment. It does
all this prior to consciousness. There is
an emergency short cut or fast track in
the brain which signals potential threat
received by our senses via the amygdala,
before they reach the neocortex, the
'thinking' brain. This allows the
'emotional' brain to respond instantly to
threat by triggering the 'fight or flight'
reflex, and happens before the conscious
brain knows anything about it21. In other
words, we unconsciously interpret each
stimulus in terms of "Does it represent a
danger, or is it safe?" Perhaps even more
fundamentally, "Is this something I can
eat, or is it something that can eat me?"
or, "Is it something I can approach or
something I should get away from?" The
conscious mind is presented with the end
result of this analysis - what the
emotional brain considers the significant
highlights.
The information that comes into
conscious awareness arrives up to half a
second after the reality has been
experienced unconsciously23. In other
words, human beings experience
conscious reality after it has actually
occurred. It is what happens in that half
second that is significant. Information,
processed subconsciously at enormous
speed, is compared to patterns already

existing in the brain derived from
previous experiences. On this basis the
emotional brain decides whether what is
happening now is threatening or nonthreatening. Only after this filtering
process has occurred is information sent
'up', if necessary, into consciousness.
Our perceptions are always accompanied
by emotions, ranging from very subtle to
extremely strong. Emotions exist at a
stage prior to language. They are the only
language available to the subconscious
mind for communicating the significance
of patterns. It is the emotions that propel
the higher cortex towards deciding an
appropriate reaction to a particular
situation. We become conscious of a
feeling of anxiety, distrust, anger or
attraction, and the higher neocortex then
has the choice either of going along with
it, or questioning it. That is when
thoughts come into play.
In summary, if an emotion is strong, the
signal will take the fast track route and
trigger a response before the neocortex
has had time to get involved. This is what
happens when someone suddenly feels
anxiety in a dark alley and runs away
from a possible attacker in the shadows.
It is also what happens in non-emergency
situations which certain individuals
respond to stimuli as if they were
emergencies because they haven't learned
to adjust an inappropriate pattern from
the past: for instance, when aggressive
men automatically hit out at others before
they have even had time to think what
they are doing and why. When the
emotional arousal isn't quite so strong,
the information can take the 'slow' track
which involves the neocortex. In such
15
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circumstances, in the dark alley, it is the
neocortex which may decide that the
shadows are in fact empty and that the
feelings and thoughts which they have
prompted need modifying. At this point
the conscious mind is acting as part of a
feedback loop to the pattern-matching
part of the mind, sending the message, "I
think this pattern needs adjustment. I'm
imagining things. Calm down." It is the
job of the conscious mind to
discriminate, fill in the detail and offer a
more intelligent analysis of the patterns
offered up to it by the emotional brain.
The 'either/or' logic of the emotional
brain is its most basic pattern - one that
goes right the way back to earliest life
forms, unicellular creatures - and this,
crucially, is the foundation on which
much of our behaviour and thinking
rests. The fact that all emotions operate
from a binary, black and white, good or
bad, perspective has had huge
consequences for human evolution and
history. The emotional brain is
necessarily crude in its perceptions and
the degree to which the fight or flight
reflex is activated is the degree to which
our thinking becomes polarised - more
black or more white. When the emotional
temperature rises, the emotional brain
'hijacks' (to use Daniel Goleman's
memorable term) the higher, more
recently evolved, cortex and quickly
begins to blank out the more subtle
distinctions between individual stimuli.
When one is in danger of losing one's
life, the ability to make fine
discriminations must be shut off, so that
we can act, promptly and instinctively, to
take strong self preservative action. So,

with emotional arousal there is only a
right or a wrong, all or nothing, black or
white perception. Everything operates
out of these two extremes. As the old
saying goes, "The coarse drives out the
fine." Or, to put it more colloquially,
high emotional arousal makes us stupid.
The higher neo-cortex evolved partly as a
means to discriminate the thousands of
shades of grey that exist between black
and white. It has the capacity to modulate
emotional responses - stand back and
explore
subtle
implications
and
complexities, look at bigger contexts,
analyse - but to do that it has to be able to
interact with the emotional brain, which
is only possible if the emotional brain
isn't too highly aroused.
We all know it is impossible to
communicate normally with people who
are too highly aroused. This is because,
in their aroused state, they cannot process
data contradictory to their black and
white thinking. They cannot give
attention to another viewpoint. The best
tactic when trying to communicate with a
highly aroused person is to buy time and
do whatever is necessary to bring their
arousal level down first. Those
counsellors and psychotherapists who
recognise that people suffering with
emotional problems are locked into a
restricted view of reality know that their
key role is to open up that view. An
effective counsellor has the skills to disempower the strong emotional templates
that 'lock' their clients into disabling
viewpoints and help them access more
helpful ones so that they can operate out
of a bigger pattern. This is known as
reframing.
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the emotional associations, feelings and
meanings associated with, for instance,
one's parents or spouse. These don't get
activated and, in the absence of such
feelings, the person's brain jumps to the
conclusion: "This person can't be my
father/mother/husband/wife!" Normally
people don't give a second thought to the
feelings that accompany seeing their
parents or partners because the brain
accepts those feelings as normal, and
doesn't bring them into consciousness.
All
unremarkable
emotions
are
neutralised in this way - a fact that makes
the phenomenon difficult to observe until
an exception demonstrates it, as with this
particular type of brain damage. People
with Capgras' syndrome are severely
disabled by the ensuing lack of emotional
connection to their perceptions.

Three vital principles
From what is known so far about brain
function, we suggest that we can draw
out three principles that are vital for
therapists to understand:
• The brain works principally through an
infinitely rich pattern-matching process.
• Emotion comes before thought - all
perceptions and all thought is 'tagged'
with emotion
• The higher the emotional arousal, the
more primitive the emotional/mental
pattern that is engaged.
By studying therapy models with these
fundamental principles in mind, we can
more easily see their strengths and
weaknesses. Any therapy that encourages
emotional introspection, for example, is
unlikely to be helpful for most common
problems. This explains why efficacy
studies repeatedly show that psycho
dynamic and person centred approaches
to treating depression or anxiety tend to
prolong or worsen the condition while
any form of therapy which focuses on
distraction will lift it3,4.

Using the APET model
Using the APET approach (activating
stimulus processed through the patternmatching part of the mind, giving rise to
emotion, giving rise to thought) provides
many more points of intervention than
simply helping clients to challenge their
belief systems directly, as in cognitive
therapy. Human givens therapists are
acutely aware, for example, of how
influencing the activating agent, the A in
APET, can dramatically improve people's
lives. If someone is depressed because
they are being bullied at work, they can
be encouraged to think about practical
options to alter the situation - perhaps
even, in extreme cases, changing jobs.
The principle of changing the activating
agent can also be seen at work in a social
context. For example, in New York in

That there is emotional accompaniment
to all perceptions may not seem obvious.
However, when the emotional accom
paniment is not there it stands out in
bizarre ways. For example, Capgras'
syndrome, which may result from brain
damage to connections between the
temporal lobes and the amygdala, has the
effect of making sufferers think that
people they love and care about are
impostors20. Although the parts of the
brain that pattern match and recognise
familiar people are still working, the
damage prevents the integration of all of
17
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1980 a remarkable project to clean up the
city's subway system got under way in
the belief that the impetus to engage in
certain kinds of antisocial behaviour
comes not from particular types of people
but from the nature of the environment.
Billions of dollars were invested in
cleaning and rebuilding the subway
stations, and removing all graffiti from
trains or replacing trains that were
beyond recovery with shiny new, clean
ones. The instant any graffiti appeared on
a surface it was removed. If a train was
defaced it was taken out of service and
returned to its pristine state. Within six
years the clean-up was complete. When a
signal goes out from the environment that
'this is not a place to behave in a criminal
way', the brain pattern to behave
antisocially is not elicited10. In other
words, the activating agent had been
changed.
Human givens therapists are also aware
of the pattern-matching process in the
linguistic phenomenon known as
nominalization, when an abstract noun is
produced by taking a verb or adjective
and turning it into a noun2. A politician
might change the verb to modernise into
the noun modernisation. He will then say
things like "what we need is
modernisation", as though modernisation
were something concrete that you could
buy, see or touch. These are words that
hypnotise both the listener and the
speaker because, to make sense of them,
you have to go on an inner search to find
a pattern-match to what they mean to you
... because they always mean something
different to whoever hears them.
Examples of negative abstractions -

words and phrases - include: black cloud,
evil, misery, despair, depression,
worthless, useless, hopeless, anger, fear,
gloom, low self-esteem. If therapists are
not aware of the pattern-matching
process in themselves, such words can
lead them to identify closely with the
misery of their clients. The way to deal
with such words is to turn them back into
the process from which they came. When
a patient says, for example, "I have all
this anger in me," the therapist should
respond by saying, "what exactly is
making you angry. People don't have
anger in them, like blood, they become
angry because something has upset
them."
Examples of positive nominalizations
include: happiness, love, creativity,
integrate, resources, joy, insight, power,
awareness,
spirit,
truth,
beauty,
consciousness,
enlightenment,
possibilities. Although these words are
typically used by advertisers, gurus and
politicians to manipulate people, many of
them can be knowingly used to send
patients on a constructive, useful, inner
search to help them access more useful
patterns of behaviour. It can have a
powerful therapeutic effect to say to
someone something like, "after listening
to you I know that you have many
strengths and resources that you can
bring to your situation which, coupled
with your integrity and creativity, can
open up new possibilities that provide the
help you need and transform things for
you."
Thought patterns can be changed directly
and consciously as in cognitive therapy.
But, when a person is highly emotionally
18
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aroused, it is far more effective to calm
down their emotions first so that the neocortex can function more intelligently.
They can then be given the information
they need, either directly or through
metaphor, to help them see their situation
from multiple viewpoints. What is
happening in effect is that they are
learning to employ a finer, more
discriminating pattern - a more accurate
representation of reality.
The APET model integrates metaphor
therapy and storytelling. When a more
useful metaphorical pattern is offered to
clients, they have the capacity, through
the brain's own pattern matching process,
to decipher the metaphor for themselves,
with the result that their solution is
'owned' by them rather than imposed on
them by the therapist. Because it is the
clients themselves who have made the
connection, the connections are all the
more 'hard-wired' and more firmly
established. The method also enables
rapport to be maintained because, if a
client doesn't feel that a particular story
or metaphor is relevant to them, they can
just let it go past them, without feeling
they have rejected 'advice' from the
therapist. (Often, however, the meaning
of a pertinent story will penetrate at a
later date.)
Reframing, widely recognised as a core
skill in effective therapy, works in the
same way. All human development
involves reframing whereby we learn to
see another, larger, aspect or dimension
to a situation. A reframe replaces a
pattern that has become deficient in
useful relevance and offers up a richer,
more appropriate one that opens up the

models of reality in our brains so that we
can see new possibilities that we hadn't
previously realised were there. When
someone unconsciously assumes that
their way of perceiving reality is the only
way, then a major shift can occur when
another
view
is
unexpectedly
demonstrated to them. After such a
reframe it is virtually impossible to
maintain the problem behaviour in the
same way.
As well as providing an organic basis for
understanding and integrating the active
ingredients within the more potent
therapeutic methodologies used today,
the APET model also provides a clear
theoretical understanding of why certain
psychological conditions arise. With this
understanding we can look afresh at such
debilitating conditions and see how they
could be better treated.
Anxiety disorders - A panic attack, for
example, is the inappropriate setting off
of the fight or flight reflex, the
emergency reaction that prepares the
body to deal with physical danger.
Nowadays most of us are rarely in the
presence of life-threatening events and
yet that doesn't stop many people
experiencing panic attacks, usually
resulting from a progressive rise in
background stress levels until the point
where one more stress - the straw that
breaks the camel's back - sets off the
alarm reaction triggering the fight or
flight reflex. When this first occurs, not
surprisingly people don't understand
what's happening to them, why their
heart is pounding, why they are sweating,
why their breathing is accelerated, and so
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(using the „fast phobia cure‟ – see below)
the memories of their most frightening
panic attacks. As a result the brain will
cease to pattern match in a destructive
way when they enter each new,
previously frightening, situation. Once
the disabling emotional memories are
processed, people can progress more
rapidly through the situations that they
had previously been avoiding. This same
technique is used by human givens
counsellors to deal with severe phobic
responses.

they jump to the alarming conclusion that
something must be seriously amiss with
their body. This causes a further rise in
the alarm reaction, a further release of
adrenaline, and even more intensified
panic symptoms. When we experience
extreme alarm during a panic attack the
brain, naturally enough, is desperately
scanning the environment to find out
where the threat to its survival - as the
amygdala sees it - might be. Not
surprisingly, in many people, an
association is made with an element in
the environment where the panic attack
occurs. If it first occurs in a supermarket,
for example, the emotional imprint may
lead an individual to avoid supermarkets
in future, even though the panic attack
was caused not by the supermarket but
by raised stress levels. Once the faulty
association has been made, the fight or
flight response will continue to fire off
every so often, pattern matching to any
environment that has similar elements in
it to that of the supermarket: a post
office, a bank, anywhere with bright
lights or crowds or queues. People thus
affected may then progressively avoid all
these places and gradually the noose of
agoraphobia grips them, hindering their
interaction with life itself. In the worst
cases, they become confined to home,
terrified of the outside world. A
combination of relaxation, behavioural
therapy and cognitive therapy is useful in
treating this condition. Sufferers are
taught to calm themselves down and
progressively re-engage with life. It can
take many sessions of therapy and
practice. This whole process, however, is
accelerated if we first de-traumatise

Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD) - With the understanding that
people
can
suffer
long-term
traumatisation if the imprint of a lifethreatening event is embedded in the
amygdala - which continually scans the
environment, pattern matching to
anything similar to elements of that event
- we can use psychological techniques to
remove the imprint and 'convince' the
amygdala that the imprinted template is
no longer necessary for survival. One of
the little acknowledged breakthroughs in
psychotherapy in recent times has been
the development of an effective and
relatively painless way of doing just that.
The technique, now commonly called the
fast phobia cure, evolved out of the
technique promoted by Richard Bandler,
one of the co-founders of Neurolinguistic
Programming (NLP). He, in turn, was
inspired by observing the renowned
psychiatrist and hypnotherapist Milton H.
Erickson de-traumatise people. The
method is variously known as the fast
phobia cure (because it is most often
used by hypnotherapists for curing
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phobias), the 'rewind technique' (which is
the name preferred by clinical
psychologists) and, by those who practise
NLP, the V/K dissociation technique (the
V stands for visual and the K for
kinaesthetic - feelings). By discovering
the psychobiological explanation for why
it works the ETSI research group was
able to refine and streamline the
technique to make it easier to teach and
carry out. Clinical experience shows it
works reliably with very many cases of
post-traumatic stress disorder and phobia,
but until 2001 there was no satisfactory
published explanation for why it works17.
What this technique achieves, when
employed by a competent practitioner, is
the taking of a traumatic memory and
turning it into an ordinary memory. This
is done by bringing the client's observing
self into play while keeping them at a
low level of arousal. The observing self
is enabled to view the troubling pattern
of memory and, using the neural
connections between the limbic system,
(where the trauma is 'trapped' or
'imprinted'), and the neo-cortex, reframe
it as no longer being an active threat to
the person. This is an artificial way of
doing what nature does with all learning
(another process that is a human given).
All of us have memories of events that
were emotionally arousing or even life
threatening at the time, which we can
now look back on and tell an amusing
anecdote about. Those memories have
moved out of the amygdala's traumatic
store,
so-to-speak,
into
ordinary
functioning memory.

Obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD)
- OCD can take many forms but is most
often seen in repeated washing and
checking behaviours. Some people have
a propensity to develop this disorder in
response to raised stress levels, which
may be due to anything from physical
illness, a fright, not getting enough sleep
to business worries, a relationship
breakdown
or
stress
around
38
examinations . OCD is a complex neuropsychiatric process characterised by a
homogenous core of three main
symptoms:
1. intrusive, forceful and repetitive
thoughts, images, or sounds
2. an imperative need to perform motor
or mental acts
3. doubt or chronic questioning about
major or minor matters.
Sufferers of OCD may be, in effect,
responding to post hypnotic suggestions
implanted accidentally by environmental
factors - they lose track of time and
forget how long they have been
performing the obsessive behaviour, or
whether they even have, and so start all
over again. Losing track of time and
amnesia
are
common
hypnotic
phenomena. Clearly a pattern match is
fired up in the brain and then embedded
deeper and deeper by repetition - much
as in addiction behaviour. Changing such
deeply entrenched patterns is not easy but
is possible in many cases and working
from the APET model offers multiple
ways in which to go about it. One key
step, for example, is to help the person
take a step back so that they can observe
themselves and their behaviour. Once the
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patient's core identity has been separated
from the problem and they recognise that
the OCD behaviour is not who they are,
it is possible to stop it. (Indeed one can
often effect dramatic recoveries in many
conditions by making that distinction
very clear to a person.)

to challenge their conviction that
everything they do is always wrong or
hopeless by recalling successes and
achievements. But the memory bias and
reinforcing of negative patterns makes it
hard for a depressed person to recall
good memories, so it isn't easy for them
to generate a more positive attitude to
life, however much they are willed to.
Therapy based on the APET model,
however, can take a more diverse and
creative approach to shifting unhelpful
patterns, particularly through the use of
metaphor and story, which impact on the
unconscious mind more directly and
powerfully than reason15,16.
We work from the new understanding
that depression is essentially a REM
sleep disorder. These are some of the
facts that lead us to this conclusion.
Researchers have known for some time
that depressed people have a very high
level of physiological arousal28. We also
know they do a lot of negative thinking
(worrying). We know too that depressed
people typically suffer from insomnia
and other sleep disorders, have disturbed
REM sleep and wake up exhausted
unable to activate or motivate
themselves. Observations in sleep
laboratory experiments have repeatedly
shown that depressed people dream much
more than non depressed people and, if
you wake up depressed people at the
beginning of REM periods their mood
lifts dramatically35. It is also known that
both antidepressants and certain forms of
psychotherapy are often effective in
lifting clinical depression3 and anxiety
disorders4. But there has never been a
clear understanding that links all these

Depression - An example of how
working from the human givens is so
much easier occurs with the way human
givens therapists and counsellors treat
depression. Here we can clearly see how
different the human givens approach is to
older models. It has been shown that
depression is associated with memory
bias - either a better memory for negative
events or a poorer memory for positive
events and experiences. This has led to
the widely accepted theory that the onset
of depression somehow facilitates access
to negative memories, which once
recalled, serve to exacerbate and lengthen
the depression34. The more that we go
back over the stories in our lives the
more we are increasing and programming
in the saliency of those patterns.
Somebody in depression who is
continually resurrecting negative life
experiences is programming those
negative templates into their unconscious
mind. Therefore new stimuli coming in
to their conscious minds, before ever
reaching consciousness, are being
matched up and scanned by negative
templates to draw out what is negative in
those experiences. Perceptions are
continuously subconsciously biased by
the negative templates programmed in as
a result of negative rumination. In
cognitive therapy, people may be asked
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facts. With the discovery of why we
evolved to dream however, we have the
missing piece of the jigsaw puzzle that
brings all this information together in one
clear picture: a complete psychobiological
explanation
for
clinical
18
depression . It is this that human givens
therapists use to good effect. Dreaming is
the means of discharging emotionally
arousing introspections from the previous
day that haven't been expressed.
Depressed people are excessively
negatively introspecting because of a
failure to get their essential emotional
needs
met.
Emotional
arousal
automatically forces the brain into a
reactive, black and white mode of
thinking, reducing its ability to think in
more subtle, objective ways. So, after a
setback, someone with an essentially
pessimistic outlook will inevitably
catastrophise their interpretations of life
events and excessively introspect about
these
interpretations,
which
puts
excessive pressure on the dreaming
process and distorts the REM sleep
system causing excessive autonomic
arousal discharge, leading in turn to
physical exhaustion and subsequent
clinical depression. During REM sleep
there is a massive firing of the PGO
orientation response. The eyes dart about
during REM sleep because they are
trying, even though closed, to scan the
environment in response to this. However
the source of the arousal is internal: the
introspections from the previous day. The
implications for lifting depression:
• Depressed people are highly aroused, so
in order to work with them cognitively,
or in any way at all, it is first necessary to

calm them down using any relaxation
skills that are appropriate - breathing
retraining, guided imagery or relaxing
hypnotic techniques.
• Stop emotional introspecting by
whatever means. Any therapy or
counselling that encourages prolonged
emotional introspection is toxic. This is
because, firstly, emotional arousal makes
us stupid and results in black and white
thinking, and, secondly, because
excessive arousal, resulting from
negative emotional introspection, distorts
the REM sleep mechanism and thereby
leads us into clinical depression.
• Focus patients' attention outwards: get
them physically active (aerobic exercise),
focus them on pleasurable activity,
problem solving, improving relationships; get them to challenge their black
and white thinking etc.
• Get patients to see how things could be
different by actively using their
imagination in a positive way with
visualisation or hypnosis. This step is
missing from most approaches to treating
depression. It is our clinical experience
that people are not often easily lifted out
of their low mood unless this is well
done.
Nocebo psychotherapy
Once one understands the APET model it
is easy to see why some psychotherapy is
ineffective or harmful. Counsellors are
often trained to encourage emotionally
arousing introspection in their clients
about what might be 'causing' their
problems. The emotional arousal this
produces locks the client's attention on
negative patterns of thought and
behaviour. This leads, almost inevitably,
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to a period of negative rumination and
the cycle of depression can set in. The
process, however unintentional, can,
therefore, accurately be characterised as
nocebo therapy.

apparatus and creating a healthier,
outward focus on life. If those patterns
are not already active, the job of the
therapist is to help draw them forth, thus
providing a stronger and more accurate
lens through which the client can
perceive reality. Using metaphors and
stories is one of the most powerful ways
this can be done. To demonstrate the
levels of meaning and the values that can
be extracted from such a story we can
look at one which adults could easily
dismiss as trivial - the story of the Ugly
Duckling.
On a farm a little bird is raised by a duck
but feels itself to be very different from
all the other ducklings who keep
mocking it for being big and ugly. In due
course, the ugly duckling becomes so
unhappy it decides to run away, leaves
the farm and goes in search of his
destiny. But every animal it meets laughs
at him for being so ugly and he learns
that he can ignore them and not get upset
by their stupidity. Eventually he finds a
little pond where, despite feeling isolated
and lonely, he learns to look after himself
and survive through the long, cold
winter. As the months pass by, changes
happen within him, although he is
unaware of this. One day, in early spring,
the pond is still and calm, and in the
water he sees the reflection of a line of
beautiful swans flying high overhead. He
wishes with all his heart that he could
somehow be with them. The swans call
down saying: "Why don't you join us?"
And he said: "How can I, an ugly
duckling, fly with beautiful birds like
you?" And the swans laugh and say, "But
look at your reflection," and the duckling

Metaphor, storytelling and learning
If real learning is about the ability to
discriminate patterns, our aim must be to
introduce a new more constructive
pattern so that reality can be seen more
accurately. Conveying new, desired
patterns in a metaphor or story is perhaps
the most effective way of all to refine
patterns (although there are other
effective methods, such as modelling
desired behaviours). Psychiatrist Milton
H Erickson, whom we regard as the most
significant clinician and psychotherapist
of the 20th century, was a master
storyteller who put this skill to good
effect in his work9. If a patient is missing
some piece of the jigsaw puzzle of life
we could offer them a story about
another client with a similar problem and
how their behaviour changed, conveying
the desired new pattern in an indirect
way, or we could tell an appropriate
traditional story. The world's stories, oral
and written, contain a fantastic
cornucopia of wonderful patterns, which
chart the possibilities of understanding
ourselves more profoundly and help us
engage with the world more fruitfully.
To recap, to help educate clients who are
stuck in depression we have to help them
understand what is blocking them from
getting their needs met. This is done
through refining their patterns of
perception, helping incorporate these
patterns into their own perceptual
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looks at his own reflection in the still
pool and realises that he has transformed
into a swan. The former ugly duckling is
able to join the swans as an equal on their
journey.

Unlike the majority of current
psychotherapy models, which place an
unduly strong emphasis on the individual
locating the difficulties within the person
and to be solved by him/her, the Human
Givens approach has a wider outlook. It
recognises that for health, and especially
mental health, the interactions of the
individual within society may both
contribute to his distress and be vital to
the resolution of that distress. The human
needs for attention, friendship, intimacy,
status, and belonging, clearly cannot be
accomplished by a lone individual. This
emphasis of the importance of
community gives rise to another
difference from most “western models”,
where there is a clear differentiation
between
individual
therapy,
and
systemic/family therapy. The human
givens approach is flexible and
responsive to the needs of the situation so
that where appropriate other members of
the family will be seen with the identified
patient both to elucidate the difficulties
and help with ideas and solutions. Hence
in the human givens approach there is no
clear demarcation between individual and
marital/family/systemic therapy – the
idea is to do what is needed to enable
universal human needs to be met.

All children resonate with that story
because, at some time, every child feels
isolated from their fellows, an outsider
who doesn't fit in. There are times in life
when we feel rejected, when we have to
go it alone, when we have got to find the
courage to last the course, when our
emotional needs are not being properly
met. But the template in the story
contains more than that. It shows us that,
if we approach those times with courage,
changes will automatically occur. We can
learn from the very deprivations that
seem so problematical and, if we
persevere and seek out an appropriate
environment, our talents and potential
can blossom. Further subtleties include
the profound truth, that we can only see
clearly when we are calm. If the water on
the pond had been disturbed the ugly
duckling would not have been able to see
what he was like. In other words,
children hearing this story are given the
template that they need to be in a calm
emotional state before they can
accurately perceive what they actually
are. In counselling, when we relax people
and focus their attention, we create the
same hypnotic REM state in which the
brain is at its most receptive, able to
absorb information. That is the ideal time
in which to offer stories and metaphors to
clients' unconscious minds to help them
transform their perceptions.

The use of story and metaphor has
always been part of the human story as a
means imparting experience, knowledge
and wisdom. Though long neglected and
now re-emerging in the West, it has
always remained a strong part of the
tradition of most of the non-Western
world. Hence the human givens
approach, where the use of metaphor and
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stories is a core aspect, will resonate with
most cultures, and especially the lands of
the “Arabian Nights”; lands whose
themes and concerns could not be further
than the 19th century Vienna where
Freud‟s ideas took root, or the current
western emphasis on thinking of human
beings in distress as if they were
machines made on an assembly line, and
now have malfunctioning circuits.

which can produce T, thoughts. But these
letters also contain a powerful metaphor
that enriches the idea. The first three
letters spell 'ape' and that gives us the
idea of an ape, a more primitive creature
than us, telling us what to do.
APE T: so we have this ancient
emotional mind that can order us about,
tell us what to do, control us - a mixture
of primitive and conditioned responses,
which, when roused, can cut us off from
the richer and more subtle templates,
located in the right and left hemispheres
of the higher cortex and the frontal lobes,
through which we can experience more
of reality.
On the other hand, if we break up the
letters slightly differently, we have 'a
pet'.
A PET: A pet is an animal that was
originally wild, but its nature has been
constrained - domesticated to serve the
needs of a master. The pet (emotions)
now serves the needs of the patient
instead of dominating him or her.

A summary
The APET model is at the heart of human
givens therapy. The four letters stand for
specific processes through which the
mind/body system
works.
These
processes are currently being explored by
neuroscience and psychology in many
direct ways.
APET
The A is for an activating agent: a
stimulus from the environment. The P is
for the pattern-matching part of the mind,
which in turn gives rise to an emotion, E,

:الملخص

 اىعالج. ٌَي تسبل مه يطيبُا اىمساعدة َمه يقدمٌُا،ٌىاك فيض مه وماذج اىعالج اىىفسي َأغيبٍا صدزث مه اىغسب
 معتمداً عيى اىفنسة،اىىفسي باىمعطياث اإلوساويت يعمو عيى دمح اىعىاصس اىفعّاىت مه مو ٌري األشناه ىيعالج اىىفسي
.األساسيت ىحاخاث اإلوسان حتى يعيش حياة صحيت
 ٌرا يتمشى مع شيادة اىُعي بأن األفساد َاىمدتمعاث ىديٍا اىنثيس اىمشتسك أمثس،عيى ٌرا اىىحُ سينُن ىً قبُه عاىمي
.مما تشيس إىيً اىفسَق اىثقافيت اىظاٌسة
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The Attitude and Use of Faith Healing by People with Mental
Disorders in Upper Egypt: A Community Survey
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اإلتجاه نحى اللجىء إلً المعالجين الروحانيين لذي األشخاص روي اإلضطرابات
 دراسة ميذانية:النفسية بمصر
٘ ػًاد حًذ، ٘ٔيُٗ انزخا
Abstract
Objective: To provide reliable information about the frequency of use of faith healing
(FH) in Upper Egypt and its relation to help seeking behavior and to identify the
differences between users and non-users of faith healing, with respect to mental
illness.
Method: This is a cross-sectional study conducted in all Upper Egypt. It includes a
random household assessment of 5191 adult males and females with age between 18
and 64 years. The short Arabic version of the Present State Examination 10th revision
(PSE-10) was used to detect symptoms and establish the diagnosis. A
sociodemographic questionnaire and a specially designed questionnaire to investigate
the use of faith healing and the attribution of psychiatric symptoms/disorders were
applied.
Results: The prevalence of use of faith healers in the studied sample ranged between
2.6% to 13.2%. Help seeking tendency is generally directed towards primary health
care services, relatives, „no one‟ and faith healers. FH users tend to attribute their
mental symptoms to more factors than non-users. A substantial proportion (67.3%) of
traditional healers‟ users suffers from mental symptoms or disorders (44.7% are cases,
22.6% subclinical conditions), while 32.7% of FH users are non-cases.
Conclusion: Mentally disordered people have a considerable tendency toward use of
faith healing, and believe in their abilities to improve their conditions. Behavior
seeking tendency is generally directed towards primary health care services, relatives,
„no one‟ and faith healers. Such results can be the foundation for mental health
reforms and for future research in Egypt and in the Arab world.
Keywords: faith healers/healing, mental disorders, prevalence, Egypt.
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Faith Healing in upper Egypt

Introduction:
The Egyptian health system faces
multiple challenges in providing
adequate mental health services among
the Egyptian population1,2,3. Of the
most notable challenges to health
systems are the culture-wide debate
over definitions of abnormality in the
Egyptian society4, in addition to the
lack of understanding of patients'
explanatory models of mental illness
among providers of primary health
care (PHC) services5,6 . The shortage in
mental health facilities in developing
countries enhances the inclination of
people towards the use and practice of
faith or traditional healing and other
non-medical ways of healing.
Faith healing is the use of religious or
spiritual intervention to cure disease.
In this study the term is used to refer to
traditional and religious-based healing.
The World Health Assembly in 1984
stressed the importance of the spiritual
element in health. It was also decided
that this implies "a phenomenon that is
not material in nature but belongs to
the realm of ideas, beliefs, values and
ethics that have arisen in the minds and
conscience of human beings"7.
The Egyptian society witnesses the
presence of many debates over the
moral, social, religious and legal status
of religious healers4. Consulting faith
healers dates back to ancient Egyptian
times, where it centered upon religious
rituals and the lives of the ancient8.
The impact of faith healers on helpseeking behavior, and the outcome of
psychiatric disorders cannot be
ignored. Several studies in the Middle

East and Africa have explored
traditional
healing
world9,10,11;
However, the practice of faith based
healing for the management of mental
disorders needs more study and
investigation in Egypt.
The current study aims at providing
reliable
information
about
the
frequency of use of faith healing (FH)
in Egypt, and its relation to
sociodemographic attributes. It also
aims at identifying the differences
between FH users and non-users as
regards
demographic
variables,
distribution in governorates, help
seeking behavior and attribution of
mental illness. The study hypothesis is
that there are differences between faith
healers users and non-users as regards
mental illness beliefs and help seeking
attitude, which can influence their
treatment seeking behavior.
Methodology:
The study is a cross-sectional survey of
a random sample of adults residing in
households in Upper Egypt, using
standardized assessments. It was
conducted in parallel with the 2nd
phase of the national mental health
survey of Egypt2. The assessment
procedure employed a one-stage
design
aiming
at
identifying
differences between users and nonusers of faith healers, and detecting
definite
mental
disorders
and
subclinical conditions.
Sample Design:
The sample of the study involves
household assessment of 5191 adult
males and females with age between
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version211,14: An abridged form
of the Arabic version of the
PSE-10 was employed in the
survey. The Short Arabic
version is less time consuming,
and still retains the core
symptoms required to reach a
diagnosis of the common
mental
disorders.
Internal
consis tency of the different
subscales of the Short Arabic
PSE was measured using
Cronbach's coefficient alpha
and proved that the short
Arabic PSE is a reliable
interview with adequate levels
of internal consistency15. Interrater reliability was determined
for all the questionnaires prior
to their use in the survey...
Validation was done on the
level of clinical judgement15.
2. Socio-demographic
questionnaire:
including
gender, age, marital status,
education and occupation.
Socio-economic status was
identified through completion
of a demographic questionnaire
in
addition
to
the
Socioeconomic Questionnaire
of Fahmi and El Sherbini16. The
latter classifies interviewees
into very low, low, middle and
upper classes based on housing
conditions, financial status,
education and work of parents.
3. A specially designed questionnaire was administered to
assess faith healing practices
including questions about

18 and 64. All governorates of Upper
Egypt were included (8 governorates).
The size of each governorate was
determined based on the 2005estimation of the population by the
Central
Agency
for
Public
Mobilization
and
Statistics
(CAMPAS). In order to facilitate the
analysis, it was recommended to select
a
non-self
weighted
sample
(proportionate to the size of each
governorate). The most recent updated
sample frame available: the Egypt
Demographic and Health Survey
(EDHS) 2005 was utilized12. It is a
master sample, which guarantees a
valid randomization procedure.
Interviewers were all psychiatrists with
a minimum of two years experience in
psychiatry. They were trained and
supervised for data collection and
application of selected tools. The
training program was organized by the
Mental Health Research Unit of the
General Secretariat for Mental Health.
Before
data
collection
began,
permission of district officials was
taken. ID cards were prepared and
issued to field workers, in addition to
permits from the Ministry of Health
and CAPMAS. Identified household
members (one per household) were
informed of the purpose and nature of
the study and asked to sign an
informed consent.
The following instruments were used:
1. The
Present
State
th
Examination: 10
revision
(PSE-10) of the Schedules of
Clinical
Assessment
in
Neuropsychiatry
(SCAN),
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using faith healers‟, attitude
towards seeking help in case of
mental illness and towards the
causation of mental illness.
4. Diagnosis of Caseness: The
PSE forms included a question
at the end of each section
asking investigators to specify
the intensity levels of psycho
patho logy present in this
section. Three levels were
identified,
no
symptoms,
subclinical symptoms and
clinical case. Investigators were
asked
to
take
into
consideration: 1) the level of
psychosocial impairment, 2)
severity and nature of any
symptoms detected, 3) Need for
treatment. Investigators were
also asked to give an opinion of
diagnosis according to a list of
possible disorders covered by
the PSE section. The same
exercise was repeated at the
end of the interview for an
overall opinion of case status
and diagnosis. This section of
the interview was subsequently
revised in a joint discussion
with the group supervisor who
is a senior clinician of at least
15 years experience.

demographic data about themselves.
Missing and out of code data, as well
as responses such as “do not know” or
“inappropriate” within the studied
variables, were excluded from the
analysis at the variable level. The
Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences, SPSS version.15.0 was used
to create a pre-coded statistical file
after revision of the codebook assigned
for the study. Pearson‟s chi-square test
was used to compare categorical
variables. The qualitative variables
were presented as percentages in
frequency and cross tables as
indicated. The dependent variable
termed „caseness‟ was statistically
analyzed using chi-square test to detect
differences among a group of sociodemographic
factors,
possibly
contributing to the presence of
psychiatric morbidity. Subjects were
classified as cases, non-cases (case free
individual) and subclinical conditions.
Users and non-users of faith healing
were compared for statistically significant differences on the sociodemographic variables, help seeking
attitude, interpretation of mental illness
and caseness. Differences among the
studied groups were considered
statistically significant at a p-value ≤
0.05.

Data Management and Statistical
Analysis:
A sample of 6000 persons was
approached in the study from which
659 (10.9%) refused to participate.
Among those that refused, 41 (0.7%)
participants agreed to give only some

Results
A total of 5191 subjects, 3077 males
(59.3%) and 2114 females (40.7%),
were included in the study. Age ranged
from 18 to 67 years, with the majority
living in rural areas (80.8% versus
19.2%). Illiterate subjects and those
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with middle education (primary,
preparatory or secondary education)
have the highest representation in the
population sample (42.6% & 33.1%
respectively).
Faith healers users were more females
7.6% as compared to 10.5% among
males,
which
was
statistically
significant (p= 0.000). Subjects with
the highest age group (35-45years)
represented the highest percentage of
FH users. The difference between
different age groups seeking faith
healers‟ help is of a statistically
significant value (Table 1). As for
residence, rural residents 8.7% (n.331)
and urban 8.4% (n.76) have sought
faith healing; the difference was of no
statistical significance. The highest rate
of seeking faith healers‟ help was
among the divorced group (23%, n.
10). Using faith healing among the
different forms of civil status was of
statistical significance (P=0.007*). The
interaction among different educational
levels and use of faith healing was not
statistically significant in any instance
(P= 0.619). The very low social class
had the highest representation of faith
healers users (9.2%; n. 411), the
difference in using faith healers among
different social classes was of
statistical significance (p=0.009).
Among the different Upper Egypt
governorates, 8.8% (n. 457) of the
sample population used faith healers
(Figure 1). Aswan had the highest rate
of faith healers‟ use (32%, no. 78).
Giza came next followed by Assiut,
Quena, Sohag, Fayoum, Beny Sweif
and finally Menya. This difference was

of a high
(p=0.000).

statistical

significance

When asked about whom they would
seek help in case of mental illness, in
both groups, the highest rates were
reported for physicians (37.8%, by FH
users versus 47.7%, of non-users)
followed by relatives (Figure 2). FH
users had higher rates of inclination
towards seeking faith healers‟ help
than non-users, while FH non-users
thought they would sake “no one‟s
help” more than the users group. The
difference is of a high statistical
significance (p= 0.000).
The total rate of attribution of PSE
symptoms was generally higher among
the faith healer users than non-users
(209.7% versus 151.3%) (Figure 3).
Both groups had the chance to choose
more than one attribute to mental
symptoms. Faith healers‟ users
generally chose more attributes than
non-users. This is also applied to all
the specific attributes; FH users had a
higher rate of attributing symptoms to
internal conflict (31.9% of FH users
versus 12.9% of FH non-users), God‟s
will and testing (33.7% of FH users
versus 21.2% of FH non-users), life
events (67.8% of FH users versus 57%
of FH non-users), spirits and jinn
(15.3% of FH users versus 5.8% of FH
non-users) and deficient faith (22.3%
of FH users and 18.1% of FH nonusers).. The differences concerning the
previous attributes are of a statistically
significant value (p<0.05). Attributing
PSE symptoms to other people or to
hereditary factors was also found to be
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higher among the FH users group, but
with no statistical significance
(p>0.05).
The comparison between cases,
subclinical states and non-cases
concerning the use of faith healing is
demonstrated in Table 2. In a general
perspective, the FH users group
included more cases and subclinical
conditions and less “non-cases” than
the FH non-users group (p=0.000).
When frequencies of users and nonusers were compared, a highly
statistically significant difference
(p=0.000) was found on all PSE
sections that include the Specific
sections of PSE symptoms which are
as follows: section 1: physical health
following:
somatoform
and
dissociative disorders – section 2:
worry, tension, anxiety, phobias and
obsessions – section 3: thinking,
concentration, energy, interest and
depression or expansive mood and
section 4:
perceptual disorders,
subjectively
described
thought
disorders.
In a sample of 5191 total number, 3065
respondents were asked what effect
they thought a visit to a faith healer
might have on mental symptoms they
may experience. Responses are
illustrated in Table 3. The majority of
the three groups (≥68%) reported that
they would not change. However,
22.3% of cases (n.103) versus less than
5% in non-cases and sub-clinical
conditions viewed that they would
show improvement. A very few
percentage of the three groups believed
that their symptoms would worsen, and

nearly 30% of non-cases, 25% of
subclinical conditions and 9% of cases
reported a “don‟t know” answer. The
difference between the FH users and
non-users groups is of a highly
statistically
significant
value
(p=0.000).
Discussion
Faith healers cover the health needs of
a substantial proportion of the Middle
Eastern and African populations 9,1017,18.
Nonetheless, they are frequently
ignored in studies of help-seeking and
care provision. The results of the study
reveal that an approximate of 9% of
Egyptian population seeks faith
healers‟ help in solving their problems
(Table 1).. These results are relatively
beneath our expectations. Many
Middle Eastern and African studies
found higher percentages as traditional
healers
than
biomedical
practitioners11,19. However, many of
these studies were undergone to
evaluate the use of faith healers in
primary care services or in faith
healers‟ centers. The current study was
conducted on a household basis. In
Egypt, faith healers centers are not
legalized; faith healing is practiced in
the healers‟ homes, or in special places
without clear demarcation. Solid data
concerning the prevalence of faith
healers and the places where they
practice it in Egypt would add more
information to our results.
Respondents were asked about the type
of help they would seek in case of
mental disorders. It is noteworthy to
point out that help seeking is a family
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decision in many Egyptian families
rather than a decision by the sick
individual alone. The highest rate in
both groups was that of those who
would seek physicians‟ help, followed
by relatives‟ help. Seeking faith
healers‟ help was the third choice for
the FH users group, while in the nonusers it was for seeking no one‟s help
(Figure 2). Again, the results do not go
along with the positive views of faith
healers when compared to biomedical
workers. Several studies in the Middle
East and Africa reported the preference
of their populations to seek faith
healing rather than mental health
services. They explained their results
by the fact that biomedical health
workers focus more on physical illness
than psychosocial problems20; besides,
traditional healers pay more attention
to interpersonal and other psychosocial
problems that cause psychological
distress21,22 A primarily qualitative
analysis of Egyptian newspaper
articles to explore media portrayals
revealed that only 2.8% of the articles
clearly voiced a preference for
Qur‟anic healing over biomedicine,
16.8% evenly supported both sides,
and 24.3% denounced the use of
Qur‟anic healing and advocated the use
of modern medicine. A major criticism
of all forms of popular or religious
healing centers on the concept of
charlatans or “daggaal” who are
believed to take people‟s money in
exchange for services of questionable
legitimacy and quality4. This study
elucidated that Egyptian religious
leader, like Al Azhar scholars, readily

acknowledged the advantages of
modern medicine, though they were
quick to emphasize the limits of
medicine to treat the person.
Furthermore, their arguments drew
heavily
on
orthodox
religious
teachings, but also on the limits of
medicine (including psychiatry) in
treating certain types of illness,
particularly those which are psycho
logical, chronic, or lack a known
under-lying physiological cause4.
It was suggested that traditional healers
provide more holistic care, are more
accessible, and have an appropriate
approach that is more acceptable to the
community than medical practitioners9.
Besides, there is an implicit
assumption among some that religious
healing is a direct result of the failure
of biomedicine in Egypt, and that it
would not be as popular if modern
medical care were in a more advanced
state4.
The following are the possible
explanations for the study findings:
- What faith and traditional
healers offer distinctively is the
explanation of the etiology of
mental disorders and their
management
through
the
dogma of “God is the curer”,
the ability of treatment by
Qur‟an4, in addition to the
beliefs in magic, witchcraft,
evil eye and jinn (demon),
according to culturally-shared
beliefs 4, 23. In the context of the
extended family in Egyptian
society, especially in rural
areas24, such explanation and
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handling can be provided by
relatives who may replace faith
healers
in
offering
the
necessary counseling or some
“traditional” ways of getting rid
of such magic or evil spirit25. In
addition, seeking no one‟s help
can include the self help by
religious practice, another way
that might replace seeking faith
healers‟ help. According to the
former view, illness and its
treatments are often considered
to be social events, which
involve the patient, family,
friends and community25. This
goes along with the inclination
of both groups in the current
study to seek their relatives‟
help as the second choice of
help providers in case of mental
illness.
- Official places for faith or
traditional healing practices are
few in Egypt and are forbidden
by
the
government.
Respondents may not recognize
domestic practices under the
label of using faith healing.
- The
questionnaire
was
conducted by psychiatrists at the
respon- dents‟ homes. For the
sake of satisfying the physicians
whom the respondents may
expect to look down upon FH
users; some of respondents‟
answers might have been biased
towards withholding seeking
faith healers‟ help.
Except for Aswan, the percentage of
those using faith healers ranges less

than13.2% in all Upper Egypt
governorates (Figure 1). Thirty one
percent of Aswan respondents reported
use of faith healers. This considerable
difference can be ascribed to the
mixing of Aswan and Nubian cultures.
Nubian culture is closer to the black
African one, with stronger traditional
beliefs
concerning
magic
and
9
witchcraft, evil eye, Jinn . According
to the WHO26, traditional healers
appear to be an important entry point
on the pathway to care for people in
Africa who ultimately use psychiatric
services. They could also be sought
concurrently with or after biomedical
treatment. Stemming from this view,
these results add to the validation of
the study results when compared to the
African
ones,
concerning
the
prevalence of using faith healers.
However, the significant difference
among faith healers‟ use in different
Upper Egypt governorates needs
further investigation to study their
cultural and traditional differences.
The females included in the sample
significantly outnumbered males in
using faith healing; this can be
attributed to their higher level of
repression in comparison to males
(Table 1). Furthermore, in Egypt
females seem to be more submissive,
intuitive and less intellectualizing. The
highest age groups using faith healers
are 35-45, followed by 25-35 and 1525. While one might expect that
maturity leads to greater objectivity
that can reduce the rate of using faith
healing, the results of the study reveal
the opposite. It seems that the older
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one gets, the more he becomes aware
of the chaotic structure encountered in
our society; this would induce a greater
tendency towards asking help from
mighty unknown sources represented
by faith healers. The difference
between using faith healing in urban
and rural areas in the study is of no
significant value, with an average of
8.5% in both groups. However, as the
majority of the recruited sample
(80.8%) includes subjects living in
rural areas, we can assume that a
sample with more urban representation
may add or change the obtained
results. Besides, some other prevailing
factors can be responsible for such
inclination, regardless of the residency.
The rate of using faith healers in
different marital statuses was
generally within the range of global
study results (6.3% to 9.7%) except for
divorced women who had the highest
rate (23.9%). Despite the small number
of divorced women in the sample (10),
the difference was of statistical
significance. This may be explained
that in Egypt men are usually the ones
divorcing women while the women are
usually the ones blamed for breaking
homes. The feeling of injustice and
subsequent loneliness, stigmatization
or devaluation may push them to seek
justice and fairness from outside the
official institutions. The results reveal
that the educational level does not
affect the rate of using faith healing
except for the lower rate of its use in
postgraduate respondents. This goes
along with a Kuwaiti study that
revealed that symptoms associated

with supernatural cognitive schemas fit
in with the cultural background and not
with the level of modern education
achieved27. The results significantly
show
that
the
higher
the
socioeconomic class the lower the use
of faith healing. In general, we can
assume that traditional healers are
cheaper. Moreover, the popular beliefs
which incline towards faith healing are
more common in lower socioeconomic
classes. The high rate of faith healing
use among housewives is consistent
with the finding of higher female use
of faith healing than males.
Previous studies reported that there are
significant associations between going
for treatment and explanations for the
illness, having visited the healer as
well as a health worker and the
duration of symptoms 20. Traditional
practices and biological medicine
differ in their concept of the nature and
causes of illness. In Egypt, perception
of mental disorders ranges from simple
misfortune to possession by jinn or evil
spirit28. The results of the study also
reveal that the users of faith healers
have a tendency to attribute their
mental symptoms to more factors than
the non-users (Figure 3). The highest
rate of attribution was to life events
followed by God‟s will and testing,
internal conflict, other people (conflict
relationships) and deficient faith. The
high rate of attributes of mental
disorders among users of faith healers
may perhaps reflect their higher
confusion. However, much research in
medical anthropology has developed
the idea of explanatory models, which
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may include accounts of causality
mechanisms or processes of illness29.
Not all this knowledge is directly
related to personal experience. Much
of it resides in cultural practices
transmitted by other people over
generations. Understanding the cultural
meanings of symptoms and behavior
often requires interviews with other
people in the patients' family,
entourage or community29. In other
words, it seems that linking the cause
to the effect is not working in such an
oversimplified causal link. We can
suppose that the attitude toward mental
illness is rather related to complex and
cumulative underlying factors than to
reported causal factors, representing
the superficial under -standable events.
This can have more influence on
decision making as regards one‟s
health and whom to trust. It can also be
the basis of understanding the
subjective multi-factorial causation of
mental disorders that was higher in the
faith healers users‟ group than in the
non-users‟.
The study provides evidence that a
substantial proportion of FH users
(67.3%) suffer from mental symptoms
or disorders (44.7% cases, 22.6%
subclinical conditions) (Table 2). Here
the study main hypothesis of the study
was confirmed, as the prevalence of
cases of mental disorders among users
of faith healers (44.7%) was more than
twice that in cases of non-users
(16.5%).This
goes
along
with
Okasha‟s view that traditional and
religious healers play a major role in
primary psychiatric care in Egypt30. It

was estimated that 60% of outpatients
at the university clinic in Cairo serving
low socioeconomic classes have been
to traditional healers before coming to
the psychiatrist31. It is to be noted that
faith healers could be sought before,
during or after seeking medical help.
Many other studies in the Middle
Eastern and Africa had reported high
prevalence of mental symptoms and
disorders among the attendees of faith
healers
centers.19,32.
Religious
practitioners and alternative healers
abound in Egypt as they do in many
parts of the world, reflecting and
reinforcing beliefs about psychological
and spiritual health that are rooted in
notions very different from those
underlying a strictly biomedical
approach to psychiatric care33,34.
The considerable rate of faith healers‟
use was a subject of many
explanations.
Several
authors
attributed the visit of mentally ill
people to faith healers to the fact that
biomedical health workers focus more
on physical illness than psychosocial
problems, whereas traditional healers
pay more attention to interpersonal and
other psychosocial problems that cause
psychological distress20,21,22. It was also
supposed that traditional healers are
more available, and have an approach
that is more acceptable to the
community than medical practitioners9.
Stigma attached to psychiatric illness
has also been implicated35; the first
resort for mentally disturbed people is
thus the traditional healers who acquire
a special importance due to their claim
of power over or ability to deal with
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the “mysterious”, superstitious and
unknown. These tools are likely to be
less threatening to the social identity of
the persons. These healers may
prescribe reading Quran verses, but
they also may resort to religious or
group psychotherapies, suggestion, and
devices such as incantation. It is
essential here to mention that the
Quran is a religious code and not a
medical text.36 Besides, there are no
clear statements or direct pointers in
religion that ascribe powers of
communication with supernatural
agents to certain human beings to
qualify them as “healers” of illness
caused by these agents (as having the
ability to get rid of jinn or possession.
As for specific mental disorders and
symptoms, the faith healers users
group scored higher on all PSE
sections, with the lowest rate for the
section that mostly includes psychotic
symptoms (Section 4: perceptual
disorders – subjectively described
thought disorders – delusions). These
results go along with the view that
serious mental problems, ranging from
severe depression to schizophrenia and
bipolar disorder (PSE section 4 and
severe forms of section 3), are
considered as “biological or brain
disorders-problems”, and present more
to primary health care units, while
problems of daily living and lifestyle
problems (PSE sections 1, 2 and milder
forms of section 3) present more to
traditional healers 31. This was
approved by Okasha30 stating that faith
healers deal mainly with minor
neurotic, psychosomatic and transitory

psychotic states as their treatment
measures are limited to relatively nonspecific,
low
potency
herbal
medications,
combined
with
suggestion37. However, as section 4
cases and subclinical conditions in
both groups is remarkably low, further
investigation is needed for better
understanding and elaboration of the
results.
The only PSE section that has higher
rates of cases among the FH non-users
than FH users (15.7% versus 9.8%) is
section 1 (physical health, somatoform
and dissociative disorder). The
closeness of this section to physical
illnesses can be one of the
explanations, although inclusion of
dissociative disorders leads to the
expectation that a higher rate of
subjects from this section will use faith
healers, who are claimed to get rid of
jinn and possession. However, these
results can be understandable in view
of the higher percentage of subclinical
conditions among the FH users group
(24.7% in FH users versus 4% in nonusers). Here we can postulate that the
interviewers might have encountered
some kind of difficulty in attaining a
definite diagnosis of this section,
whether for somatoform or dissociative
disorders.
The majority (≥68%) of the three
groups included in the study reported
that they would not change if they had
visited faith healers. Despite the fact
that the belief in the positive effect of
seeking faith healers‟ help was not
generally highlighted, the group of
cases reported the highest rate of belief
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in improvement on faith healers‟ visits
and the lowest rate of “don‟t know”
answers when compared with the two
other groups (Table 3). This goes along
with the higher rate of FH visiting
among the cases group and stresses
more importance on the consideration
of such inclination in future mental
health plans.
The association between caseness and
using faith healers indicates that
traditional
explanatory
models
continue to exert a strong influence on
help-seeking behavior, despite the
efforts to devalue traditional medicine.
Many studies of faith healers‟ use in
mental
disorders
encourage
collaboration
between
medical
practitioners and traditional healers
and support communication between
these two sectors through meetings and
seminars38.
But is the collaboration between faith
healers and mental health professional
feasible? Is it worth the effort and the
trial? Robertson views that there is a
relative lack of knowledge among the
general public about traditional
healing, due, among other things, to
secrecy and lack of documentation37.
At the same time, public rejection of
psychiatry and psychiatric theories is
reflected in widespread stigma towards
the psychiatrically ill and even towards
psychiatric hospitals and psychiatrists
themselves.39. Although the public
image of traditional healers may be
generally positive, awareness of
reported instances of „malpractice‟ or
even fatal outcomes following
traditional healing suggested a cautious

approach to collaboration. A major
criticism of all forms of popular or
religious healing centers on the
concept of charlatans or “daggaal”
who are believed to take people‟s
money in exchange for services of
questionable legitimacy and quality4.
It was suggested that the possibility of
a successful interface between health
and traditional healers is rather high,
stressing on the fact that effective
collaboration needs to be based on a
mutual understanding of the principles,
practices and knowledge base of the
parties involved37.
According to Coker, Qur‟anic healing,
the relatively recent and more orthodox
structure of faith healing is moving the
topic of religious healing from the
margins of public discourse to
mainstream debates4, which is
indicative of a society in flux40, but
also of a society that is actively
reworking the relationship between
religion and medicine. Stemming from
conflicts of interest (ethical, social and
financial considerations)4, traditional
medicine is often rejected by health
care providers, the government and
some religious views. The beliefs,
attitudes
and
possible
benefits
(psychological and financial) standing
behind the use of faith healers, may
constitute
a
barrier
against
collaboration with the scientific or
medical approach. The feasibility of
such collaboration can only be judged
after its application. Possible problems
or difficulties will guide the plan in the
direction of its goal or may open a new
management perspective that would
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help mentally disordered patients.
Moreover, a study of the attitude of
medical
practitioners
towards
traditional healing practices and vice
versa would help in preliminary
assessment of the feasibility of such
collaboration, and in its organization. It
was reported that Egyptian physicians
often construct their critiques of
religious healing according to a
Western rational-empiricist framework
4
. However, in justifying their
critiques, they sometimes make use of
the religious language. They also never
directly contradicted religious tenets.
The objects of the doctors‟ critique
were the “daggaals” or charlatans,
because of their existence on these
cultural and religious margins and their
precarious place in society.4.
Robertson36 has called for physicians to
be sensitive to patients' beliefs about
faith and healing, and to be able to
comprehend why they would some
times reject medical intervention. It
was noted that true collaboration will
occur when each system is ready and
willing to learn from the best of the
others‟ practices11. Much work needs
to be done in order to gain the best
from both approaches, in the interest of
those who need these services.

faith healing, and belief in their
benefits. Behavior seeking tendency is
generally directed towards primary
health care services, relatives, „no one‟
and faith healers. Such results could
provide the foundation for mental
health reforms and for future research
in Egypt and the Arab world.
Study limitation
Data concerning the prevalence of
using and not using faith healing was
taken from respondents‟ answers.
More objective records can perhaps be
taken from an assessment of
attendance at faith healers‟ centers as
well as primary health care units.
Besides, despite the random selection,
it cannot be claimed that this is a truly
representative sample of the entire
Egyptian population. The study was
conducted only in the governorates of
Upper Egypt; its findings may not be
true of more urbanized or other
Egyptian governorates. The study also
stressed on a general view of religious
and traditional healing; separating
different forms of faith healing
including religious healers from the
two main religions in Egypt (Islam and
Christianity) in future studies can add
more to the understanding of this
phenomenon. However, the study
generally provides valid and reliable
data on the extent and distribution of
use of traditional healers in Egypt.
Population-based studies are needed to
investigate other patterns of helpseeking and barriers to care. Although
every effort was made to ensure the
validity and reliability of the
responses, it is possible that cultural

Conclusion
The study has demonstrated that the
prevalence of the use of faith healers in
the general population is found to be
relatively low. However, mentally
disordered patients and those with
subclinical mental conditions have a
considerable tendency toward use of
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factors, and the wish to give a
satisfactory answer to questions, may
have exerted an unwarranted effect.

Despite these limitations, a high level
of coherence was apparent between the
findings.

Table 1: Socio-demographic characteristics: comparison between faith healers users
and non-users
FH non-users

Gender

Age

Residence

Marital
Status

Education

FH users

Total

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

Males

2843

92.4

234

7.6

3077

59.3

Females

1892

89.5

222

10.5

2114

40.7

18->25

743

90.2

81

9.8

824

16.0

25- < 35

1042

90.1

114

9.9

1156

22.5

35- < 45

1171

88.9

146

11.1

1317

25.6

45- < 55

939

93.4

66

6.6

1005

19.5

55- < 65

514

93.1

38

6.9

552

10.7

>65

286

97.9

6

2.1

6

292

Rural

3482

91.3

331

8.7

3813

80.8

Urban

831

91.6

76

8.4

907

19.2

Married

3510

91.4

330

8.6

3840

75.1

Separated

30

93.8

2

6.3

32

0.6

Divorced

32

76.2

10

23.8

42

0.8

Widowed

311

92.8

24

7.2

335

6.5

Single

782

90.3

84

9.7

866

16.9

Illiterate

1836

90.7

188

9.3

2024

42.6

Read &write

510

91.4

48

8

558

11.7

Middle1

1446

91.8

130

8.2

1576

33.1

44

P

X2

0.000*

13.1
21

0.000*

36.7
36

0.771

0.08
5

0.007*

14.2
47

0.619

2.64
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Social

Class

Occupation

University

522

91.9

46

8.1

568

11.9

Postgraduate

29

96.7

1

3.3

30

0.6

Very low

4079

90.8.

411

9.2

4490

90.3

Low

304

94.4

18

5.6

322

6.5

Middle

90

95.7

4

4.3

94

1.9

Upper

64

98.5

1

1.5

65

1.3

Full time

1185

87.8

140

10.4

1349

26.6

Part time

1059

94.6

56

5.0

1120

22.1

No work

392

89.9

38

8.7

436

8.6

Pension

188

95.4

5

2.5

197

3.9

Housewife

1527

87.9

183

10.5

1738

34.3

Student

210

90.5

20

8.6

232

4.6

3

0.009*

11.5
76

0.000*

56.5
39

*: Statistically significant value
1: Middle education includes subjects who have ended primary, preparatory or secondary
education. Illiterates.
Figure 1: Comparison between users and non-users of faith healers in different Upper Egypt
governorates

Figure 2: Comparison of attitude towards help seeking between users and non-users of faith
healers
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Figure 3: Comparison of attribution of PSE symptoms between users and non-users of faith
healings

The total of percentages is more than 100% as respondents had the possibility of choosing
more than one attribute.
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Table 2: Comparison of caseness between faith healer users and non-users

Variable
Cases
Subclinical cases
Non- cases
Total
PSE section11 cases
PSE section 1 subclinical
cases
PSE section1 non-cases
Total
PSE section2 2 cases
PSE section 2 subclinical
cases
PSE section2 non-cases
Total
PSE section3 3 cases
PSE section 3 subclinical
cases
PSE section3 non-cases
Total
PSE section4 4 cases
PSE section 4 subclinical
cases
PSE section4 non-cases
Total
*: Statistically significant value

Faith healers Nonusers
No.
%
759
16.5
795
17.3

Faith healers Users
No.
198
100

%
44.7
22.6

3041
4595
581
149

66.2
91.2
15.7
4

145
443
36
90

32.7
8.8
9.8
24.7

2979
3709
319
1060

80.3
100
8.1
26.9

239
365
72
124

65.5
100
22
37.8

2559
3938
405
839

65
100
10
20.8

132
328
65
99

40.2
100
19.5
29.6

2799
4043
54
75

69.2
100
1.5
1.9

170
334
18
8

50.9
100
5.5
2.4

3720
3849

96.6
100

303
329

92.1
100

Significance

p*=0.000

p*=0.000

p*=0.000

p*=0.000

p*=0.000

1: Section 1: Physical health - Somatoform - Dissociative disorder
2: Section 2: Worry – Tension – Anxiety - Phobias – Obsessions.
3: Section 3: Thinking – Concentration – Energy – Interests – Depression – Expansive mood
4: Section 4: Perceptual Disorders – Subjectively described thought disorders – Delusions
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Table 3: Effect of using faith healing: Comparison between cases, subclinical conditions and
non-cases.
X2/p

3.21
6
P=.0
*00

Subclinical
conditions

Cases

Non-Cases

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

69.1

333

69.7

407

68.0

1359

22.3

103

4.9

29

2.3

42

Improvement

.4

2

.2

1

0

0

Worsening of
symptoms

9.1

44

25.2

147

29.8

595

No change

Don‟t know

*: Statistically significant value

الملخص:
ذٓذف ْذِ انذراسح إنٗ اسركشاف َسثح انهدٕء إنٗ انًؼانديٍ انزٔحاَييٍ تًصز ٔػاللرٓا تانسهٕن َحٕ انخذيح
انؼالخيح ،كًا ذٓذف إنٗ انرؼزف ػهٗ انفزٔق تيٍ االفزاد يًٍ يهدأٌٔ إنٗ انًؼانديٍ انزٔحاَيئٍ ،يٍ نى يهدأٔا
إنيٓى تًا يرؼهك تاالضطزاتاخ انُفسيح.
منهج الذراسة :أخزيد انذراسح تاسرخذاو انًُٓح انًمارٌ فٗ خًيغ يحافظاخ انٕخّ انمثهٗ ْٗٔ ،دراسح ييذاَيح
أخزيد تٓذف ذمييى  5191راشذيٍ يٍ اندُسيٍ ذرزأذ أػًارْى تيٍ  64 ٔ 18ػاؤ ،لذ ذى ذطثيك انُسخح
انؼزتيح انًخرصزج يٍ فحص انحانح انزاُْح  -انًزاخؼح انؼاشزج  -نمياس يخرهف األػزاض نالضطزاتاخ
انُفسيح انًخرهفح .كًا ذى ذطثيك اسرخثار صًى خصيصاً نمياس يؼذل انهدٕء إنٗ انًؼانديٍ انزٔحاَييٍ ٔإرخاع
أسثاب األيزاض ٔاالضطزاتاخ انُفسيح.
النتائج  :أشارخ انُرائح إنٗ ٔخٕد يؼذل انهدٕء نهًؼانديٍ انزٔحاَييٍ نذٖ َسثح ذرزأذ تيٍ %13.2 ٔ %2.6
فٗ يخرهف انًحافظاخ  .كًا أٔضحد انُرائح أٌ االذداِ انؼاو نذٖ ػيُح انذراسح يغهة ػهيّ انهدٕء إنٗ انخذياخ
انطثيح ٔاألٔنيح ٔاأللارب ٔ "ال أحذ" ٔانًؼانديٍ انزٔحاَييٍ ٔ .أٔضحد أيضا أٌ األفزاد انذيٍ يهدأٌٔ نهؼالج
انزٔحاَٗ يًيهٌٕ إنٗ إرخاع انؼٕايم خهف ظٕٓر اضطزاتاذٓى انُفسيح إنٗ ػذج ػٕايم يرُٕػح ػًٍ ال يهدأٌٔ
نهؼالج انزٔحاَٗٔ .يٍ َاحيح أخزٖ أٔضحد َرائح انذراسح أٌ انًدًٕػح األٔنٗ يًيهٌٕ إنٗ االػرماد فٗ ذحسٍ
أػزاضٓى تؼذ انهدٕء نهًؼانديٍ انزٔحاَييٍ يمارَح تانًدًٕػح انثاَيح.
الخالصة :يًيم األفزاد يًٍ يؼإٌَ يٍ اضطزاتاخ َفسيح إنٗ انهدٕء نهًؼانديٍ انزٔحاَييٍ ،كًا يؤيٌُٕ تمذرج
ْؤالء انًؼانديٍ ػهٗ ذحسيٍ أٔضاػٓى ٔ .خذيزًا تانذكز أٌ يثم ْذِ انُرائح يًكٍ ٔضؼٓا فٗ اػرثار خطط
انُٕٓض تانخذياخ انطثيح انُفسيح ٔانذراساخ انًسرمثهيح تًصز ٔانؼانى انؼزتٗ.
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The Attitude and Use of Faith Healing by People with Mental
Disorders in Upper Egypt: A Community Survey
Mona Y Rakhawy and Emad Hamdi

اإلتجاه نحى اللجىء إلً المعالجين الروحانيين لذي األشخاص روي اإلضطرابات
 دراسة ميذانية:النفسية بمصر
٘ ػًاد حًذ، ٘ٔيُٗ انزخا
Abstract
Objective: To provide reliable information about the frequency of use of faith healing
(FH) in Upper Egypt and its relation to help seeking behavior and to identify the
differences between users and non-users of faith healing, with respect to mental
illness.
Method: This is a cross-sectional study conducted in all Upper Egypt. It includes a
random household assessment of 5191 adult males and females with age between 18
and 64 years. The short Arabic version of the Present State Examination 10th revision
(PSE-10) was used to detect symptoms and establish the diagnosis. A
sociodemographic questionnaire and a specially designed questionnaire to investigate
the use of faith healing and the attribution of psychiatric symptoms/disorders were
applied.
Results: The prevalence of use of faith healers in the studied sample ranged between
2.6% to 13.2%. Help seeking tendency is generally directed towards primary health
care services, relatives, „no one‟ and faith healers. FH users tend to attribute their
mental symptoms to more factors than non-users. A substantial proportion (67.3%) of
traditional healers‟ users suffers from mental symptoms or disorders (44.7% are cases,
22.6% subclinical conditions), while 32.7% of FH users are non-cases.
Conclusion: Mentally disordered people have a considerable tendency toward use of
faith healing, and believe in their abilities to improve their conditions. Behavior
seeking tendency is generally directed towards primary health care services, relatives,
„no one‟ and faith healers. Such results can be the foundation for mental health
reforms and for future research in Egypt and in the Arab world.
Keywords: faith healers/healing, mental disorders, prevalence, Egypt.
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Introduction:
The Egyptian health system faces
multiple challenges in providing
adequate mental health services among
the Egyptian population1,2,3. Of the
most notable challenges to health
systems are the culture-wide debate
over definitions of abnormality in the
Egyptian society4, in addition to the
lack of understanding of patients'
explanatory models of mental illness
among providers of primary health
care (PHC) services5,6 . The shortage in
mental health facilities in developing
countries enhances the inclination of
people towards the use and practice of
faith or traditional healing and other
non-medical ways of healing.
Faith healing is the use of religious or
spiritual intervention to cure disease.
In this study the term is used to refer to
traditional and religious-based healing.
The World Health Assembly in 1984
stressed the importance of the spiritual
element in health. It was also decided
that this implies "a phenomenon that is
not material in nature but belongs to
the realm of ideas, beliefs, values and
ethics that have arisen in the minds and
conscience of human beings"7.
The Egyptian society witnesses the
presence of many debates over the
moral, social, religious and legal status
of religious healers4. Consulting faith
healers dates back to ancient Egyptian
times, where it centered upon religious
rituals and the lives of the ancient8.
The impact of faith healers on helpseeking behavior, and the outcome of
psychiatric disorders cannot be
ignored. Several studies in the Middle

East and Africa have explored
traditional
healing
world9,10,11;
However, the practice of faith based
healing for the management of mental
disorders needs more study and
investigation in Egypt.
The current study aims at providing
reliable
information
about
the
frequency of use of faith healing (FH)
in Egypt, and its relation to
sociodemographic attributes. It also
aims at identifying the differences
between FH users and non-users as
regards
demographic
variables,
distribution in governorates, help
seeking behavior and attribution of
mental illness. The study hypothesis is
that there are differences between faith
healers users and non-users as regards
mental illness beliefs and help seeking
attitude, which can influence their
treatment seeking behavior.
Methodology:
The study is a cross-sectional survey of
a random sample of adults residing in
households in Upper Egypt, using
standardized assessments. It was
conducted in parallel with the 2nd
phase of the national mental health
survey of Egypt2. The assessment
procedure employed a one-stage
design
aiming
at
identifying
differences between users and nonusers of faith healers, and detecting
definite
mental
disorders
and
subclinical conditions.
Sample Design:
The sample of the study involves
household assessment of 5191 adult
males and females with age between
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version211,14: An abridged form
of the Arabic version of the
PSE-10 was employed in the
survey. The Short Arabic
version is less time consuming,
and still retains the core
symptoms required to reach a
diagnosis of the common
mental
disorders.
Internal
consis tency of the different
subscales of the Short Arabic
PSE was measured using
Cronbach's coefficient alpha
and proved that the short
Arabic PSE is a reliable
interview with adequate levels
of internal consistency15. Interrater reliability was determined
for all the questionnaires prior
to their use in the survey...
Validation was done on the
level of clinical judgement15.
2. Socio-demographic
questionnaire:
including
gender, age, marital status,
education and occupation.
Socio-economic status was
identified through completion
of a demographic questionnaire
in
addition
to
the
Socioeconomic Questionnaire
of Fahmi and El Sherbini16. The
latter classifies interviewees
into very low, low, middle and
upper classes based on housing
conditions, financial status,
education and work of parents.
3. A specially designed questionnaire was administered to
assess faith healing practices
including questions about

18 and 64. All governorates of Upper
Egypt were included (8 governorates).
The size of each governorate was
determined based on the 2005estimation of the population by the
Central
Agency
for
Public
Mobilization
and
Statistics
(CAMPAS). In order to facilitate the
analysis, it was recommended to select
a
non-self
weighted
sample
(proportionate to the size of each
governorate). The most recent updated
sample frame available: the Egypt
Demographic and Health Survey
(EDHS) 2005 was utilized12. It is a
master sample, which guarantees a
valid randomization procedure.
Interviewers were all psychiatrists with
a minimum of two years experience in
psychiatry. They were trained and
supervised for data collection and
application of selected tools. The
training program was organized by the
Mental Health Research Unit of the
General Secretariat for Mental Health.
Before
data
collection
began,
permission of district officials was
taken. ID cards were prepared and
issued to field workers, in addition to
permits from the Ministry of Health
and CAPMAS. Identified household
members (one per household) were
informed of the purpose and nature of
the study and asked to sign an
informed consent.
The following instruments were used:
1. The
Present
State
th
Examination: 10
revision
(PSE-10) of the Schedules of
Clinical
Assessment
in
Neuropsychiatry
(SCAN),
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using faith healers‟, attitude
towards seeking help in case of
mental illness and towards the
causation of mental illness.
4. Diagnosis of Caseness: The
PSE forms included a question
at the end of each section
asking investigators to specify
the intensity levels of psycho
patho logy present in this
section. Three levels were
identified,
no
symptoms,
subclinical symptoms and
clinical case. Investigators were
asked
to
take
into
consideration: 1) the level of
psychosocial impairment, 2)
severity and nature of any
symptoms detected, 3) Need for
treatment. Investigators were
also asked to give an opinion of
diagnosis according to a list of
possible disorders covered by
the PSE section. The same
exercise was repeated at the
end of the interview for an
overall opinion of case status
and diagnosis. This section of
the interview was subsequently
revised in a joint discussion
with the group supervisor who
is a senior clinician of at least
15 years experience.

demographic data about themselves.
Missing and out of code data, as well
as responses such as “do not know” or
“inappropriate” within the studied
variables, were excluded from the
analysis at the variable level. The
Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences, SPSS version.15.0 was used
to create a pre-coded statistical file
after revision of the codebook assigned
for the study. Pearson‟s chi-square test
was used to compare categorical
variables. The qualitative variables
were presented as percentages in
frequency and cross tables as
indicated. The dependent variable
termed „caseness‟ was statistically
analyzed using chi-square test to detect
differences among a group of sociodemographic
factors,
possibly
contributing to the presence of
psychiatric morbidity. Subjects were
classified as cases, non-cases (case free
individual) and subclinical conditions.
Users and non-users of faith healing
were compared for statistically significant differences on the sociodemographic variables, help seeking
attitude, interpretation of mental illness
and caseness. Differences among the
studied groups were considered
statistically significant at a p-value ≤
0.05.

Data Management and Statistical
Analysis:
A sample of 6000 persons was
approached in the study from which
659 (10.9%) refused to participate.
Among those that refused, 41 (0.7%)
participants agreed to give only some

Results
A total of 5191 subjects, 3077 males
(59.3%) and 2114 females (40.7%),
were included in the study. Age ranged
from 18 to 67 years, with the majority
living in rural areas (80.8% versus
19.2%). Illiterate subjects and those
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with middle education (primary,
preparatory or secondary education)
have the highest representation in the
population sample (42.6% & 33.1%
respectively).
Faith healers users were more females
7.6% as compared to 10.5% among
males,
which
was
statistically
significant (p= 0.000). Subjects with
the highest age group (35-45years)
represented the highest percentage of
FH users. The difference between
different age groups seeking faith
healers‟ help is of a statistically
significant value (Table 1). As for
residence, rural residents 8.7% (n.331)
and urban 8.4% (n.76) have sought
faith healing; the difference was of no
statistical significance. The highest rate
of seeking faith healers‟ help was
among the divorced group (23%, n.
10). Using faith healing among the
different forms of civil status was of
statistical significance (P=0.007*). The
interaction among different educational
levels and use of faith healing was not
statistically significant in any instance
(P= 0.619). The very low social class
had the highest representation of faith
healers users (9.2%; n. 411), the
difference in using faith healers among
different social classes was of
statistical significance (p=0.009).
Among the different Upper Egypt
governorates, 8.8% (n. 457) of the
sample population used faith healers
(Figure 1). Aswan had the highest rate
of faith healers‟ use (32%, no. 78).
Giza came next followed by Assiut,
Quena, Sohag, Fayoum, Beny Sweif
and finally Menya. This difference was

of a high
(p=0.000).

statistical

significance

When asked about whom they would
seek help in case of mental illness, in
both groups, the highest rates were
reported for physicians (37.8%, by FH
users versus 47.7%, of non-users)
followed by relatives (Figure 2). FH
users had higher rates of inclination
towards seeking faith healers‟ help
than non-users, while FH non-users
thought they would sake “no one‟s
help” more than the users group. The
difference is of a high statistical
significance (p= 0.000).
The total rate of attribution of PSE
symptoms was generally higher among
the faith healer users than non-users
(209.7% versus 151.3%) (Figure 3).
Both groups had the chance to choose
more than one attribute to mental
symptoms. Faith healers‟ users
generally chose more attributes than
non-users. This is also applied to all
the specific attributes; FH users had a
higher rate of attributing symptoms to
internal conflict (31.9% of FH users
versus 12.9% of FH non-users), God‟s
will and testing (33.7% of FH users
versus 21.2% of FH non-users), life
events (67.8% of FH users versus 57%
of FH non-users), spirits and jinn
(15.3% of FH users versus 5.8% of FH
non-users) and deficient faith (22.3%
of FH users and 18.1% of FH nonusers).. The differences concerning the
previous attributes are of a statistically
significant value (p<0.05). Attributing
PSE symptoms to other people or to
hereditary factors was also found to be
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higher among the FH users group, but
with no statistical significance
(p>0.05).
The comparison between cases,
subclinical states and non-cases
concerning the use of faith healing is
demonstrated in Table 2. In a general
perspective, the FH users group
included more cases and subclinical
conditions and less “non-cases” than
the FH non-users group (p=0.000).
When frequencies of users and nonusers were compared, a highly
statistically significant difference
(p=0.000) was found on all PSE
sections that include the Specific
sections of PSE symptoms which are
as follows: section 1: physical health
following:
somatoform
and
dissociative disorders – section 2:
worry, tension, anxiety, phobias and
obsessions – section 3: thinking,
concentration, energy, interest and
depression or expansive mood and
section 4:
perceptual disorders,
subjectively
described
thought
disorders.
In a sample of 5191 total number, 3065
respondents were asked what effect
they thought a visit to a faith healer
might have on mental symptoms they
may experience. Responses are
illustrated in Table 3. The majority of
the three groups (≥68%) reported that
they would not change. However,
22.3% of cases (n.103) versus less than
5% in non-cases and sub-clinical
conditions viewed that they would
show improvement. A very few
percentage of the three groups believed
that their symptoms would worsen, and

nearly 30% of non-cases, 25% of
subclinical conditions and 9% of cases
reported a “don‟t know” answer. The
difference between the FH users and
non-users groups is of a highly
statistically
significant
value
(p=0.000).
Discussion
Faith healers cover the health needs of
a substantial proportion of the Middle
Eastern and African populations 9,1017,18.
Nonetheless, they are frequently
ignored in studies of help-seeking and
care provision. The results of the study
reveal that an approximate of 9% of
Egyptian population seeks faith
healers‟ help in solving their problems
(Table 1).. These results are relatively
beneath our expectations. Many
Middle Eastern and African studies
found higher percentages as traditional
healers
than
biomedical
practitioners11,19. However, many of
these studies were undergone to
evaluate the use of faith healers in
primary care services or in faith
healers‟ centers. The current study was
conducted on a household basis. In
Egypt, faith healers centers are not
legalized; faith healing is practiced in
the healers‟ homes, or in special places
without clear demarcation. Solid data
concerning the prevalence of faith
healers and the places where they
practice it in Egypt would add more
information to our results.
Respondents were asked about the type
of help they would seek in case of
mental disorders. It is noteworthy to
point out that help seeking is a family
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decision in many Egyptian families
rather than a decision by the sick
individual alone. The highest rate in
both groups was that of those who
would seek physicians‟ help, followed
by relatives‟ help. Seeking faith
healers‟ help was the third choice for
the FH users group, while in the nonusers it was for seeking no one‟s help
(Figure 2). Again, the results do not go
along with the positive views of faith
healers when compared to biomedical
workers. Several studies in the Middle
East and Africa reported the preference
of their populations to seek faith
healing rather than mental health
services. They explained their results
by the fact that biomedical health
workers focus more on physical illness
than psychosocial problems20; besides,
traditional healers pay more attention
to interpersonal and other psychosocial
problems that cause psychological
distress21,22 A primarily qualitative
analysis of Egyptian newspaper
articles to explore media portrayals
revealed that only 2.8% of the articles
clearly voiced a preference for
Qur‟anic healing over biomedicine,
16.8% evenly supported both sides,
and 24.3% denounced the use of
Qur‟anic healing and advocated the use
of modern medicine. A major criticism
of all forms of popular or religious
healing centers on the concept of
charlatans or “daggaal” who are
believed to take people‟s money in
exchange for services of questionable
legitimacy and quality4. This study
elucidated that Egyptian religious
leader, like Al Azhar scholars, readily

acknowledged the advantages of
modern medicine, though they were
quick to emphasize the limits of
medicine to treat the person.
Furthermore, their arguments drew
heavily
on
orthodox
religious
teachings, but also on the limits of
medicine (including psychiatry) in
treating certain types of illness,
particularly those which are psycho
logical, chronic, or lack a known
under-lying physiological cause4.
It was suggested that traditional healers
provide more holistic care, are more
accessible, and have an appropriate
approach that is more acceptable to the
community than medical practitioners9.
Besides, there is an implicit
assumption among some that religious
healing is a direct result of the failure
of biomedicine in Egypt, and that it
would not be as popular if modern
medical care were in a more advanced
state4.
The following are the possible
explanations for the study findings:
- What faith and traditional
healers offer distinctively is the
explanation of the etiology of
mental disorders and their
management
through
the
dogma of “God is the curer”,
the ability of treatment by
Qur‟an4, in addition to the
beliefs in magic, witchcraft,
evil eye and jinn (demon),
according to culturally-shared
beliefs 4, 23. In the context of the
extended family in Egyptian
society, especially in rural
areas24, such explanation and
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handling can be provided by
relatives who may replace faith
healers
in
offering
the
necessary counseling or some
“traditional” ways of getting rid
of such magic or evil spirit25. In
addition, seeking no one‟s help
can include the self help by
religious practice, another way
that might replace seeking faith
healers‟ help. According to the
former view, illness and its
treatments are often considered
to be social events, which
involve the patient, family,
friends and community25. This
goes along with the inclination
of both groups in the current
study to seek their relatives‟
help as the second choice of
help providers in case of mental
illness.
- Official places for faith or
traditional healing practices are
few in Egypt and are forbidden
by
the
government.
Respondents may not recognize
domestic practices under the
label of using faith healing.
- The
questionnaire
was
conducted by psychiatrists at the
respon- dents‟ homes. For the
sake of satisfying the physicians
whom the respondents may
expect to look down upon FH
users; some of respondents‟
answers might have been biased
towards withholding seeking
faith healers‟ help.
Except for Aswan, the percentage of
those using faith healers ranges less

than13.2% in all Upper Egypt
governorates (Figure 1). Thirty one
percent of Aswan respondents reported
use of faith healers. This considerable
difference can be ascribed to the
mixing of Aswan and Nubian cultures.
Nubian culture is closer to the black
African one, with stronger traditional
beliefs
concerning
magic
and
9
witchcraft, evil eye, Jinn . According
to the WHO26, traditional healers
appear to be an important entry point
on the pathway to care for people in
Africa who ultimately use psychiatric
services. They could also be sought
concurrently with or after biomedical
treatment. Stemming from this view,
these results add to the validation of
the study results when compared to the
African
ones,
concerning
the
prevalence of using faith healers.
However, the significant difference
among faith healers‟ use in different
Upper Egypt governorates needs
further investigation to study their
cultural and traditional differences.
The females included in the sample
significantly outnumbered males in
using faith healing; this can be
attributed to their higher level of
repression in comparison to males
(Table 1). Furthermore, in Egypt
females seem to be more submissive,
intuitive and less intellectualizing. The
highest age groups using faith healers
are 35-45, followed by 25-35 and 1525. While one might expect that
maturity leads to greater objectivity
that can reduce the rate of using faith
healing, the results of the study reveal
the opposite. It seems that the older
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one gets, the more he becomes aware
of the chaotic structure encountered in
our society; this would induce a greater
tendency towards asking help from
mighty unknown sources represented
by faith healers. The difference
between using faith healing in urban
and rural areas in the study is of no
significant value, with an average of
8.5% in both groups. However, as the
majority of the recruited sample
(80.8%) includes subjects living in
rural areas, we can assume that a
sample with more urban representation
may add or change the obtained
results. Besides, some other prevailing
factors can be responsible for such
inclination, regardless of the residency.
The rate of using faith healers in
different marital statuses was
generally within the range of global
study results (6.3% to 9.7%) except for
divorced women who had the highest
rate (23.9%). Despite the small number
of divorced women in the sample (10),
the difference was of statistical
significance. This may be explained
that in Egypt men are usually the ones
divorcing women while the women are
usually the ones blamed for breaking
homes. The feeling of injustice and
subsequent loneliness, stigmatization
or devaluation may push them to seek
justice and fairness from outside the
official institutions. The results reveal
that the educational level does not
affect the rate of using faith healing
except for the lower rate of its use in
postgraduate respondents. This goes
along with a Kuwaiti study that
revealed that symptoms associated

with supernatural cognitive schemas fit
in with the cultural background and not
with the level of modern education
achieved27. The results significantly
show
that
the
higher
the
socioeconomic class the lower the use
of faith healing. In general, we can
assume that traditional healers are
cheaper. Moreover, the popular beliefs
which incline towards faith healing are
more common in lower socioeconomic
classes. The high rate of faith healing
use among housewives is consistent
with the finding of higher female use
of faith healing than males.
Previous studies reported that there are
significant associations between going
for treatment and explanations for the
illness, having visited the healer as
well as a health worker and the
duration of symptoms 20. Traditional
practices and biological medicine
differ in their concept of the nature and
causes of illness. In Egypt, perception
of mental disorders ranges from simple
misfortune to possession by jinn or evil
spirit28. The results of the study also
reveal that the users of faith healers
have a tendency to attribute their
mental symptoms to more factors than
the non-users (Figure 3). The highest
rate of attribution was to life events
followed by God‟s will and testing,
internal conflict, other people (conflict
relationships) and deficient faith. The
high rate of attributes of mental
disorders among users of faith healers
may perhaps reflect their higher
confusion. However, much research in
medical anthropology has developed
the idea of explanatory models, which
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may include accounts of causality
mechanisms or processes of illness29.
Not all this knowledge is directly
related to personal experience. Much
of it resides in cultural practices
transmitted by other people over
generations. Understanding the cultural
meanings of symptoms and behavior
often requires interviews with other
people in the patients' family,
entourage or community29. In other
words, it seems that linking the cause
to the effect is not working in such an
oversimplified causal link. We can
suppose that the attitude toward mental
illness is rather related to complex and
cumulative underlying factors than to
reported causal factors, representing
the superficial under -standable events.
This can have more influence on
decision making as regards one‟s
health and whom to trust. It can also be
the basis of understanding the
subjective multi-factorial causation of
mental disorders that was higher in the
faith healers users‟ group than in the
non-users‟.
The study provides evidence that a
substantial proportion of FH users
(67.3%) suffer from mental symptoms
or disorders (44.7% cases, 22.6%
subclinical conditions) (Table 2). Here
the study main hypothesis of the study
was confirmed, as the prevalence of
cases of mental disorders among users
of faith healers (44.7%) was more than
twice that in cases of non-users
(16.5%).This
goes
along
with
Okasha‟s view that traditional and
religious healers play a major role in
primary psychiatric care in Egypt30. It

was estimated that 60% of outpatients
at the university clinic in Cairo serving
low socioeconomic classes have been
to traditional healers before coming to
the psychiatrist31. It is to be noted that
faith healers could be sought before,
during or after seeking medical help.
Many other studies in the Middle
Eastern and Africa had reported high
prevalence of mental symptoms and
disorders among the attendees of faith
healers
centers.19,32.
Religious
practitioners and alternative healers
abound in Egypt as they do in many
parts of the world, reflecting and
reinforcing beliefs about psychological
and spiritual health that are rooted in
notions very different from those
underlying a strictly biomedical
approach to psychiatric care33,34.
The considerable rate of faith healers‟
use was a subject of many
explanations.
Several
authors
attributed the visit of mentally ill
people to faith healers to the fact that
biomedical health workers focus more
on physical illness than psychosocial
problems, whereas traditional healers
pay more attention to interpersonal and
other psychosocial problems that cause
psychological distress20,21,22. It was also
supposed that traditional healers are
more available, and have an approach
that is more acceptable to the
community than medical practitioners9.
Stigma attached to psychiatric illness
has also been implicated35; the first
resort for mentally disturbed people is
thus the traditional healers who acquire
a special importance due to their claim
of power over or ability to deal with
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the “mysterious”, superstitious and
unknown. These tools are likely to be
less threatening to the social identity of
the persons. These healers may
prescribe reading Quran verses, but
they also may resort to religious or
group psychotherapies, suggestion, and
devices such as incantation. It is
essential here to mention that the
Quran is a religious code and not a
medical text.36 Besides, there are no
clear statements or direct pointers in
religion that ascribe powers of
communication with supernatural
agents to certain human beings to
qualify them as “healers” of illness
caused by these agents (as having the
ability to get rid of jinn or possession.
As for specific mental disorders and
symptoms, the faith healers users
group scored higher on all PSE
sections, with the lowest rate for the
section that mostly includes psychotic
symptoms (Section 4: perceptual
disorders – subjectively described
thought disorders – delusions). These
results go along with the view that
serious mental problems, ranging from
severe depression to schizophrenia and
bipolar disorder (PSE section 4 and
severe forms of section 3), are
considered as “biological or brain
disorders-problems”, and present more
to primary health care units, while
problems of daily living and lifestyle
problems (PSE sections 1, 2 and milder
forms of section 3) present more to
traditional healers 31. This was
approved by Okasha30 stating that faith
healers deal mainly with minor
neurotic, psychosomatic and transitory

psychotic states as their treatment
measures are limited to relatively nonspecific,
low
potency
herbal
medications,
combined
with
suggestion37. However, as section 4
cases and subclinical conditions in
both groups is remarkably low, further
investigation is needed for better
understanding and elaboration of the
results.
The only PSE section that has higher
rates of cases among the FH non-users
than FH users (15.7% versus 9.8%) is
section 1 (physical health, somatoform
and dissociative disorder). The
closeness of this section to physical
illnesses can be one of the
explanations, although inclusion of
dissociative disorders leads to the
expectation that a higher rate of
subjects from this section will use faith
healers, who are claimed to get rid of
jinn and possession. However, these
results can be understandable in view
of the higher percentage of subclinical
conditions among the FH users group
(24.7% in FH users versus 4% in nonusers). Here we can postulate that the
interviewers might have encountered
some kind of difficulty in attaining a
definite diagnosis of this section,
whether for somatoform or dissociative
disorders.
The majority (≥68%) of the three
groups included in the study reported
that they would not change if they had
visited faith healers. Despite the fact
that the belief in the positive effect of
seeking faith healers‟ help was not
generally highlighted, the group of
cases reported the highest rate of belief
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in improvement on faith healers‟ visits
and the lowest rate of “don‟t know”
answers when compared with the two
other groups (Table 3). This goes along
with the higher rate of FH visiting
among the cases group and stresses
more importance on the consideration
of such inclination in future mental
health plans.
The association between caseness and
using faith healers indicates that
traditional
explanatory
models
continue to exert a strong influence on
help-seeking behavior, despite the
efforts to devalue traditional medicine.
Many studies of faith healers‟ use in
mental
disorders
encourage
collaboration
between
medical
practitioners and traditional healers
and support communication between
these two sectors through meetings and
seminars38.
But is the collaboration between faith
healers and mental health professional
feasible? Is it worth the effort and the
trial? Robertson views that there is a
relative lack of knowledge among the
general public about traditional
healing, due, among other things, to
secrecy and lack of documentation37.
At the same time, public rejection of
psychiatry and psychiatric theories is
reflected in widespread stigma towards
the psychiatrically ill and even towards
psychiatric hospitals and psychiatrists
themselves.39. Although the public
image of traditional healers may be
generally positive, awareness of
reported instances of „malpractice‟ or
even fatal outcomes following
traditional healing suggested a cautious

approach to collaboration. A major
criticism of all forms of popular or
religious healing centers on the
concept of charlatans or “daggaal”
who are believed to take people‟s
money in exchange for services of
questionable legitimacy and quality4.
It was suggested that the possibility of
a successful interface between health
and traditional healers is rather high,
stressing on the fact that effective
collaboration needs to be based on a
mutual understanding of the principles,
practices and knowledge base of the
parties involved37.
According to Coker, Qur‟anic healing,
the relatively recent and more orthodox
structure of faith healing is moving the
topic of religious healing from the
margins of public discourse to
mainstream debates4, which is
indicative of a society in flux40, but
also of a society that is actively
reworking the relationship between
religion and medicine. Stemming from
conflicts of interest (ethical, social and
financial considerations)4, traditional
medicine is often rejected by health
care providers, the government and
some religious views. The beliefs,
attitudes
and
possible
benefits
(psychological and financial) standing
behind the use of faith healers, may
constitute
a
barrier
against
collaboration with the scientific or
medical approach. The feasibility of
such collaboration can only be judged
after its application. Possible problems
or difficulties will guide the plan in the
direction of its goal or may open a new
management perspective that would
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help mentally disordered patients.
Moreover, a study of the attitude of
medical
practitioners
towards
traditional healing practices and vice
versa would help in preliminary
assessment of the feasibility of such
collaboration, and in its organization. It
was reported that Egyptian physicians
often construct their critiques of
religious healing according to a
Western rational-empiricist framework
4
. However, in justifying their
critiques, they sometimes make use of
the religious language. They also never
directly contradicted religious tenets.
The objects of the doctors‟ critique
were the “daggaals” or charlatans,
because of their existence on these
cultural and religious margins and their
precarious place in society.4.
Robertson36 has called for physicians to
be sensitive to patients' beliefs about
faith and healing, and to be able to
comprehend why they would some
times reject medical intervention. It
was noted that true collaboration will
occur when each system is ready and
willing to learn from the best of the
others‟ practices11. Much work needs
to be done in order to gain the best
from both approaches, in the interest of
those who need these services.

faith healing, and belief in their
benefits. Behavior seeking tendency is
generally directed towards primary
health care services, relatives, „no one‟
and faith healers. Such results could
provide the foundation for mental
health reforms and for future research
in Egypt and the Arab world.
Study limitation
Data concerning the prevalence of
using and not using faith healing was
taken from respondents‟ answers.
More objective records can perhaps be
taken from an assessment of
attendance at faith healers‟ centers as
well as primary health care units.
Besides, despite the random selection,
it cannot be claimed that this is a truly
representative sample of the entire
Egyptian population. The study was
conducted only in the governorates of
Upper Egypt; its findings may not be
true of more urbanized or other
Egyptian governorates. The study also
stressed on a general view of religious
and traditional healing; separating
different forms of faith healing
including religious healers from the
two main religions in Egypt (Islam and
Christianity) in future studies can add
more to the understanding of this
phenomenon. However, the study
generally provides valid and reliable
data on the extent and distribution of
use of traditional healers in Egypt.
Population-based studies are needed to
investigate other patterns of helpseeking and barriers to care. Although
every effort was made to ensure the
validity and reliability of the
responses, it is possible that cultural

Conclusion
The study has demonstrated that the
prevalence of the use of faith healers in
the general population is found to be
relatively low. However, mentally
disordered patients and those with
subclinical mental conditions have a
considerable tendency toward use of
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factors, and the wish to give a
satisfactory answer to questions, may
have exerted an unwarranted effect.

Despite these limitations, a high level
of coherence was apparent between the
findings.

Table 1: Socio-demographic characteristics: comparison between faith healers users
and non-users
FH non-users

Gender

Age

Residence

Marital
Status

Education

FH users

Total

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

Males

2843

92.4

234

7.6

3077

59.3

Females

1892

89.5

222

10.5

2114

40.7

18->25

743

90.2

81

9.8

824

16.0

25- < 35

1042

90.1

114

9.9

1156

22.5

35- < 45

1171

88.9

146

11.1

1317

25.6

45- < 55

939

93.4

66

6.6

1005

19.5

55- < 65

514

93.1

38

6.9

552

10.7

>65

286

97.9

6

2.1

6

292

Rural

3482

91.3

331

8.7

3813

80.8

Urban

831

91.6

76

8.4

907

19.2

Married

3510

91.4

330

8.6

3840

75.1

Separated

30

93.8

2

6.3

32

0.6

Divorced

32

76.2

10

23.8

42

0.8

Widowed

311

92.8

24

7.2

335

6.5

Single

782

90.3

84

9.7

866

16.9

Illiterate

1836

90.7

188

9.3

2024

42.6

Read &write

510

91.4

48

8

558

11.7

Middle1

1446

91.8

130

8.2

1576

33.1

44

P

X2

0.000*

13.1
21

0.000*

36.7
36

0.771

0.08
5

0.007*

14.2
47

0.619

2.64
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Social

Class

Occupation

University

522

91.9

46

8.1

568

11.9

Postgraduate

29

96.7

1

3.3

30

0.6

Very low

4079

90.8.

411

9.2

4490

90.3

Low

304

94.4

18

5.6

322

6.5

Middle

90

95.7

4

4.3

94

1.9

Upper

64

98.5

1

1.5

65

1.3

Full time

1185

87.8

140

10.4

1349

26.6

Part time

1059

94.6

56

5.0

1120

22.1

No work

392

89.9

38

8.7

436

8.6

Pension

188

95.4

5

2.5

197

3.9

Housewife

1527

87.9

183

10.5

1738

34.3

Student

210

90.5

20

8.6

232

4.6

3

0.009*

11.5
76

0.000*

56.5
39

*: Statistically significant value
1: Middle education includes subjects who have ended primary, preparatory or secondary
education. Illiterates.
Figure 1: Comparison between users and non-users of faith healers in different Upper Egypt
governorates

Figure 2: Comparison of attitude towards help seeking between users and non-users of faith
healers
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Figure 3: Comparison of attribution of PSE symptoms between users and non-users of faith
healings

The total of percentages is more than 100% as respondents had the possibility of choosing
more than one attribute.
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Table 2: Comparison of caseness between faith healer users and non-users

Variable
Cases
Subclinical cases
Non- cases
Total
PSE section11 cases
PSE section 1 subclinical
cases
PSE section1 non-cases
Total
PSE section2 2 cases
PSE section 2 subclinical
cases
PSE section2 non-cases
Total
PSE section3 3 cases
PSE section 3 subclinical
cases
PSE section3 non-cases
Total
PSE section4 4 cases
PSE section 4 subclinical
cases
PSE section4 non-cases
Total
*: Statistically significant value

Faith healers Nonusers
No.
%
759
16.5
795
17.3

Faith healers Users
No.
198
100

%
44.7
22.6

3041
4595
581
149

66.2
91.2
15.7
4

145
443
36
90

32.7
8.8
9.8
24.7

2979
3709
319
1060

80.3
100
8.1
26.9

239
365
72
124

65.5
100
22
37.8

2559
3938
405
839

65
100
10
20.8

132
328
65
99

40.2
100
19.5
29.6

2799
4043
54
75

69.2
100
1.5
1.9

170
334
18
8

50.9
100
5.5
2.4

3720
3849

96.6
100

303
329

92.1
100

Significance

p*=0.000

p*=0.000

p*=0.000

p*=0.000

p*=0.000

1: Section 1: Physical health - Somatoform - Dissociative disorder
2: Section 2: Worry – Tension – Anxiety - Phobias – Obsessions.
3: Section 3: Thinking – Concentration – Energy – Interests – Depression – Expansive mood
4: Section 4: Perceptual Disorders – Subjectively described thought disorders – Delusions
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Table 3: Effect of using faith healing: Comparison between cases, subclinical conditions and
non-cases.
X2/p

3.21
6
P=.0
*00

Subclinical
conditions

Cases

Non-Cases

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

69.1

333

69.7

407

68.0

1359

22.3

103

4.9

29

2.3

42

Improvement

.4

2

.2

1

0

0

Worsening of
symptoms

9.1

44

25.2

147

29.8

595

No change

Don‟t know

*: Statistically significant value

الملخص:
ذٓذف ْذِ انذراسح إنٗ اسركشاف َسثح انهدٕء إنٗ انًؼانديٍ انزٔحاَييٍ تًصز ٔػاللرٓا تانسهٕن َحٕ انخذيح
انؼالخيح ،كًا ذٓذف إنٗ انرؼزف ػهٗ انفزٔق تيٍ االفزاد يًٍ يهدأٌٔ إنٗ انًؼانديٍ انزٔحاَيئٍ ،يٍ نى يهدأٔا
إنيٓى تًا يرؼهك تاالضطزاتاخ انُفسيح.
منهج الذراسة :أخزيد انذراسح تاسرخذاو انًُٓح انًمارٌ فٗ خًيغ يحافظاخ انٕخّ انمثهٗ ْٗٔ ،دراسح ييذاَيح
أخزيد تٓذف ذمييى  5191راشذيٍ يٍ اندُسيٍ ذرزأذ أػًارْى تيٍ  64 ٔ 18ػاؤ ،لذ ذى ذطثيك انُسخح
انؼزتيح انًخرصزج يٍ فحص انحانح انزاُْح  -انًزاخؼح انؼاشزج  -نمياس يخرهف األػزاض نالضطزاتاخ
انُفسيح انًخرهفح .كًا ذى ذطثيك اسرخثار صًى خصيصاً نمياس يؼذل انهدٕء إنٗ انًؼانديٍ انزٔحاَييٍ ٔإرخاع
أسثاب األيزاض ٔاالضطزاتاخ انُفسيح.
النتائج  :أشارخ انُرائح إنٗ ٔخٕد يؼذل انهدٕء نهًؼانديٍ انزٔحاَييٍ نذٖ َسثح ذرزأذ تيٍ %13.2 ٔ %2.6
فٗ يخرهف انًحافظاخ  .كًا أٔضحد انُرائح أٌ االذداِ انؼاو نذٖ ػيُح انذراسح يغهة ػهيّ انهدٕء إنٗ انخذياخ
انطثيح ٔاألٔنيح ٔاأللارب ٔ "ال أحذ" ٔانًؼانديٍ انزٔحاَييٍ ٔ .أٔضحد أيضا أٌ األفزاد انذيٍ يهدأٌٔ نهؼالج
انزٔحاَٗ يًيهٌٕ إنٗ إرخاع انؼٕايم خهف ظٕٓر اضطزاتاذٓى انُفسيح إنٗ ػذج ػٕايم يرُٕػح ػًٍ ال يهدأٌٔ
نهؼالج انزٔحاَٗٔ .يٍ َاحيح أخزٖ أٔضحد َرائح انذراسح أٌ انًدًٕػح األٔنٗ يًيهٌٕ إنٗ االػرماد فٗ ذحسٍ
أػزاضٓى تؼذ انهدٕء نهًؼانديٍ انزٔحاَييٍ يمارَح تانًدًٕػح انثاَيح.
الخالصة :يًيم األفزاد يًٍ يؼإٌَ يٍ اضطزاتاخ َفسيح إنٗ انهدٕء نهًؼانديٍ انزٔحاَييٍ ،كًا يؤيٌُٕ تمذرج
ْؤالء انًؼانديٍ ػهٗ ذحسيٍ أٔضاػٓى ٔ .خذيزًا تانذكز أٌ يثم ْذِ انُرائح يًكٍ ٔضؼٓا فٗ اػرثار خطط
انُٕٓض تانخذياخ انطثيح انُفسيح ٔانذراساخ انًسرمثهيح تًصز ٔانؼانى انؼزتٗ.
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Rate of Alcohol and Substance Use Disorders among the Journalists in
Erbil City
Twana Abdulrahman Rahim
نسبة األصابة بأضطرابات األستخداو نهكحول وانعقاقير ندى انصحفيين في مدينة أربيم
رىاَب عجذ انزحًٍ رحيى

Abstract:
Objectives: a number of studies have shown variations in the rate of alcohol and substance
use disorders among different populations, but no study till now focused on such a variation
in Iraq. The present study aimed to examine variations in the rate of alcohol and substance
use disorders among journalists and some other residents in Erbil city.
Methods: 200 journalists and 486 other professionals were interviewed between the period of
September to November 2008 by a structured interview (M.I.N.I.) for the detection of alcohol
and substance use disorders.
Results: among the journalists, 34.5% were alcohol dependents, 7.5% were alcohol abusers,
1% were substance dependent, and another 1% were substance abusers. Among the nonjournalists, 7.6% were alcohol dependents, 2.26% were alcohol abusers, 1.44% were
substance dependents, and 1.02% were substance abusers. Most of the substances, other than
alcohol, used by both groups were the prescription pills. 50% of journalists and 75% of nonjournalists, who were either substance dependents or abusers, were alcohol dependents or
abusers at the same time. Male gender and those who achieve higher educational levels were
more affected in both groups.
Conclusion: The present study concluded that occupation is an important determinant for
alcohol and substance use disorders in Iraq. Working as a journalist, is a risk factor
particularly for alcohol dependence. Gender is an important determinant within each
occupation as well.
Key Words: Journalist, Alcohol, Substance, Dependence, Abuse.
Introduction:
Excessive alcohol drinking and alcoholrelated problems, as well as other
substance abuse are serious public health
issues world-wide. Drug dependence has
shown a rising trend all over the world,
possibly as a result of newer and greater
stresses related to rapid changes in life
styles. This problem has received some
attention in recent years among the general
public and mental health professionals.1

Substance
Use
Disorders
and
Occupation:
Objectives:
It is notable that despite the significance
of substance use disorders as a valid public
health issue worldwide, and despite the
knowledge that substance use disorders
may be outgrowing in Iraq, only scattered
studies were conducted addressing such a
valid concern. Moreover, till now no study

Addiction among Journalists in Erbil

in Iraq has focused on the link between
substance use disorders and occupation.
Occupation roles are a dominant force in
many aspects of social life. Occupation
signifies a complex of social and
psychological
factors
that
reflect
intelligence,
education,
personality,
ambition, social status, and life-style. The
consumption of alcohol and the use of
other substances have many correlations
with the occupational roles. Many
population studies have shown that bluecollar workers and laborers have the
highest level of substance use disorders.2
This has pushed the author to conduct such
a study to find out if there are any links
between the Substance Use Disorders and
occupation.
Although there has been much curiosity
among researchers and the general public
regarding the prevalence of alcohol and
substance use disorders among different
occupations worldwide, few of them
centered precisely on any differences
between journalists and other occupations;
Instead, most of the researchers focused
more on the differences in the prevalence
of alcohol and substance use disorders
between blue-collar (manual) and whitecollar (non-manual) occupations. The
present study tried to address particularly
the journalists in Erbil city in Iraq and
compared them with other professions
(non-journalists) in regard to substance use
disorders.
Materials and Methods:
This study was a cross-sectional study of
200 journalists, working in Erbil city, who
have been selected randomly in the period
between September and November 2008,
and has been assessed for the presence of

alcohol and substance dependence and
abuse.
This sample was compared with another
500 subjects, selected randomly during the
same period, who were involved in other
occupations other than Journalists. From
the 500 subjects, 14 have been excluded
because they worked as Journalists
occasionally during the last year in
addition to their main occupation.
Sampling and Data Collection:
Journalists: The term (journalist) applies
to any person who practices journalism,
the gathering and dissemination of
information about current events, trends,
issues and people. The term includes the
Editors,
Reporters,
Columnists,
photographers, graphic artists, and page
designers who work in one or more media
agencies like newspapers, periodical
magazines, auditory, visual, and electronic
Medias.
Journalists have been selected among 2025
that were officially registered to practice
journalism at the Erbil’s Journalists
Syndicate at the time of conducting the
study. The 200 journalists were selected by
adopting (Systematic Random Sampling).
Whole registered journalists names were
rearranged randomly by using EXEL
Microsoft Office program. The interval
size measured to be approximately 20.
Randomly the eighth journalist was
selected, then after every 20th for the rest
of journalists (i.e. 28th, 48th, etc…) until
the whole list of 200 journalists was
completed.
Non-Journalists: For the non-journalists,
the participants have to allocate
themselves to one of the following
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occupations: governmental employee, nongovernmental employee (free worker),
unemployed, or student. The selection of
the non-journalists was carried out by
dividing Erbil city into ten geographical
zones, and within each zone 50 dwellings
were selected randomly (Systematic
Random Sampling), and finally for each
dwelling one person was selected
randomly for the purpose of interview. The
educational level of the participants was
divided into: illiterate, primary school
education, secondary school education,
college or institute, and high diploma,
master degree, or doctorate degree. Those
who were illiterate, primary school
achievers, or secondary school achievers
were allocated to participants with (low
educational level), and the remainder were
allocated to participants with (high
educational level).

Manual criteria (DSM-IV) for the
diagnosis of the psychiatric disorders.3-6
Chapter J of the M.I.N.I. 5.0.0 deals with
the detection of Alcohol Dependence and
Abuse during the last 12 months, if the
subject answers (yes) to 3 or more out of 8
questions in section J2, then the subject
would be Alcohol Dependent for the last
12 months. And if the subject answers
(yes) to 1 or more out of 4 question(s) in
section J3, then the subject would be
Alcohol Abuser for the last 12 months, and
if any subject has been diagnosed to be
dependent on Alcohol, then no diagnosis
of Alcohol Abuse would be given,3-6
because by definition, alcohol abusers,
should not meet the criteria of Alcohol
Dependence at the same time.7
Chapter k of the M.I.N.I. 5.0.0 deals with
the detection of (Non-Alcohol) Substance
Dependence and Abuse during the last 12
months.3-6
A list of more than 51 substances included
in the chapter K, including Stimulants,
Cocaine,
Narcotics,
Hallucinogens,
Phencyclidine,
Inhalants,
Cannabis,
Tranquilizers, and other Miscellaneous
Substances apart from Caffeine and
Tobacco which are not included in the
interview.3-6
If the subject answers (yes) to 3 or more
out of 8 questions in section K2, then the
subject would be Substance(s) Dependent
for the last 12 months. And if the subject
answers (yes) to 1 or more out of 4
question(s) in section K3, then the subject
would be Substance(s) Abuser for the last
12 months, and if any subject has been
diagnosed to be Dependent on any
Substance(s), then no diagnosis of

Assessment of the Participants: For both
groups (Journalists and Non-Journalists), a
face to face interview was performed using
the
M.I.N.I.
(Mini
international
Neuropsychiatric Interview) screen 5.0.0,
followed by using chapter J and K of
M.I.N.I. 5.0.0, English version.3-6 The
interviews were carried out by three
members of staff well trained on the use of
(M.I.N.I. 5.0.0)
The purpose of the interview and the study
was explained to each interviewee before
starting the interview. The issue of
confidentiality was emphasized and a
written consent was obtained followed by
recording the demographic data. M.I.N.I.
5.0.0: M.I.N.I. is a structured standardized
international interview, which uses the
fourth edition of Diagnostic and Statistical
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Substance(s) Abuse would be given (see
above).7

81 subjects were students, 44 were
unemployed at the time of the study, 119
were non-governmental employees (free
workers), and 242 were governmental
employees. The majority of the sample
was Muslims (478), 7 were Christians, and
one was Yazidi.

Statistical
Analysis:
Associations
between variables were measured by using
Chi-Square Test. However, Fisher Exact
Test was applied whenever any cell value
in any given table was less than 5. For
calculating the odd ratios of alcohol-use
disorders, logistic regression analysis
model has been applied.
P-value of equal to or less than 0.05 was
considered as the level of significance.

Table (1) shows the rate of alcohol and
substance use disorders among the
journalists.
34.5%
were
alcohol
dependents, 7.5% were alcohol abusers,
1% was substance dependent, and 1% was
substance abuser. Alcohol dependence,
alcohol abuse, and substance dependence
were more prevalent among male
journalists than female journalists; while
substance abuse was more prevalent
among female journalists. Alcohol
dependence and abuse were more
prevalent among those journalists who
achieved higher educational levels;
substance dependence and abuse were
distributed
equally
between
both
educational groups of the journalists. But
small numbers warrant caution in this
interpretation!

Result:
Journalists: The study sample consists of
(200) journalists of different age groups
{(Age Range = 18-50 years); (Age Mean =
30.33 year); and (SD = 6.278)}, and of
both genders (154 were males and 46 were
females), and of different educational
levels (117 achieved higher educational
level and 83 only achieved lower
educational level).
The majority of the sample was Muslims
(190), 4 were Christians, 2 of them were
Kakais, one was Yazidi, and 3 of them
recorded themselves to be Atheists (did
not believe in any religion and did not
regard themselves to be within any
religious group).
Non-Journalists: Consist of 486 subjects
of different occupations other than
journalists, and of different age groups
{(Age Range = 14-55 years); (Age Mean =
27.06 year); and (SD = 6.488)}, and of
both genders (469 male and 17 female),
and of different educational levels (115 of
higher educational level and 371 of lower
educational level).

Table (2) shows the rate of alcohol and
substance use disorders among the nonjournalists. 7.6% were alcohol dependents,
2.26% were alcohol abusers, 1.44% were
substance dependents, and 1.02% were
substance abusers. Alcohol dependence
was more common in this group among
males, while alcohol abuse was more
common among female non-journalists.
Substance dependence and abuse occurred
only among male non-journalists. Total
alcohol and substance use disorders were
more prevalent among those who achieved
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higher educational levels of the nonjournalists. For the various occupations,
alcohol dependence was more common
among unemployed and non-governmental
employees than among students and
governmental employees. Whereas alcohol
abusers were more among students than
other occupational categories. Moreover,
substance use disorders (dependence and
abuse) were again more prevalent among
students and the unemployed than others.

non-journalists, and endorses that male
gender were more affected in both groups
except for alcohol abuse among nonjournalists, where females were more
affected. In regard of the educational
levels, table (3) shows that those with
higher education are victims of alcohol use
disorders in both groups, except for the
alcohol abuse among journalists, in which
the lower educational group was more
affected.
Table (4) shows the logistic regression
analysis of the whole sample including
occupation, gender, and age. The analysis
reveals that working as a journalist carries
8 fold risk than other occupations to
become
alcohol-use
(abuse
and
dependence) disordered. Also the table
shows that males carry 4 fold risks than
females to become alcohol-use disordered.
However, no significant age association
has been detected.

Table (3) compares the rates of alcohol use
disorders between both journalists and
non-journalists, and it reveals that alcohol
use disorders (dependence and abuse) were
significantly more prevalent among
journalists than non-journalists (P <
0.0000 for alcohol dependence and P =
0.002 for alcohol abuse). Also, table (3)
compares the rates of alcohol
use
disorders between both genders and both
educational levels of both journalists and

Table- 1 Rate of Alcohol and Substance Use Disorders (Dependence and Abuse) among the
Journalists According to Gender and Educational Level Profiles:
Journalists
N = 200
Alcohol

Dependent
Abuser

Substance

Dependent
Abuser

Total

Gender
Male
Female
N (%)
N (%)
65 (42.2)
4 (8.7)
P value = 0.00002
12 (7.8)
3 (6.52)
P value = 0.774
2 (1.3)
0 (0.0)
P value = 1
0 (0.0)
2 (4.3)
P value = 1
154
46
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Educational Level
Higher
Lower
N (%)
N (%)
45 (38.48)
24 (28.9)
P value = 0.2
8 (6.83)
7 (8.43)
P value = 0.88
1 (0.85)
1 (1.2)
P value = 1
1 (0.85)
1 (1.2)
P value = 1
117
83

Total
N (%)
69 (34.5)
15 (7.5)
2 (1)
2 (1)
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Table- 2 Rate of Alcohol and Substance Use Disorders (Dependence and Abuse) among
the Non-Journalists According to Gender, Educational Level, and Occupation:
NonJournalis
ts
N = 486
A
L
C*

D‡

A§

S
U
B†

D‡

A§

Total

Gender
Male
Female
N (%)
N (%)

36
1 (5.88)
(7.67)
P value = 1
10
1 (5.88)
(2.13)
P value = 0.3
7 (1.5)
0 (0.0)
P value = 1
5
0 (0.0)
(1.06)
P value = 1
469
17

Educational Level
Higher
Lower
N (%)
N (%)

11 (9.5)

26 (7)

P value = 0.48
3 (2.6)
8
(2.15)
P value = 0.72
5 (4.34)
2
(0.54)
P value = 0.009
2 (1.74)
3 (0.8)
P value = 0.33
115
369

Student
N (%)

2 (2.46)

Occupation
Un
Non-Gov.
Employed
Employee
N (%)
N (%)
10 (22.7)

14 (11.76)

Gov.
Employe
e
N (%)
11 (4.54)

P value < 0.0000
0 (0.0)
2 (1.68)

4 (1.65)

11
(2.26)

2 (2.46)

P value = 0.06
1 (2.27)
0 (0.0)

4 (1.65)

7
(1.44)

2 (2.46)

P value = 0.45
1 (2.27)
2 (1.68)

0 (0.0)

5
(1.02)

81

P value = 0.15
44
119

242

Table – 3 Comparison of the rate of Alcohol Use Disorders (Dependence and Abuse) between
the Journalists and Non-Journalists:

Alcohol
Abuse

Gender
Educational
Level
Total
Gender
Educational
Level
Total

Journalist
s
N (%)
65 (42.2)
4 (8.7)
45 (38.46)
24 (28.9)
69 (34.5)
12 (7.8)
3 (6.52)
8 (6.83)
7 (8.43)
15 (7.5)

Male
Female
Higher
Lower
Male
Female
Higher
Lower

Non-Journalists
N (%)

P Value

36 (7.67)
1 (5.88)
11 (9.5)
26 (7)
37 (7.6)
10 (2.13)
1 (5.88)
3 (2.6)
8 (2.15)
11 (2.26)

0.6
0.001
< 0.0000
0.6
0.2
0.002

Table-4 Logistic regression analysis of demographic variables associated with alcohol
use disorders (abuse and dependence) among journalists and non-journalists:
Demographic
Odd Ratio
CI (95 %)
Sig.
Variable
Occupation
8.030
5.159-12.500
.000
Gender
4.134
1.895-9.015
.000
Age
1.018
.985-1.051
Not Significant
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37
(7.6)

5 (6.17)

(*) Alcohol, (†) Substance, (‡) Dependent, (§) Abuser

Alcohol
Dependence

Total
N (%)
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most journalists in Iraq and particularly in
Kurdistan have an additional job
elsewhere. Hence alcohol and substance
use might be one way of coping with the
frequent daily occupational stresses.
4- Many studies showed that the rate of
alcohol and substance use disorders are
more prevalent among those who have
unsupervised or less strictly supervised
career,3,8,10,14-22 which is the case in the most
journalist’s career here in Kurdistan.
5- On the other hand, Plant23 found that
recruits to an occupation at high risk of
alcoholism were more often heavy
drinkers
than
recruits
to
other
occupations. Moreover, persons who
dislike heavy drinking tended to leave the
occupation. He also reported that the
drinking behavior of workmates could
increase
individual
drinking
and
23
encourage problem drinking. A finding
which was consistent with that of
Hemmingsson and Weitoft19. Such
findings indicate that tolerance towards
alcohol consumption in the workplace or
by the workmates (as it might be the case
among the journalists in Kurdistan) can
be regarded as a risk factor in itself,
especially for persons with some kind of
predisposition to substance use disorders.
6- Furthermore, the possibilities of
working as governmental employee or
student influencing the willingness to
admit Alcohol or Substance Abuse might
be an additional explanation for such a
big difference between both groups!
Among the non-journalists, the present
study endorsed that the rates of alcohol
dependence are much higher among those
who were unemployed at the time of the

Discussion:
The present study revealed that the rates
of alcohol dependence and abuse are
much more among journalists (34.5% and
7.5% respectively) than non-journalists
(7.6% and 2.26% respectively) with p
values of (less than 0.0000 and less than
0.002 respectively) which are highly
significant (Table-3). Logistic regression
analysis revealed that working as a
journalist carries 8 fold risk (highly
significant) than other occupations to
become alcohol-use disordered (Table-4).
Findings relevant to what was found in
other areas.8-10 Reasons behind such a big
difference might be due to one or more of
the following explanations:
1- Alcohol use disorders are more
prevalent among younger age groups
worldwide,10, 11 keeping in mind
that
most of those who work as journalists in
Kurdistan are also of younger age groups,
and this might give reasonable
explanations of why alcohol use disorders
were more prevalent among journalists in
the present study.
2- Mannello and Seaman12 concluded that
alcohol use disorders related to the
unpredictability of the working hours and
geographical motility, 12 which is the case
in the journalist’s works.
3- Uses of alcohol and substances as a
coping strategy to deal with the stresses
within the occupation10, 13-16: Journalism as
an occupation is characterized by
instability in its nature and journalists
face a lot of stresses while they practice
their occupation. This is beside a lot of
work demands and the lack of a clearly
defined role at the workplace. Moreover,
60
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study (22.7%) and among nongovernmental employees (11.76%) than
among governmental employees (4.54%)
and students (2.46%) with p value of less
than 0.0000 which is highly significant
(Table-2). This finding might also be due
to increase daily life stresses and
unsupervised
duties
among
nongovernmental employees and unemployed
as in the case of journalists. Moreover,
being a governmental employee or
student, might affect the willingness to
admit the truth about alcohol or other
substances abuse or dependence!

Overall, the present study revealed that
the rate of alcohol use disorders is higher
among male gender, with 4 fold increased
risk to become alcohol use disordered
than female (Table-4). A finding which is
relevant to that of other studies
elsewhere.8, 9 such difference might be
due to the fact that alcohol use disorders
are generally more prevalent among male
gender worldwide. 1, 3, 8-25
Educational effect:
Present study reveals no significant
differences in the rate of Alcohol and
Substance use disorders in both groups
(Tables 1-3). However, in comparing both
journalists and non-journalists in the
sense of educational level, the higher
educational group of journalists was
significantly more
alcohol dependent than the relevant group
of non-journalist, with P value of 0.001
(Table-3).

Gender effect:
Among the journalists, the present study
revealed that the rate of alcohol
dependence is significantly higher among
male journalists than female journalists (P
= 0.00002) (Table-1). Also the rate of
alcohol abuse was higher, though not
significantly (p value =0.774), among
male journalists (Table-1). The condition
was similar for non-journalists, though
the differences were not statistically
significant (P value = 1 for alcohol
dependence and 0.3 for alcohol abuse)
(Table-2). In an attempt to test any
difference
between
both
groups
(journalists and non-journalists), no
significant statistical difference could be
detected in regard of gender differences
with p values of 0.6 for both alcohol
dependence and abuse (Table-3).

Conclusion:
The present study suggests that
occupation is an important determinant
for the alcohol and substance use
disorders. Working as a journalist, is a
risk factor particularly for alcohol
dependence in Iraq. Moreover, gender is
an important determinant within each
occupation. However, the level of
education, revealed not to be a valid
determinant for alcohol and substance use
disorder within any given occupation.
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:انخالصة
 أظهزد انكثيز يٍ انذراصبد يذي ا إلخزالف في َضجخ صؤ ا إلصزخذاو و ا إلعرًبد عهً انكحىل وانعقبقيز نذي:األهداف
 هذفذ هذِ انذراصخ إنً يعزفخ يذي ا إلخزالف. نى رزى دراصخ هكذا أخزالف في انعزاق,ٌ نكٍ و نحذ اآل,يخزهف انىظبئف
.في َضت صؤ اإلصزخذاو و اإلعزًبد عهً انكحىل وانعقبقيز ثيٍ انصحفييٍ و عذد يٍ انىظبئف األخزي في يذيُخ أرثيم
 شخصب ضًٍ وظبئف أخزي ثيٍ انفززح يٍ أيهىل إنً رشزيٍ انثبَي486  صحفي و200  أجزيذ يقبثهخ:طرق انبحث
. نزشخيص صؤ ا إلصزخذاو و انزعىد عهً انكحىل وانعقبقيز,) (ييُي,ٍُ إةصزخذاو يقيبس ثُيبَي يق2008
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اننتائج :ضًٍ انصحفييٍ %34.5 ,كبَىا يزعىديٍ عهً انكحىل %7.5 ,أصيئىا اصزخذاو انكحىل %1 ,كبَىل يزعىديٍ
عهً انعقبقيز ,و  %1أصيئىا أصزخذاو انعقبقيز .ضًٍ انغيز انصحفييٍ  %7.6 ,كبَىا يزعىديٍ عهً انكحىل%2.26 ,
أصيئىا اصزخذاو انكحىل %1.44 ,كبَىل يزعىديٍ عهً انعقبقيز ,و  %1.02أصيئىا أصزخذاو انعقبقيز .يعظى انعقبقيز انزي
أصزخذيذ يٍ قجم انًجًىعزيٍ كبَذ عقبقيز طجيخ .انذكىر ثب إلضبفخ إ لي انذيٍ قذ أَجزوا يضزىيبد عبنيخ يٍ انزعهيى ,كبَىا
يٍ أكثز انًصبثيٍ في انًجًىعزيٍ.
األستنتاجات :أصزُزجذ انذراصخ انحبنيخ ثأٌ وظيفخ ا إلَضبٌ هي يحذد فعبل نًذي ا إلصبثخ ثشوء اإلصزخذاو و اإلعزًبد عهً
انكحىل وانعقبقيز .انعًم كصحفي هى عبيم خطيز ل إل صبثخ ثضؤ ا إلصزخذاو و انزعىد عهً انكحىل وانعقبقيز ,خصىصب
اإلصبثخ ثبنزعىد عهً انكحىل .كذنك أٌ جُش اإلَضبٌ هى يحذد فعبل نًذي األصبثخ ثضؤ اإلصزخذاو و اإلعزًبد عهً انكحىل
وانعقبقيز ضًٍ أيخ وظيفخ.
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Prevalence of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder in Primary School Children
in Baghdad -Iraq
Ali H.Razoki

 انعشاق-  تغذادٙح فٛاالضطشاب انشضح٘ نذٖ اطفال انًذاسط االتتذائ
ٌػهٍ حسٍ سصوقٍ انؼثُذ

Abstract:
The present situation in Iraq is dominated by violence, looting, kidnapping, torture and
murder. This had created an extremely threatening and traumatizing atmosphere for the
whole population and especially children.
Objectives: To determine PTSD prevalence among primary school children in Baghdad.
Method and sampling: A cross sectional multi stages sample survey of 600 respondents
aged 6-15 years had been contacted in Baghdad during Jan. and Feb.2006, sixteen schools
were involved. 37-38 children represented each school.
Tool: Arabic version of MINI (international neuropsychiatric interview PTSD module 1 was
applied.
Results: During the last two years 47% of the respondents had experienced major traumatic
events. The prevalence of PTSD among school children was 14%. The male\female ratio was
1\3 which was statistically significant.
Conclusion : The traumatizing events were very common and had precipitated PTSD in 14%
of children .The prevalence was less than expected which may suggest that Iraqis had adapted
some sort of psychological immunization through the last 3 successive stressful and
traumatizing decades . The study warrants exceptional efforts to re-stabilize the situation in
order to avoid wide spread of morbidity and disability among children.
Introduction
The present situation in Iraq is
dominated by violence including looting,
kidnapping, torture, and murder.
This has a severe impact on people
especially school children who were
exposed to many kinds of traumatizing
events that may precipitate post traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD). PTSD is often
associated with high morbidity and may be
disabling. Children represent the future of
this troubled country and studying the
extent of PTSD particularly in school
children is the first step to provide early

treatment and to plan for preventive
measures.
Rationale
Arshad1 in his book about the war in
Bosnia remarked “as I watched the report
coming out of Bosnia, I knew that adults
and children living under conditions such
as these would be vulnerable to developing
a range of debilitating and possibly longlasting psychological symptoms known as
PTSD which is an abnormal emotional
reaction to traumatic event characterized
by symptoms of rexperience, hypervigilance and avoidance.

PTSD in Iraq

Another study2 found that PTSD may
affect anyone and is rather common;
around 5% of men and 10% of women will
suffer from PTSD at some time in their
life. Up to 30% of people exposed to a
stressful event or situation of an
exceptionally threatening or catastrophic
nature such as a natural disaster, war,
torture, rape or sexual abuse may develop
PTSD.
In Eastern Afghanistan scholt etal3 found
that the prevalence rate was 20.4% (7.5%
men and 31.9% women) while Gardoza
etal4 found a prevalence rate of 42.1% in
Afghanistan ,and it was 18.8%after
earthquake in north China according to
xiangdong etal5 . The prevalence in New
York City after September 11 attack was
19.3% 6
Hameed7 found the prevalence in Iraq to
be higher than 30%. The study of the
Center of Educational and Psychological
Research of Baghdad University 8 carried
out in 2005 found a prevalence of 18%.
Objectives:
To determine the prevalence of PTSD in
primary school children in Baghdad.

2-In every stratum we had chosen
randomly 4 schools forming a sum of 16
schools as listed
in the appendix1. In each school using
systematic random sampling we took 3738 children, 6-7 students from each grade.
Tool:
Arabic version of M.I.N.I (International
Neuropsychiatric Interview PTSD module
‘I’) was applied (David Sheehan,
University of South Florid9 , translated
into Arabic and validated by Usama
Usman10 (appendix 2) .
Data collection techniques:
Direct interview with the children had
been conducted by two well-trained
psychologists.
Statistical analysis:
We had used descriptive statistics for the
prevalence and demographic features, and
correlation statistics for associated features
using EPI and SPSS11 soft ware.
Ethical considerations:
A written informed consent was obtained
from the parents of every child in order to
apply the study on their children.
(appendix3)

Method:
Design: Cross sectional study (Prevalence
survey).
Setting: 16 schools in Baghdad.

Results :
1- A total of 600 primary school children
were interviewed, 375 (72%) females and
225 (38%) males from 16 different schools
in Baghdad taking 37- 38 children from
each school and 6-7 from each grade.
2- 100 children from each grade were
involved in the study as shown in table I .

Sampling:
1-Multistages sampling method had been
used involving the four educational
Sectors of Baghdad (Karkh 1,2 Risafa 1,2)
as the base for stratification as the sample
size was 600.
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GRADE
1
2
3
4
5
6

MALE
43
43
29
30
20
60

3- The age of the children was from 6-15
years (with the average 10.3 years).

AGE
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

FEMALE
57
57
71
70
80
40

TOTAL
100
100
100
100
100
100

Frequency distribution of children by age

MALE
41
28
23
16
36
23
27
21
6
4
225

4- The number of children who had been
exposed to a major traumatic event during
the last 2 years was 283 (47%).

FEMALE
36
19
50
29
63
66
81
25
6
0
375

TOTAL
77 (13%)
47(8%)
73(12%)
45(8%)
99(16%)
89(15%)
108(17%)
46(8%)
12(2%)
4(1%)

5- The children who were affected by
PTSD were 84 (21 males 25% and 63
females 75%) with a prevalence rate of
14%.

PTSD prevalence

Male

Female

84
14%

21
25%

63
75%

6- Male to female ratio was 1\3 using test
of proportion
Z=-2.564 which is more than 0.96.

P value is less than 0.05 so this ratio is
statistically significant.
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7- The age distribution of the affected
children was from 6-15 years with the
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

10
1
5
7
17
16
18
7
2
1

average of 10.3 years as shown in table IV.

12%
1%
6%
8%
20%
19%
22%
8%
2%
1%

Chi squire was 19.95 with 8 degrees of freedom
P value was 0.01.

8- Avoidance symptoms were as such:
83% avoided thinking about the event,
71%had trouble in recalling some
important part of what happened,
44%become less interested in hobbies and
social activities, 63% felt detached and
estranged from others, 63% noticed
their feelings are numbed, and 69% felt
their life will be shortened.
9- Hyperarousal symptoms were as such:
63% had difficulty sleeping, 63% were
irritable,
54%
had
difficulty
in
concentrating, 53% were nervous, 81%
were easily startled.
10- The symptoms significantly interfered
with the school performance, social
activities, or caused significant distress in
77% of the sample.
Discussion:
1- 47% of children had been exposed to a
major traumatic event during the last two
years, which points out to the volatile and
violent environment we are living in and
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especially our children. This warrants
exceptional efforts to re-stabilize the
situation in order to avoid wide-spread
morbidity and disability amongst those
children.
2- 14% of the children met the diagnostic
criteria of PTSD, which may suggest that
Iraqis and especially children may develop
resilience thus adapted in one way or
another to stressful
and traumatic events probably because
of the repeated exposure to such events
.This has acted as a psychological
immunization.
3- The prevalence rate of PTSD was
lower than expected compared with similar
studies elsewhere. 22.2% African schools
11
,while it was 35% after US embassy
bombing in Nairoby12; while in
Afghanistan 20.1% 3 and 41% 4 in two
different studies, and it was 31% in
bombing victims in France Verger etal 13.
4- However, the prevalence rate of 14% is
high enough to cause concern to take
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preventive and therapeutic measures to
deal with it.
5- The male \female ratio of 1\3 had been
proved to be statistically significant
although the number of females in the
sample (375) was higher than male (225).
6- The age distribution of the affected
children indicate a significant high
percentage of the disorder among children
aged 10 (20%), 11(19%), 12(22%). This
may indicate the critical stage for the
children on the threshold of adolescence
who try to conceptualize the illogical
traumatizing event
7- These results trigger the workers in the
field to carry out further research on the
consequence of stress and their long term
follow up.

3-Further researches in this field are
essential. Study of co morbidity of PTSD
in both children and adults are warranted.
4-The initiation of psychosocial support
center in Baghdad and other sites had
become an urgent need.
5-To design the future mental health
program with better cooperation and
coordination with ministries of education,
higher education and work affairs.
Appendix I:
ح انًختهطحٛ يذسعح انشحًح االتتذائ-1
ح انًختهطحٛم االتتذائُٛ يذسعح ان-2
ح انًختهطحٛ يذسعح دجهح االتتذائ-3
ح انًختهطحٛ يذسعح انضْأ٘ االتتذائ-4
ح انًختهطحٛ يذسعح تغذاد االتتذائ-5
ح انًختهطحٛ يذسعح ديشك االتتذائ-6
ح انًختهطحٛح االتتذائٛيذسعح انغضان-7
ح انًختهطحٛ يذسعح انكٕفح االتتذائ-8
ح انًختهطحٛذ عادل َاصشاالتتذائٛٓ يذسعح انش-9
ح انًختهطحٛذ االتتذائٚ يذسعح اعايح تٍ ص-10
ح انًختهطحٛ يذسعح ْاجش االتتذائ-11
ح انًختهطحّٛ االتتذائٛ يذسعح اتٍ انفم-12
ح انًختهطحٛ يذسعح عشاق انصًٕد االتتذائ-13
ح انًختهطحٛ يذسعح األسدٌ االتتذائ-14
ح انًختهطحٛ االتتذائٙ يذسعح انغضان-15
ح انًختهطحٛيال االتتذائٜ يذسعح ا-16

CONCLUSION:
1-This study shows the psychological
impact of the current extremely violent
situation in Baghdad and Iraq at large.
2-The need is essential for an effective
plan and program to deal with the
psychological trauma and its devastating
effect.

Appendix II
ِانًذسط

انصف

انجُظ

عًش انطانة

Appendix III
ٖح نذٛ إجشاء تحخُا انًٕعٕو اضطشاب انصذيح انُفغٙٔنذكى نهًشاسكح ف/ أيش انطانة َٕد دعٕج اتُتكىٙض٘ ٔنٚعض
ٙ انحشب ٔ أحذاث انعُف انشاُْح عهٗ األطفال فٙٓذف نذساعح أحش يآعٚ ٘ تغذاد ٔ انزٙح فٛأطفال انًذاسط االتتذائ
 انثحجٙع ٔ كتاتح االعى إرا ٔافمتى عهًا أٌ انًشاسكح فٛجاد انحهٕل انُاجعح نٓا َشجٕ انتٕلٚ إٙتغذاد ٔ انًشاسكح ف
.شَاٚاٌ يطثٕع ٔ تمثم فائك شكشَا ٔ تمذٛح ٔ تكٌٕ تاإلجاتح عهٗ اعتثٛطٕع
: األيشٙاطــو ٔن
:عٛانتٕل
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Appendix IV pilot study:
A sample of 10 children 5 males and 5
females was taken from 2 primary schools
in Baghdad and the tool was applied to
them.
Results:
6 children from the group had experienced
some major traumatic event during the last
2 years. 2 children, 1 male and 1 female
were diagnosed as having PTSD because
they met the diagnostic criteria of the
M.I.N.I. Interview and had positive
symptoms of rexperiencing the traumatic
event, avoidance, and hyper vigilance.
Both had responded with intense fear,
helplessness and horror to the traumatic
event and after the trauma.
They have avoided thinking about the
event and had trouble in recalling some

important part of it. They become less
interested in hobbies and social activities
and one of them felt his life will be
shortened and will die sooner. Both were
easily startled and got difficulty in
sleeping (insomnia, recurrent dreams
related to the trauma) and also complained
of poor concentration and were irritable
with bursts of nervousness and anger.
Discussion:
The results of this pilot study show the
importance of making a good study about
this problem as 50% of the sample had
been exposed to a major traumatic event
and 20% from this sample got
psychological symptoms and difficulties
that warrant attention and help.

:انًهخص
ٍ حُس اوض انؼُف انطائف2006 اجشَد هزِ انذساسح ػهً ػُُح ػشىائُح يٍ اطفال انًذساط االترذائُح فٍ تغذاد ػاو
ٍواالَفالخ االيٍُ واالَرهاكاخ نقىاخ االحرالل االيشَك
 دساسح اَرشاس انكشب انشضخٍ نذي اطفال انًذاسط االترذائُح فٍ تغذاد: حٚانغا
 دساسح اَرشاس:محٚانطش
يذاسط نكم يذَشَح4(  يذسسح يٍ يذاسط تغذاد االترذائُح حسة يذَشَاخ انرشتُح16 ٍ ذهًُز ي600 ذى اخز:ُحٛانع
 ذهًُز يٍ كم يذسسح يٍ يخرهف انصفىف وكاَد اػًاس انًشاسكٍُ ذرشاوح38-37 )وتًؼذل2و1وانشصافح2و1انكشخ
2006  سُح ونهفرشج يٍ كاَىٌ انصاٍَ انً شثاط15 - 6ٍُت
 ذى اسرخذاو انُسخح انؼشتُح يٍ يقُاط:االداج
MINI (international neuro psychiatric interview PTSD module 1)
انُتائج
 يٍ االطفال انً حىادز صاديح ػُُفح%47 خالل انسُرٍُ االخُشذٍُ ذؼشض.1
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 يٍ االطفال كاَىا َؼاَىٌ يٍ اضطشاب انكشب انشضخٍ تصىسج سشَشَح%14 .2
وهٍ راخ دالنح احصائُح3 \1  كاَد َسثح انزكىس انً االَاز.3
اخٛاالعتُتاجاخ ٔانتٕص
 يا َقاسب َصف االطفال ذؼشض انً حىادز صاديح وػُُفح تسثة اَرشاس انؼُف انطائفٍ واالَفالخ االيٍُ وجشائى.1
االحرالل
يٍ االطفال اصُثىا تاضطشاب انكشب انشضخٍ وهٍ َسثح اقم يٍ انًرىقغ وَثذو اٌ انؼشاقٍُُ قذ اسرطاػىا%14 .2
ذطىَش قذساذهى انُفسُح فٍ انراقهى ويىاجهح انضغىط وانحىادز تسثة ذؼشضهى وانضغىط واالجهاد خالل انؼقىد انصالز
) سُح حصاس13االخُشج (شالشح حشوب و
 يٍ االطفال انًسرهذفٍُ تانذساسح كاَىا َؼاَىٌ يٍ اضطشاب َفسٍ شذَذ6\1 ٌ َظهش انثحس اهًُح انًىضىع حُس ا.3
َسرىجة انرىسغ فٍ دساسح انًىضىع واَشاء يشاكض خاصح نًؼانجح انصذيح انُفسُح
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An investigation into the relationship between personality types and
interpersonal problem solving styles with marital adjustment in the
Married students at Islamic Azad University
Aysun Ghaemian, Javad Gholami

دراسة العالقة بين أنماط الشحصيه ونماذج حل المشكالت البين شخصيه مع التالف الزوجي في الطالب
المتزوجين في جامعة أزاد اإلسالمية
ٍٜ ظ٘اد غال,ُاَٞغُ٘ غٝا

Abstract
The present study Aimed to investigate the relationship between personality types and
interpersonal problem solving styles with the marital adjustment in the married
students at Islamic Azad University, Tabriz Branch. The research population included
all married students at Tabriz branch from whom a random sample of 325 participants
was selected. The data for the study were collected by a demographic questionnaire
made by the researcher, the Neo-Five-Factor Inventory (NEO-FFI), Lack Wallace
Marital Adjustment (LWMAT) questionnaire, and Rahim Organizational Conflict
Inventory 2 (ROCI-2). Data analysis included Pearson Correlation Coefficient,
Independent-samples t-test, and Regression Analysis. The SPSS software was run for
the analysis of the data. The results showed that there was a negative correlation
between neuroticism and marital adjustment while there appeared a positive
correlation between other personality types (agreeableness, extroversion, openness)
and marital adjustment. The predictive validity of the three personality types,
consciousness, agreeableness, and neuroticism, respectively, had the power to
determinate of marital adjustment. Among the interpersonal problem solving styles,
the two styles namely, integrating style, and obliging style could validly predict marital
adjustment. The regression analysis of all personality types and problem solving styles
showed that the three personality types of consciousness, agreeableness, and
neuroticism, and the integrating style had a statistically significant power to predict
the marital adjustment. No statistically significant difference was found between male
and female participants in terms of marital adjustment.
Introduction
Marriage is considered one of the most
significant elements in the life of a
human being. It is a social institute that
forms the basis for human relations.
Through marriage, a man and a woman
are attracted to each other by the power
stemming from their instincts, i.e.
compassion and love and commit

themselves to each other freely and
wholly in order to establish a dynamic
unit1. Thus, the family is just a social
structure that is formally accepted in all
societies. The family is a serene and
sacred environment. In Quran’s word, it
is a place for peace and real calm. (Sura
Rum, Verse 21).
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correspondence
(identical
religion,
identical
socio–economic
situation,
identical age group, identical intelligence,
identical education level, identical
general personality traits); inter personal
process (the degree and scope of knowing
each other, duration of engagement and
marriage, pre–marriage relations, pregnancy and kid’s birth, communicative
skills; personality traits (emotional
health, personal traits, inter personal
skills, adaptability with customs and
traditions, physical health)1.

Marital Adjustment
Marital adjustment is extroversion on the
part of two marriage partners in
relationship to each other in a given
period of time2. This process comes to
existence during their common life
because it requires correspondence in
their preferences and interests, know
ledge of personality traits, and generation
of interactive patterns .What is important
in a marriage is marital adjustment and
fulfillment. The so-called marital adjust
ment influences many dimensions of
human beings' social and individual lives.
In fact, it is the basis for a family’s good
function and facilitates parental role3
increases the wife’s and the husband's life
time4. This results in a healthy life5,
economic development (White, cited in
1
), more satisfactory life6, reduction of
psychological
problems7,8,
better
9
management of any conflict , better
communicative skills and problem
solving10 and better skills of conflict
resolution.

Therefore, in an overall view of studies
about recognition of influential factors on
marital adjustment, two theories have
been asserted, introspection and extro
version. It seems that in introspection
theory, personality traits and inter
personal interaction patterns are effective
in a couple’s relations. (Caglin & Huston
& Hades, cited in11). However, what is
neglected here is the combination of
personality traits and interpersonal
conflict resolving methods in marital
adjustment. Allport emphasizes on the
integrity of diverse knowledge methods
and human emotions to personality. He
believes that personality is a dynamic
internal entity which constitutes mental–
physical structures, and these structures
produce indicating behavioral patterns,
thoughts, and individual emotions12. This
process results in our better understanding of a single person’s behavior
which in turn helps us to predict his
ongoing actions. The findings of several
studies like11,13,14,15 , and16 show that diverse
dimensions of personality have important

Several factors have been recognized as
effective on the marital adjustment from
which some individual background
agents can be mentioned here: the
original family (the parents marriage
condition, parents mental sanitation
situation, the function of the father’s
family); socio–cultural factors (the rate of
protection from couples families,
marriage age, education, income and job,
social group and class, social types;
current life condition (friends’ protection,
internal
and
external
pressures);
communicative mutual relations such as
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roles in determining marital adjustment.
As all these studies demonstrate, there is
a correspondence among personality
dimensions of extroversion, charm, and
conscientiousness or fulfillment with
marriage. It also shows that neurotic
dimension has a negative correlation with
marriage fulfillment. About the effect of
susceptibility to experience, there is less
congruity among the studies in this
regard.

factors, i.e. different character types and
relevant inter personal problem solving
methods dealing with marital adjustment
among married students in Islamic Azad
University in Tabriz, Iran. In this regard,
hypotheses were formulated so that
marital adjustment in the form of the
above–mentioned
interpersonal
and
individual problem solving styles could
be clearly determined. This study
investigates the following research
hypotheses.
1. There is no correspondence between
different personality factors and marital
adjustment in students.

Another factor that is felt to affect marital
adjustment is the existence of conflict
between couples17. More important than
the existence of the conflict is of course
the methods of resolving these conflicts
which are yet other factors that may
reinforce or relegate the stability of a
marriage
.Research
shows
that,
management style of mutual conflict is
positively correlated with both marriage
and partner fulfillment. Whenever one or
both partners utilized the competitive
conflict management, a lower marriage
fulfillment was reported. Generally 90%
of problematic couples state that they
have a kind of communication problem9.

2. There is no correspondence between
different inter personal conflicts and
marital adjustment
3. There is no significant difference
between the rate of marital adjustment
among male and female students.
4. There is no association between styles
of interpersonal problem solving and
personality traits in marital adjustment?
Methodology
The present study is a descriptive
research and of correlation type. Its pilot
includes all married students, both men
and women, studying in Islamic Azad
University in Tabriz in 2008. According
to the given statistics, around 2000
married students exist in the university
now. Sampling was done based on the
random
selection
with
simple
classification criteria regarding the
gender of the married students. The

Conflict in individual and social life is an
inevitable part of a human being’s life.
This conflict can positively improve
relations or lead to further conflicts18.
Thus, applying logical methods of
problem solving is an effective hindrance
against the break up in a family caused by
conflicts and even can help solve
oncoming issues for couples. As a result,
this study was conducted to determine the
relationship between two important
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sample size was done according to
Georgesy–Morgan
sampling
chart.
According to this chart, in a 2000 group,
322 people should be selected. Finally,
considering the possible mortality rate,
340participants were selected from whom
325 people (166 females, 159 males)
were analyzed in our final stage.
Research Instruments
The
following
instruments
were
employed to meet the objectives of this
study:
a- Established Demographical Question
naire which includes questions about age,
gender.
b-NEO-Five Factor Inventory (NEO–
FFI): The long form of this questionnaire
contains 240 items which was formed19.
The short form in includes 60 items.
Answering to its statements is done in the
form of a 5-degree Likert scale. The
scope has 5 factors including experience,
neuroticism, duty (conscience), adapt
ability (fulfillment), extroversion each of
which contains 12 elements. A good
range of empirical studies support its
reliability and validity. Moreover the long
and short versions of this questionnaire
are not different in reliability and
validity. The validity of its sub-scales
was estimated to be between 0.48 and
0.68 based on Cronbach Alpha
correlation11.

high scores indicate higher adjustment
level. Below 100 marks demonstrate
completion and 100 and more show
higher adjustment. Mazaheri (cited in 20)
reported high reliability and validity with
split half method. He also mentioned high
reliability with a clear discriminating line
between couples with and without
harmony. A very good estimation of
extroversion identification with the aid of
Spearman-Brown formula was reported
in21, and correlation index between two
halves was found to be 0.09. This study
estimated the internal consistency to be
0.64 using Cronbach Alpha correlation.
c- Rahim
Organizational
Conflict
Inventory-2 (RocI-2): this scope is a self–
report device and is used to measure the
extent of relative conflict. It includes 28
elements and 5 sub–sections which in
general form 3 major sections. Each sub–
section shows a specific method for
conflict resolution. Sub–sections in this
test are as follows:
1. Constructive management methods (13
elements):
this
method
shows
communication and skirmish analysis for
resolving the problems that are
acceptable for both parts. This subsection is related to problem solving
methods and can result in an innovative
method. This style is also demonstrating
an effort for reducing conflicts and
emphasizes on the similarities. An
individual who utilizes this method
neglects his own issues for responding to
other’s problems and needs. This general
style derives from the combination of

b- Locke–Wallace Marital Adjustment
Test (LWMAT): this test was constructed
in 1959, and used in many studies so far.
It includes 15 elements. The range of its
grades varies from 2 to 158 in which low
marks show decreased adjustment and
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associative
and
altruistic
styles.
Associative style contains 7 items and
altruistic one has 6 items.

independent T-test. In this study, the
value of P is set less than .05.
Results
The total number of subjects participating
in the research was 325 people of whom
women and men were 166 equaling
%51.1 and 169 equaling %48.9
respectively. The mean age was 28.94
with the standard deviation of 8.83. Table
one show the descriptive statistics of the
research variables.

2.
Non–constructive
management
methods (11 items): this method is
recognized
with
its
threatening
approaches. A person who utilizes this
style performs every act to achieve his
aim and neglects others’ needs and
expectations. This method is also related
to seclusion, knowing others as
responsible agents, blaming others, and
being passive. A person using this
method is not able to respond to other’s
expectations. This general style derives
from the combination of authoritative (5
items) and avoidance (6 items).

The results of Pearson Correlation
Coefficient demonstrated that there is a
significant
relationship
between
personality types and marital adjustment.
Thus, as there is a positive link between
extroversion and marital adjustment (r=
0.040, P<0.001); positive relationship
between association (fulfillment) and
marital adjustment (r=0.44, P<0.001);
positive
relationship
between
responsibility (conscience) and marital
adjustment (r=0.45, P<0.001); negative
relationship between neuroticism and
marital adjustment (r=0.40, P<0.001);
positive relationship between experience
and
marital
adjustment
(r=0.18,
P<0.001).

3. Accommodating method (4 items): this
method holds a middle point of care
about others and person himself and
mentions sharing advantages within both
parts (Rahim, cited in22,18. The Validity of
this scope in different studies has been
reported from %72 to %83 23 and its
internal validity was found to be %81
with the aid of Cronbach Alpha
correlation
was
calculated18.
The
reliability of the scope is confirmed
through factor analysis
and its
acceptability has been approved.

Also, this study found a positive
relationship between associative style and
marital adjustment (r=0.32, P<0.001);
positive relationship between total
constructive style and marital adjustment
(r=0.44, P<0.005); there was not a
significant relationship between altruistic
style and marital adjustment. Moreover,
there was no significant relationship

The data was analyzed statistically with
Statistic Software SPSS 16 and
descriptive statistic methods (mean,
standard
deviation,
frequency,
percentage) as well as Pearson Product
Moment Correlation Coefficient, simple
linear
regression
analysis)
and
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between authoritative and avoidance
styles in all sub-sections of non–
constructive manners with that of marital
adjustment. As shown in Table 2, there is
a
positive
relationship
between
interpersonal accommodating problem
solving and marital adjustment among the
surveyed students (r=0.15, P=0.003).

entered in the equation due to its high
descriptive role, was able to determine
%9.8 of marital adjustment variance
(P<0.001).In the second step of the
regression analysis, two styles of
associative and altruistic were entered in
the equation which could determine
%13.1 of marital adjustment variance in
combination (P<0.001). According to the
Beta correlation index, it can be stated
that associative style plays a positive role,
whereas altruistic one has a negative role
in determining marital adjustment (Table
4).
The results of the simple linear regression
analysis of every personality trait and
problem solving styles to determine the
descriptive role in marital adjustment
demonstrated that in the first step, due to
its high descriptive role, conscience was
able to determine %19.7 of marital
adjustment variance (P<0.001). In the
second step, two variables, conscience
and fulfillment in combination, could
determine %25.8 of marital adjustment
variance (P<0.001). In step three, three
variables, namely conscience, fulfillment,
and neuroticism could totally determine
%27.5 of marital adjustment variance in
the analysis (P<0.001). In the fourth step,
four variables, conscience, neuroticism,
fulfillment,
and
associative
style
altogether could determine %28.3 of
marital adjustment variance (P<0.001).
Based on the Beta correlation index, it
can be asserted that three variables,
conscience, fulfillment, and associative
style positively share the role in
determining marital adjustment, while

The results of the simple linear regression
analysis to determine the descriptive role
of each personality trait in marital
adjustment demonstrated that first of all,
conscience which entered the equation
for its high descriptive role, is able to
determine %19.7 of marital adjustment
variance (F=80.29, P<0.001). In the
second step of regression analysis, two
variables (conscience together with
fulfillment) were entered the equation
which were able to determine %25.8 of
marital adjustment variance (F=57.29,
P<0.001). In the third step, three
variables (conscience, fulfillment, and
neuroticism) were imported to the
regression equation that could determine
%27.5 of marital adjustment variance, all
together (F=41.86, P<0.001).
Based on the Beta correlation index, it
can be argued that two personality traits
of conscience and fulfillment play
positive roles, and neuroticism trait plays
a negative role in determining marital
adjustment (Table 3). The results of the
simple linear regression analysis for
determining the descriptive role of each
interpersonal problem solving styles in
martial adjustment demonstrate that in
the first step, associative style that was
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neuroticism has a negative role in it (see
Table 5).

researchers came to the conclusion that
the responsibility is one of the significant
coefficients of marital adjustment.
Concerning the relationship between
susceptibility to experience and marital
adjustment, the finding of this study are
different from some studies11. The
findings of this study about neuroticism
and marital adjustment relationship are in
line with those of other findings11,15.
Almost, the findings in this study
corroborate previous studies on this topic.
Moreover, it was demonstrated that
among personality traits, three traits, i.e.
conscience, fulfillment, and neuroticism
play the major role in determining marital
adjustment. Specifically, con science and
fulfillment act as positive marital
adjustment predictor, but neuroticism acts
as a negative one.

The results of independent T-test showed
that there was no significant difference
between the means of two groups,
women
(89.33±19.07)
and
men
(92.24±23.15) in their marital adjustment
levels, statistically (p=0.125, T=1.24,
df=323).
Discussion
The present study aimed at determining
the relationship between personality traits
and interpersonal problem solving style
with the marital adjustment among
married students in Islamic Azad
University in Tabriz. The findings
demonstrate
that
personality
trait
(extroversion, fulfillment, conscience,
and susceptibility to experience) had a
significant positive relationship with
marital adjustment. Also, there was a
significant negative relationship between
neuroticism and marital adjustment. The
results of this part of the research about
the relationship between extroversion and
marital adjustment are in parallel with
other findings11,15.

Regarding the results of this part of the
research,
it
became
clear
that
extroversion which consists of (favor and
passion,
being
sociable,
bravery,
activeness, sense of adventure, positive
and desirable emotions) creates the
possibility for the couples to have a
charming and happy environment in their
families, and increases the level of their
marital
adjustment.
Basically,
extroversion trait includes humorous and
happy characters and creates the desirable
situation for life. Fulfillment which
consists of (trust, truthfulness and
honesty, friendly manner, discipline,
moderation and respect) results in
compassion and honesty in family bonds
that in turn is a good behavioral pattern in
marital adjustment (Stuff, et al., cited in25.

Regarding the relationship between
fulfillment and marital adjustment, the
findings are in agreement with other
research findings 11,15 and24.
. All studies surveyed by the researcher
are in parallel with this finding. The
findings of this research about the
relationship of conscience and marital
adjustment is congruent with the those of
other studies,11,24,15. Generally, several
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Another determinant that is mentioned as
the role of fulfillment in improvement of
marital adjustment is that individuals
with high degree of fulfillment posses
more endurance and forgiveness against
interpersonal behavior is in conflicts
because of their developed forgiveness;
likewise they create more fulfillment and
improve marital adjustment.

of control in negative emotions and stable
positive relations 28, so that show lower
levels of positive emotions and high
levels of negative skills entailed rapid
destruction of the relations10. On the other
hand, the following studies point out that
the levels of psychological problem were
higher in divorce applicants. According
to Kaglin, Huston, and Hades 10, the more
neurotic behaviors couples show, the
more negative attitudes they have
towards their partners, and these attitudes
results in less fulfillment and marital
adjustment.

Study in reveal, higher degrees of
forgiveness help more to solve inter
couples conflicts26. Responsibility consis
ting of (efficiency, order, ambition, self–
restraint, serenity, and reflection) cause
development in commitment and respect
to moral standards in marital life which in
turn improves adjustment level and
couple's fulfillment. As clarified in Cleye
and Canli,27, unfaithful behaviors,
excessive drinking, and immoral social
attitudes are major reasons behind
divorce. Basically, men and women who
possess a higher degree of commitment to
their marriage and partners, and observe
different moral codes, appeal for less
divorce. Susceptibility to experience
which
consists
of
(intelligence,
innovation, curiosity, open-mindedness,
experience) helps to form a rational
appropriate argument for the mutual life
that in turn results in a logical adjustment.
About the disagreements in the results of
different studies, it seems that the main
cause of low correlation between
experience and marital adjustment results
from the geographical location and their
specific population pool. Neuroticism
which consists of (stress, moodiness,
hostility, aggressiveness) results in lack

Regarding the results of the regression
analysis, it seems that the combination of
three dimensions, i.e. conscience,
fulfillment, and neuroticism, is more
applicable and theoretically convincing.
Conscience, fulfillment, and low neurotic
behavior
could
increase
marital
adjustment due to its moral commitment,
its intimacy and agreement and its
psychological health respectively.
Another part of the results showed that
among interpersonal problem solving
styles, constructive style (associative),
and accommodating style had a
significant positive correlation with
marital adjustment. Also, there was no
significant relationship between nonconstructive (authoritative avoidance)
styles and marital adjustment. The
findings of this part of the research are in
parallel with those of the ones about the
relationship
between
constructive
problem solving style (associative) and
marital adjustment29,26. These studies
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with research findings9. Basically,
individuals who utilize accommodating
method consider their mutual requests
and needs, and regard sharing the
advantages most of the time. Based on
the results of the regression analysis, it
seems that the individuals who use
constructive styles (associative and
altruistic) ignore their own problems in
cases of mutual conflicts. Mutual
dialogue about problem solving is the
most single factor that predicts marital
fulfillment in women and men30. Also,
several
studies
determined
that
communicative skills, and problem
solving methods as well as emotional
talking about feelings influence marital
fulfillment10.

acknowledged the role of teaching the
required skills for solving marital
conflicts in making drastic improvements
in wife and husband relations. Moreover,
they emphasized that teaching these
methods are helpful in the improvement
of mutual wife and husband relations.
Limitation of the study
The use of a questionnaire, the
instruments used may be limiting factors.
The participants are limited to married
students from Islamic Azad University in
Tabriz, so generalizing the findings to
other populations should be done with
care. The above-mentioned restrictions
limit the range of this research project
and show the importance of further
studies.

According to the results of the simple
linear regression analysis of personality
traits and problem solving styles about
marital fulfillment, three personality
types, i.e. conscience, fulfillment,
neuroticism, and associative style of
interpersonal problem solving predict
marital adjustment. To clarify this part of
the findings of the research, it seems that
the conscience due to the moral
commitment of couples, fulfillment
because of its ability to create favor and
agreement, low neuroticism because of
creating mental and proper emotional
health, along with considering the
expectations and similarities in cases of
conflict result in more marital adjustment
for couples. Therefore, the results of the
research emphasize that personality traits
are still the most important factor in
determining marital adjustment.

Conclusion
The findings of this research about the
relationship between non–constructive
problem solving style (authoritative
avoidance) with those of marital
adjustment disagrees with the results of
different researches done empirically to
teach problem solving skills29,26. Also,
research shows that whenever each or
both of the couples use competitive
problem solving management style, a low
level of marital adjustment was reported
elsewhere9. Furthermore, another study
indicated that those couples who have
competitive attitudes to their partners
possess more avoidance behaviors against
their partners17. The findings of this
research about the relationship between
accommodating problem solving style
and marital adjustment are in parallel
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factors. It seems that gender differences
result from different devices of
measuring marital fulfillment. Generally
speaking, marital fulfillment is more
related to experience and learning than
gender. Regarding the findings of the
research, it is recommenced that marriage
counselors in universities and family
trainers pay a proper attention to
personality traits and constructive
problem solving styles as influential
factors in marital adjustment to get better
results in their psychological consult ations and family workshops.

The other part of the results showed that
there was no statistically significant
difference between women and men. The
findings of this part are in parallel with
those of other researches like31,32. The
previous analysis on marital fulfillment
showed that the gender status did not
predict their fulfillment. However,
Oliviera and Casta 31 and Fawerz32
observed those men more than women
reported a successful marriage with
respect to finance, parents, family,
friends, and their partner’s personality
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:اىَيخص
ٗػالقح رىل ٍغ,ِٔٞ شخصٞٔ ٗاىَْارض اىَخريفٔ ىحو اىَشامو اىثِٞ اَّاط اىشخصٞ ٍؼشفح اىؼالقٔ تٕٚزٓ اىذساعح ذٖذف اى
.ُشاٝ اٜض فٝٔ فشع ذثشٍٞ ظاٍؼح اصاد االعالِٜ فِٞ اىطالب اىَرضٗظٞ تٜاىراىف اىضٗظ
325 ٔ ٌٍْٖ ٗػذدٕاْٞٔ ػش٘ائٞاس ػٞشٌ ذٌ اخر,ٔض ٍِ اىعاٍؼٝ فشع ذثشِٜ فٞ مافح اىطالب اىَرضٗظْٜح اىثحس فٞذَصيد ػ
. ٍشاسك
اطٞ ٍقٜٕٗ ٙظ اخشٞٝتاالضافٔ ىَقا,ٓ قاً اىثاحصاُ تاػذادّٜاُ عناٞذٌ ظَغ اىَؼيٍ٘اخ ٍِ اظو اىذساعٔ ٍِ خاله اعرث
 فقذٜو االحصائٞاٍا اىرحي.ٌَٜٞ ىيصشاع اىرْظٞاط سحٍٞٗق,ٜف اىضٗظٞاُ الك ٗاالط ىيرنٞاعرث,ذٝاىؼ٘اٍو اىخَغٔ اىعذ
اّاخٞو اىثٞ ىرحيSPSS ٗذٌ اعرؼَاه تشّاٍط.ٜو اىْن٘صٞٗاىرحي,ْٔاخ اىَغرقيٞ اخرثاس خ ىيؼ,ٔشعُ٘ ىيؼالقٞشَو ٍؼاٍو ت
ِ اَّاطٞٔ تٞعاتَْٝا ظٖشخ ػالقٔ اٞ تٜٔ ٗاىراىف اىضٗظِٞ اىؼصاتٞٔ تٞاظٖشخ اىْرائط اُ ْٕاك ػالقٔ عيث.ٔٞاالحصائ
ةٞٔ اىصالشٔ تاىرشذٞٔ الّ٘اع اىشخصٞٔ اىر٘قؼٞماّد اىصذ ق.ٜف اىضٗظٞٗاى٘ض٘غ) ٗاىرن, االّفراغ,ٔٞ (اىر٘افقٙٔ اخشٞشخص
ِ ىَٖاٞٔ تشصَّ٘رظِٞ شخصِٞ َّارض حو اىَشامو اىثٞٗت. ٜف اىضٗظٞذ اىرنٝٔ ىٖا ق٘ج ذحذٞٗاىؼصات,ٔٞاىر٘افق,شٌَٕٞ اىض
ٜ اىْن٘صٜو االحصائٞاٍا اىرحي.ٛ ٗاىَْ٘رض االظثاسٜ َٕٗا اىَْ٘رض اىرناٍيٜف اىضٗظٞذ اىرنٝ ذحذٚاىقذسٓ اىصادقٔ ػي
ٔٔ تاالضافٞٔ ٗاىؼصاتٞاىر٘افق,شَٞ اىضٜٕ ٗ ٔ اىصالزٞٔ َّٗارض حو اىَشنالخ اظٖش اُ اَّاط اىشخصٞىنافح اَّاط اىشخص
ِٞٔ تٞ فشق راخ دالىٔ احصائٛظٖش اٝ ٌى.ٜف اىضٗظٞٔ ىر٘قغ اىرنٞ حو اىَشنالخ ىٖا ق٘ٓ احصائٜ فٜ اىَْ٘رض اىرناٍيٚاى
. ٜف اىضٗظٞس اىرنِٞ ٍِ حٞاىزم٘س ٗاالّاز اىَشاسم
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Table 1. The descriptive features of the research variables
Variables
Neuroticism
Susceptibility to experience
Responsibility
Extroversion
Correspondence (Fulfillment)
Contractive styles
Associative styles
Altruistic styles
Non–Constructive styles
Authoritative style
Avoidance style
Accommodating style
Marital Adjustment

Mean
35.69
38.54
41.09
37.30
38.92
46.60
26.75
19.84
37.33
17.32
20.00
14.81
90.75

SD
7.56
5.86
8.04
6.37
6.84
4.74
3.56
3.58
5.63
3.47
3.84
2.52
21.18

Table 2. Pearson Correlation Coefficient between personality traits with
interpersonal problem solving styles and that of marital adjustment
Variables
Extroversion
Fulfillment
Responsibility
Neuroticism
Susceptibility to experience

Associative
Altruistic

Marital adjustment
0.405
0.44
0.45
-0.40
0.18
0.32
-0.09
87

Significance
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.001
<0. 01
NS

Ghaemian and Gholami

Constructive
Authoritative
Avoidance
Non–Constructive
Accommodating

0.14
0.05
-0.034
0.006
0.155

<0. 01
NS
NS
NS
P = 0.003

NS=Not Significant

Table 3. The results of the simple linear regression analysis of personality
traits in marital adjustment (n=325)
Step
1
2
3

Variables/ Index
Conscience
Conscience
Fulfillment
Conscience
Fulfillment
Neuroticism

b
1.17
0.80
0.89
0.68
0.71
-0.46

β
0.45
0.31
0.29
0.26
0.23
-0.16

t
8.96
5.59
5.26
4.57
3.97
-2.89

Sig.
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.004

F
80.29
57.29

Sig (F)
<0.001
<0.001

R2
0.197
0.258

41.86

<0.001

0.275

Table 4. The results of the simple linear regression analysis of problem solving
styles in marital adjustment (n=325)
Step Variables/ Index
1
Associative
2
Associative
Altruistic

b

β

t

Sig.

F

Sig (F)

1.88
2.22
-1.16

0.32
0.37
-0.20

6.00
6.90
-3.64

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

36.01
25.34

<0.001
<0.001

R2
0.098
0.131

Table 5. The results of the simple linear regression analysis of personality traits
and problem solving styles in marital adjustment (n=325)
Step
1
2
3

4

Variables/
Index
Conscience
Conscience
Fulfillment
Conscience
Fulfillment
Neuroticism
Conscience
Fulfillment
Neuroticism
associative

b

Β

t

Sig

F

Sig (F)

R2

1.17
0.80
0.89
0.68
0.70
-0.46
0.62
0.61
-0.44
0.69

0.45
0.31
0.29
0.26
0.23
-0.16
0.24
0.20
-0.16
0.12

8.96
5.59
5.26
4.57
3.96
-2.89
4.15
3.36
-2.78
2.24

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.004
<0.001
<0.001
0.006
0.026

80.29
57.29

<0.001
<0.001

0.197
0.258

41.86

<0.001

0.275

33.04

<0.001

0.283
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Book review:

Starting Medical research: A Practical guide.
Authors: Stephen Curran & Julie Curran.
Stephen Curran BSc, MB, CHB, MRCPsych, MMedSc, PhD; Consultant in old age
psychiatry. Julie L Curran BSc (Hons), PhD formerly research fellow, Academic
Unit of Anaesthesia. St James’s University Hospital, Leeds. Currently freelance
facilitator and educator. The book has been published in 2008 by the National service
s for Health improvement, includes 8 chapters in 89 pages.
Chapter 1: Why do research?
The word “research” may sound s bit alarming and threatening to many junior
doctors. One of the features of research, which distinguishes it from other types of
investigation
It is tempting to hold on to opinions which appear to represent the view the
established majority to avoid the idea of “rocking the boat’ thinks about how medical
practice has changed over the past 100 years or so. How might it change further in the
next 100 years?
Some of the important things blocking progress include:
1. Dogma: ac standpoint, which admits to no alternative view.
2. Terminology: a penchant for using words supposedly of some clinical significance
in such a variety of ways that clear scientific communication is lost; in psychiatry, for
example such diverse use is applied to terms such as “Depression”, “Psychopath” and
“ Hysteria”.
3. A system of classification based upon lists of symptoms, from which any
selection is admissible in order to apply the category.
4. Measurement: Scientific communication depends ultimately upon exact
measurement but too often the scales used for measurement in medical research are
composed of such a mixture of items that a high score would be achieved in most
forms of ill health.
I think most of us would agree that the reasons for blocking research outlined above
are the same in UK or Arab World with few differences.
Reasons for doing research:
1. To challenge clinical assumptions and the current evidence.
2. To improve clinical practice and extend the evidence bas.
However for a more personal perspective there may be other reasons for doing
research and can be broadly divided into 2 groups:
1. Career development including enhancing your CV through publication and
research presentations
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2. Personal interest and general skill development including research skills,
critical appraisal and writing skills.
Research can also help you to develop a wide range of other skills including:
1. Critical appraisal
2. Project management, time and negotiation
3. Writing for publication and Presentation skills
4. Develop your ability to work independently and as part of a team
5. Improve your IT and related skills
6. Improve your knowledge of evidence based practice
The research cycle: It is always advisable to research something you find interesting

The Research Cycle
1

Understand current clinical practice

2

Formulate a theory to explain or make sense of an experience

3

Create a specific hypothesis

4

Gather information or facts (this is your research).

5

Compare your findings with your initial theory

6

If necessary modify your initial theory & repeat step 4 + 5

7

Disseminate your results.

8

If required modify your clinical practice Then repeat your process

Chapter 2: Getting started and Marinating Momentum
It is important to be honest with yourself, and work out which of these are genuine
problems and which are merely excuses to hide behind. It is useful to start by
thinking about the more practical aspects of the research process:
1. Identify a question relevant t where you work and one that could be answered
as part of your routine clinical work.
2. Chose a question that can be answered with the resources you have in your
department or hospital.
3. Anticipate likely changes in your job e.g. you might have to rotate to another
hospital after 6 months.
We aim to stimulate Academics & clinicians in the Arab World to do more research
of higher standards and increase the flow of publications from Arab World. I am sure
by working together this task can be achieved.
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Some block to getting started:
1. Fear of doing research.
2. Lack of research knowledge & skills.
3. Lack of confidence to seek advice.
4. Lack of access to supervision & lack of resources.
5. The burden of bureaucracy e.g. Ethics committee
6. Poor motivation and not having a clear career focus.
7. Clinical pressure
8. Personal factors such as illness, holidays, moving jobs & exams
I would add a commonly encountered and well-known problem: suppression or
sarcasm by seniors that most juniors complain bitterly about it & always put it on the
top of obstacles. No doubt suppression by seniors is a very important obstacle in the
Arab world. Support & guidance by seniors is highly important & is highly needed.
While Ethics committee is something we lack in general across the Arab World
except in some Gulf countries & some other countries. In the international journals
lack of ethics committee approval means rejection of submission for publication and
if we were to publish our research in International Journals the research has to be
ethically approved.
I strongly call the Arab Federation to adopt this important issue & promote the spread
of a network of ethics committees in the Arab World. This could be done via the
committee of research approval in each university, Military Hospital and Ministry of
health. This would be an excellent opportunity to spread ethical practices across the
Arab World. Seniors need to adopt a more supportive helpful role with more
openness to new generation new views and initiatives. Juniors need to adopt a more
resilient, respectful and creative attitude.
Chapter 3: Research governance, Study Design and managing your project
Research Governance has 3 main components:
1. It sets standards for research
2. It aims to improve the quality of research
3. It promotes good practice
Research is now a good component of the drive to improve healthcare and no doubt
healthcare in Arab World does desperately need an ongoing process of improvement.
Chapter 4: Finding information to support your research
Searching the literature is an important part of the research process. It will help you
to clarify your research question. & Highlight previous research in the area you are
interested in. It will also help you plan your research methodology.
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Chapter 5: Writing your research protocol.
Writing your research protocol is probably the most important part of the research
process. It is tempting not to write a protocol and rush ahead. There are several
significant statistical methods with your research but don’t! Time spent writing your
protocol and discussing it with colleagues is time well spent. Why are people often
reluctant to write a protocol? One reason may be Lack of understanding about how
important the protocol is:
1. To clarify your research question.
2. To detail your methodology etc.
3. To give others (including the Ethics Committee) a chance to comment on your
proposal.
The principal elements of a protocol include:
1. Title
2. List of investigators.
3. Brief introduction/background.
4. Aims & hypothesis
5. Methodology.
6. Analysis
7. Logistics.
8. Resources.
9. Ethical issues.
10. Dissemination
Chapter 6: Funding your research
All studies no matter how small will have some cost and resource implications. For
many studies your time and other resources will be provided free and you will not
need to go through the formal process of obtaining funding. Your first research
project should rarely a small require you to apply for funding, other than possibly a
small amount of “seed corn” money from your local Trust (Hospital) or university
research budget for some consumable or extra laboratory investigations.
There are number of key factors that will be common to every successful grant
application:
1. Investigate a range of possible sources of funding.
2. Make initial contact with funding bodies that may fund research in your area and
obtain more details from them about what area of research they are currently
funding.
3. Write a focused and accurate proposal in clear non-jargonized language.
4. If rejected, take careful account of referees’ comments before resubmitting.
The funding issue may be different in the Arab World from the West but there are
common sources including: grants or funds from universities and pharmaceutical
companies.
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Chapter 7: Applying your results
There are several straightforward statistical methods that will allow you to summarise.
Broadly speaking you can summarize your data using such and describe your data
easily using such methods as means and medians – these can be done very quickly –
and you can also undertake a range of specific statistical tests. These require more
careful thoughts and it is normal these days t use a statistical package on you
computer such as SPSS. These tests can be either parametric or non-parametric tests
and will tell you whether a specific result is statistically significant.
When you have completed your project you will have gathered a set of data usually in
the form of numbers. Usually data are recorded on a sample o subjects taken from a
target population and this is then usually related to a reference population. It is useful
to be able to describe the data from your sample in a brief and accurate way without
having to write them all out. Descriptive statistics are those used in describing sets of
data, such as means and medians. Inferential statistics are concerned with drawing
conclusions from your data such as the well-known t-test.
Get statistical advice early & your method of analyzing.
Chapter 8: Publishing your results
Publishing your research results is an important final step in the research journey. It
is
Good to share your results with others and this will enhance your CV, but any people
fail or give up at this stage. Like other parts of the research process, a few basic steps
will help you to get your paper published. However, the main purpose for publishing
your results is to disseminate your findings.
Dissemination is the production of material by which the results of research are
imparted to others including:
1. Your collaborators (tip – do this first).
2. Colleagues and sponsors.
3. The research committee as a whole.
4. Subjects/principles.
5. Media and the general public.
Why do I want to publish my research?
You should be able to answer this question before you start. Research may be your
chosen career; in this case you should certainly be thinking about joining an active
research team as early as possible. It is not easy to move into research full-time later
on in life, but it is possible. Having research skills and a proven publication record is
a benefit to you even if you do not have a long – term plan to develop research as a
central part of your working life. There is a proven link between having a publication
on your CV and a successful job interview (Lewis, 1991). You must really want do
it! One useful before even starting your research to ask yourself (or ask others) is it
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potentially publishable? If not, ask yourself is there any point in doing it as it stands?
Or is it possible to modify it so that it could be publishable?
It is better to publish on my own?
If you glace thorough any journal you will see papers with contribution from several
authors working in collaboration. It is quite rare to see single author papers. Authors
will normally be members of your research team but would also usually include your
supervisor. Some papers have been written by people in different countries sharing
their resources ad some projects include specialists in different areas such as
epidemiology, statistics and public health. You will generally find collaborative work
with others can help set goals and allocate different parts of parts of the write up
workload is fairly shared. It is worth openly discussing and agreeing what each
author will do at the outset to avoid disputes later, especially the question of going to
be first author?
I feel this is very important and is likely to enhance and promote the spirit of
teamwork among Arab academics, researchers and clinicians. This is very important
nowadays and is very much needed in Arab World. If we only learn from research
activities to work together as a team. This would be enough
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Handbook of Liaison Psychiatry
Edited by Geoffrey G.Lloyd and Elspeth Guthrie
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
This textbook is 900 pages written by a group of British and some
European experts in the field, the editors have introduced the book
(Liaison psychiatry, the recognition and management of psychiatric
problems in the general medical setting, is an essential component of many
doctors’ work. Depression, anxiety and somatization disorders occur in
50% of cases presenting to primary care physicians.)
The book is divided into 5 parts with 38 chapters, part 1 is
concerned with basic skills of this discipline and the development of
general hospital psychiatry, establishing such service in general hospital
with the legal and ethical issues to faced in such service, this part then
continue to explore the understanding and the detection of psychological
problems in physically sick patients, with discussion of the role of the
nurse in liaison psychiatry.
Part 2 includes the common psychiatric problems across the
general hospital: functional somatic syndromes, alcohol problems, drug
misuse, sexual problems, suicide and deliberate self-harm, delirium and
childhood problems.
Part 3 is the big part of the book on working with special units
covering comprehensively 19 units with rich clinical input and huge
number of references, covering the disorders of neurology,
cardirespiratory, gastrointestinal, liver and endocrine with special chapters
on Diabetes, AIDS, nephrology musculoskeletal disorders, Oncology,
Cosmetic procedures, Gynaecology, psychocutaneous disorders, and the
units for burn, intensive care, emergency and palliative care.
Part 4 is allocated for treatment both psychological and
psychopharmacological options with special modifications for the
physically sick persons.
Part 5 is covering the different treatment settings, Special links
with primary care are elaborated and special attention to frequent attendees
of primary care and the last chapter is on major disaster planning a topic
that is gaining more and more attention.
This is a very informative book, easy to read, clinically oriented, its
great contribution to psychiatry and of great help to the psychiatrists in the
Arab countries who are trying hard to get recognition of psychiatric
services by interacting more with the primary health care physicians and
other specialists.
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